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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
1.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
1.0.1 In October 2011, John Spain Associates, Planning and Development 

Consultants in conjunction with Sprit Marketing were appointed by 
South Tipperary County Council working in partnership with Clonmel 
Borough Council, Carrick on Suir Town Council, Tipperary Town 
Council and Cashel Town Council to: 

 
 Prepare and research a report on the present retail sector and 

retail deficits in South Tipperary, based on all information, in 
partnership with the relevant stakeholders and to  

 
 Set out a proactive plan of business actions to address deficits in 

the retail sector. 
 
1.0.2 The study in particular focuses on the five key towns of Clonmel, 

Carrick on Suir, Tipperary, Cashel and Cahir.  In addition the study 
also provides an analysis of five key villages in the county namely 
Fethard, Clogheen, Dundrum, Ballyclerihan and Lisvernane. 

 
1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 
1.1.0 The focus of the study is to set out key steps for the promotion of a 

vibrant and viable retail sector in South Tipperary.  There are two 
distinct elements to the report in this regard. 

 
1.1.1 The first part of the report provides a detailed overview and analysis of 

the five key towns and villages in the County.  In particular each town 
and village is surveyed in order to: 

 
 Identify gaps in retail provision in each settlement that may be 

affecting retail performance. 
 
 Assess the vibrancy and choice of each town and village. 
 
 Assess the functionality of each town within the hierarchy and 

identify the opportunities it should avail of to improve the service 
offering and experience. 

 
1.1.2 The second part of the report identifies a coherent marketing focus for 

each town/village and identifies a series of realistic, practical and 
achievable actions and initiatives which can be implemented by the key 
stakeholders that will result in the growth of an appropriate retail mix 
and vibrancy in each of the towns. 
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1.1.3 The report focuses on business and marketing initiatives.  The study 
brief precludes the consideration of initiatives to improve the public 
realm. 

 
1.1.4 A key part of the study is active participation and consultation with the 

key stakeholders involved in the retail sector.  A project steering group 
was established to oversee the project and key individuals and groups 
identified to participate in the study.  Full details of the stakeholder 
consultation process undertaken is detailed in Chapter 4 of this report. 

 
1.2 APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 
 
1.2.1 The approach and methodology adopted in undertaking the report 

includes the following key steps: 
 

Baseline Information Gathering: This stage involved a review and 
analysis of current legislation, government policy, regional policy and 
local policy relevant to the retail sector.  The baseline review stage also 
includes an analysis of current retail trends, locally, regionally and 
nationally and how they are affecting towns and villages in the County.   
 
Stakeholder Consultation:  A key element of the report is the 
stakeholder consultation.  To facilitate this, John Spain Associates 
undertook a number of structured workshops with key individuals and 
groups in the County The comments of the stakeholders form an 
integral part of the study and inform the actions, initiatives and 
strategies set out in the programme of actions and recommendations 
of the report.   
 
Assessment of Growth Projections and Resulting Retail Need: As 
part of the overall assessment, a quantitative analysis in terms of future 
retail need for the 5 key towns was undertaken.  This provides a broad 
assessment of the catchment of each town, the projected population 
growth and the future requirements for retail development. 
 
Town and Village Centre Evaluation: A key part of the report is an 
assessment and evaluation of each of the key towns and villages in the 
County.  This assessment includes a detailed on the ground qualitative 
survey to assess the character, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats of each centre.  The assessment includes the identification 
of the existing retail offer and any gaps in that offer considering the role 
and function of the town in the context of the retail hierarchy.  The 
report provides an overall assessment of how each centre is 
performing and assesses whether this performance can be improved, 
enhanced and sustained in the future. 
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Retail Research and Action Programme: Informed by the 
stakeholder consultation, qualitative health check assessment an 
quantitative analysis, the report sets out a detailed action programme 
and a series of specific suggestions and recommendation for the five 
key towns and 5 key villages focussing on real and practical measures 
that can be undertaken by the relevant stakeholders in the short term 
in order to improve, enhance and further develop the retail role and 
function of the key towns/‟villages. A central element of the 
suggestions, recommendations and actions are targeted marketing, 
collaborative marketing and similar initiatives for each town and 
associated recommendations on how such initiatives can be delivered 
and potentially funded. 

 
1.3 Report Structure 
 
1.3.1 The structure of the report is as follows: 
 

Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Chapter 2: Policy context 
 
Chapter 3: Retail trends 
 
Chapter 4: Stakeholder consultation and key outcomes 
 
Chapter 5: Town centre evaluation of Clonmel, Cashel, Chair, 
Tipperary and Carrick on Suir 
 
Chapter 6: Village centre evaluation of Fethard, Clogheen, Dundrum, 
Lisvernane and Ballyclerihan 
 
Chapter 7: Action programme 
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CHAPTER 2: POLICY REVIEW 

 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1.1 A summary of all relevant retail policy at a national, regional and local level is 

detailed in Appendix 1 of this report.   
 
2.1.2 Some key pertinent points are as follows: 
 
2.2 REGIONAL PLANNING GUIDELINES 
 
2.2.1 Clonmel has been identified as a County town, which are recognised ―as 

critical elements in the structure for realising balanced regional development, 
acting as a focus for strengthening their own areas‖. The RPG‟s indicate that 
the County Towns have significant potential for growth and development and 
are critical to the achievement of critical mass and balanced development 
across the region. 

 
2.2.2 Both Carrick-on-Suir and Tipperary Town are identified as larger towns. 

Larger towns are ―targeted for growth having regard to their strategic 
locations, capacity for growth and potential to deliver on the core objectives of 
critical mass and balanced regional development‖. 

 
2.2.3 Cashel and Cahir have been identified as district towns.  District towns are 

defined as ―towns with populations between 1,500 and 5,000 that perform an 
important role in driving the development of a particular spatial component of 
the overall region‖. 

 
2.3 COUNTY LEVEL POLICY 
 

South Tipperary Development Plan 2009 – 2015 
 
2.3.1 In terms of the settlement hierarchy, Clonmel is identified as the primary 

service centre, with Cahir, Cashel, Carrick-on-Suir and Tipperary Town 
identified as secondary service centres and settlements such as Fethard, 
Holycross, Clogheen, Dundrum and Ballyclerihan identified as district service 
centres.  

 
South Tipperary County Retail Strategy (2010) 

 
2.3.2 The County Retail Strategy sets out the following retail hierarchy, as relevant 

to the towns and settlements under consideration:  
 

Primary Service Centre: Clonmel 
Secondary Service Centres: Cahir, Cashel, Carrick-on-Suir and 
Tipperary Town 
District Service Centres: Fethard, Holycross, Clogheen, Dundrum and 
Ballyclerihan 
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Priority Action Initiatives for Town Centre Improvement 
 
2.4 LEVEL / LOCAL LEVEL POLICY 
 
2.4.1 Local area plans have been prepared for Cahir (2011-2017), Carrick on Suir 

Development Plan (2008 – 2014), Cashel and Environs Development Plan 
(2009 – 2015), Clonmel and Environs Development Plan 2008 – 2014, 
Tipperary Town and Environs Development Plan 2007 – 2013.  In addition 
there is a local area plan for Fethard.  The key retail policies from these plans 
are detailed in Appendix 1. 
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CHAPTER 3 - RETAIL TRENDS 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
3.1.1 Retail Ireland estimate that the retail market has shrunk by over one fifth in 

value terms since 2007 due to the recession1 and that the latest the CSO 
(September 2011) Retail Sales Index figures indicate that retail sales 
volumes, excluding the motor trade, are continuing to decline. 

 
3.1.2 Against this context, the retail market has shown signs of evolving to meet 

market demands and to increase attractiveness, evidenced for example by 
the integration of leisure and retail uses and the increase in retail unit size to 
create the required economies of scale to compete effectively in an 
increasingly competitive market. These issues are discussed in further detail 
below. 

 
3.1.3 It is important to recognise and respond to the key trends in retailing in 

formulating measures to improve the performance of the retail sector in South 
Tipperary.   

 
3.2 GENERAL TRENDS IN RETAILING 
 

Social and Leisure Use Integration and Extended Opening Hours 
 
3.2.1 Shopping has become interlinked with social and leisure activities. This is 

becoming evident in the extension in the range of facilities on offer in 
shopping centres.  

 
3.2.2 This mix of uses has the potential to add to the life and vitality of the town 

centre and increase the overall attractiveness of the centre. The inclusion of 
additional leisure activities, in town centre locations, does have the benefit of 
increasing activity in shopping areas, bringing vitality and vibrancy. It can also 
increase activity to the centre after normal shopping times. 

 
3.2.3 Even simple measures such a live music, street entertainers, street theatre 

etc can help improve the vitality and vibrancy of a town centre, encouraging 
people to come to the town centre, improving footfall and creating potential 
for combined retail and leisure trips.  Consumers want to have an experience 
and shopping is no longer just a functional activity, for many it is a day out, a 
recreational and leisure pursuit.  This is an important factor to consider in any 
town centre management strategy, and the integration of shopping, leisure, 
recreational and entertainment should be a key part of any such strategy. 
 
Extended Opening Hours 

 
3.2.4 There is also an increase in 24 hour store opening although this is 

concentrated in the convenience section.  The ability of centres and individual 
stores to extend opening hours is biased towards larger retailers, with smaller 
retailers at a disadvantage in terms of relative costs involved and smaller 

                                                 
1
 Retail Ireland, http://www.ibec.ie/IBEC/BA.nsf/vPages/Business_Sectors~retail-ireland 
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trade volumes. As longer opening hours become more common, this could 
put smaller retailers at a competitive disadvantage and could lead to a 
reduction in their market share.2 Tesco Extra in the out of centre Powerstown 
Centre in Clonmel operates on a 24 hour basis.  

 
3.2.5 Shopping hours need to be geared toward the wants and desires of the 

consumer and need to be as consistent as possible across the retail sector. 
 

Home Shopping 
 
3.2.6 Parker3 outlines how ―one of the major trends shaping Ireland‘s retail future is 

the rise of online shopping‖. According to IMRG (2006)4, 10% of all retail 
sales now take place online.   

 
3.2.7 Online shopping, both in the comparison and convenience sectors, is 

beneficial to the consumer in so far as the consumer can readily see the 
prices of the products they wish to purchase prior to making the purchase. 
Internet shopping offers choice to consumers and enables them to have their 
groceries and other goods delivered to their door.  

 
3.2.8 The impact of online shopping on high street operators is becoming 

increasingly evident.  Waterstones Bookstores have closed a number of their 
stores citing online competition as the principle reason.  HMV have also cited 
on line competition as a significant issue in terms of their future viability. 

 
3.2.9 There may be potential for smaller independent traders to develop an on line 

offer.  This however, requires appropriate training and development. 
 

Increase in Retail Unit Size 
 
3.2.10 This trend is evident in both the convenience and comparison sectors. There 

has been a trend for the major convenience retailers to develop larger scale 
stores in recent years. Large stores on the edge of centre of towns in South 
Tipperary are evident, for example Tesco in Cashel Town Shopping Centre, 
Super Valu in Poppyfields Retail Park in Clonmel, Tesco in Powerstown 
Centre in Clonmel, and Tesco on Limerick Road in Tipperary Town.  

 
3.2.11 In line with this development, is an expansion in the range of goods now 

being sold in supermarkets, which has included an increase in the number of 
individual food and non-food convenience lines and the stocking of 
comparison goods such as clothing, books and cd‟s. This has resulted in the 
merging of comparison and convenience retailing within one store. The trend 
for increased sized units evident in the convenience sector is replicated in the 
comparison shopping sector.  

 

                                                 
2 BCSC (2004) The Smaller Towns Report: Delivering retail-led renaissance in towns and smaller cities. 
Westminster: London 
3 Brophy C.  Ireland’s Shopping Meccas  
4 IMRG (2006). Press release 24/5/2006. Accessed at www.imrg.org  

http://www.imrg.org/
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3.2.12 The increase in unit size has led to a demand for larger sites, which are often 
not available in town centre or edge of centre locations, leading to demand 
for development on the outskirts of town. Such development can lead to a 
disassociation between the town centre and the out of centre destinations to 
the detriment of the vitality and viability of the town centre.  

 
3.2.13 The movement of convenience shopping to suburban locations suggests that 

the future role for town centres will be in the provision of higher order goods 
and have a greater role as a leisure destination.  

 
International Multiples and Concentration of Market Share 

 
3.2.14 Analysis of the market share for convenience retailing in Ireland illustrates 

that the market is dominated by a limited number of retailers, such as Tesco, 
Dunnes Stores and Super Valu, notwithstanding the relatively recent 
emergence of discount foodstores such as Aldi, Lidl, and Buy Lo. It is 
estimated that these major retailers account for approximately 71% of the 
market share. 

 
3.2.15 This trend is likely to continue in the future as the major players seek to 

increase their market share. These retailers have the advantage of greater 
economies of scale than their smaller scale competitors. 

 
3.2.16 A similar trend is apparent in the comparison sector where there is now a far 

greater presence of European and International multiples in the Irish retail 
market.  Even within the last few years, the retail sector has seen the 
introduction of new brands into the country, e.g. H & M, New Look, Zara, 
Gap, Diesel and American Apparel. 

 
3.2.17 Whilst the trend of international multiples capturing the market share is 

evident in convenience retailing in South Tipperary, it is less evident in the 
comparison sector, primarily because, with the exception of Clonmel, towns 
in South Tipperary do not have sufficient population to attract international 
multiples.  

 
Competition from Discounters 

 
3.2.18 The emergence of discount retailers, such as Aldi and Lidl, has been a 

notable trend over the past decade. It is estimated that these retailers now 
have approximately 8% of the retail market share. 

 
3.2.19 Discount retailers have significantly increased their number of stores in recent 

years and it is envisaged that their expansion programme will continue. Aldi 
currently operates stores out of Clonmel, Cahir and Carrick on Suir in South 
Tipperary. Lidl currently operates stores out of Tipperary town, Cashel, 
Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir.  

 
3.2.20 The Retail Planning Guidelines state that discount foodstores have a different 

trade draw to standard convenience retailers. The Guidelines also state that 
discount foodstore can also anchor neighbourhood centres, illustrating the 
wider role that these stores are playing in retail provision. It is noted that the 
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review of the Retail Planning guidelines, recently published by the 
department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government no longer 
distinguishes between Discount Foodstores and other forms of convenience 
retailing. 

 
Factory Outlet Centres and Fashion Parks 

 
3.2.21 The emergence of Factory Outlet Centres and Tourist Outlet Centres both 

within the Republic and in Northern Ireland has been a significant retail 
development in recent years. Centres such as Banbridge and Kildare Village 
Outlet Centre have proven to be successful and can attract custom from a 
wide catchment area.  

 
3.2.22 An example of a similar type of retailing in South Tipperary is the Dovehill 

Shopping Centre, located three miles to the east of Carrick on Suir, which 
contains approximately 5,700 sq. m of high end comparison and bulky units. 

 
Trends in Retail Warehousing 

 
3.2.23 The pattern of retail warehousing is now well established in Ireland, with a 

growing trend for a concentration of retail warehouse units in retail parks. 
This form of retailing tends to be more reliant on private transport given the 
predominantly bulky nature of goods sold. It is not well suited to town centre 
sites owing to the need for a large site area to contain both the unit and the 
associated car parking. 

 
3.2.24 There are a number of retail warehouse parks in South Tipperary, the larger 

examples including Poppyfields Retail Park in Clonmel and Tipperary 
Shopping Centre Park in Tipperary town. There are also a number of vacant 
parks in the County including sites in Tipperary and Carrick on Suir. 

 
3.2.25 The Retail Planning Guidelines state that retail warehouse parks should not 

adversely impact on the vitality and viability of town centres provided that the 
range of goods sold in the units is restricted to bulky items. It is noted that the 
current review of the Draft Retail Guidelines states that there are ancillary 
items associated with an otherwise bulky good and that these can constitute 
up to 15% of the total net retail floorspace. 

 
Farmer Markets and Ethnic Shops 
 

3.2.26 Farmer markets normally operate on a weekly basis and provide the 
opportunity for independent traders to sell a variety of fresh products such as 
fruit and vegetables, cheese, speciality breads, and sundry items such as 
olives, jams, chocolates, wine etc.  

 
3.2.27 Another emerging trend is the increase in ethnic markets and stores 

specialising in ethnic products such as food, fashion and hair products. 
 
3.2.28 A number of markets and farmers markets operate in the County, including 

Clonmel Market at Dudley‟s Mills operating each Sunday, Clonmel Farmers 
Market operating each Saturday beside the Oakville Shopping Centre, Cahir 
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Farmers Market at Castle Street car park each Saturday, Carrick on Suir 
Market on Main Street each Friday and Tipperary town Farmers Market each 
Saturday beside Tipperary Shopping Centre. Farmers market can play an 
important role in enhancing activity in a town centre and encouraging greater 
footfall.  Their location, branding and marketing are important to maximise 
benefits to the town centre and to encourage commercial synergy. 

 
3.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
3.3.1 It is important that due cognisance is taken of the key trends in retailing when 

developing tangible measures to seek to improve the retail sector in South 
Tipperary.  

 
3.3.2 As has been demonstrated, the retail market has continued to diversify to 

meet new and evolving demands, demonstrated by, for example, the linking 
of retail and leisure facilities, larger floorplates and extended opening hours. 
Such evolution and diversification will need to, and is expected to, continue 
into the future to combat the continued decline in retail sales and increased 
competition from international retailers in both the comparison and 
convenience markets. 
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CHAPTER 4 – STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
4.1.1 An essential part of the preparation of the Retail Development 

Programme and Action Programme has been stakeholder consultation. 
 
4.1.2 The purpose of the stakeholder consultation is to identify the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats of each key town and district 
centre and to identify any actions or initiatives which the local 
stakeholders may wish to see occur in their town or centre in order to 
improve the retail role and function of their town.  

 
4.1.3 It is noted that not all of the actions suggested by the stakeholders may 

be feasible to deliver under the terms of reference of this study.  Some 
of the issues identified are already addressed and encapsulated in the 
Retail Action Plan that has been prepared by the Council, whilst others 
are specific issues pertaining to the public realm which are outside the 
scope of this report.  Nonetheless key issues highlighted by the 
stakeholders have been considered an incorporated into the Action 
Programme set out in Chapter 7 as specific measures where 
appropriate. 

 
4.2 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION METHODOLOGY 
 
4.2.1 Stakeholder consultation in respect of the project has taken two forms. 

These are described below: 
 

Steering Group Consultation 
 
4.2.2 The following bodies are represented on the Steering Group: 
 

 South Tipperary County Council 
 Cahir Development Association 
 Clonmel Chamber of Commerce 
 Cashel Chamber of Commerce 
 The Association of Clonmel Traders (A.C.T) 
 Carrick on Suir Business Association 

 
4.2.3 Steering Group meetings were held in Clonmel on the 4th November 

and the 30th November 2011. The purpose of these meetings was to 
discuss the project and to identify key issues to be addressed in the 
final report.  The steering group provided feedback and discussion 
regarding initial recommendations and observations arising from the 
stakeholder consultation phase. Additionally, the Draft Retail 
Development Programme and Action Programme was circulated to the 
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steering group for comment and feedback was requested from the 
Steering Group members before production of the final report.  
 
Stakeholder Consultation 

 
4.2.4 In addition to regular Steering Group meetings, relevant stakeholders 

were identified and agreed with the Steering Group and this formed the 
basis for consultation with stakeholders from each key town.  

 
4.2.5 The following stakeholder consultations were undertaken: 
 

TABLE 4.1: STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION SCHEDULE 

STAKEHOLDER BODY DATE 

Cashel 
Cashel Chamber of Commerce 

17.11.2011 
Cashel Chamber of Commerce 

Cahir Cahir Development Association 17.11.2011 

Clonmel 
Clonmel Chamber of Commerce 

17.11.2011 
The Association of Clonmel Traders 

Tipperary Tipperary Integrated Rural Development 23.11.2011 

Carrick on Suir Carrick on suir Business Association 23.11.2011 

Local Elected Representatives County Councillors 23.11.2011 

South Tipperary Development Company South Tipperary Development Company 24.11.2011 

Community and Voluntary Forum Community and Voluntary Forum 24.11.2011 

Local Elected Representatives Borough and Town Councillors 30.11.2011 

Martin Brophy Owner of retail site, Tinvane, Carrick on Suir 01.12.2011 

 
4.2.6 Stakeholder consultation was undertaken at an early stage of the 

project to ensure that all issues raised by the stakeholders 
appropriately inform the Retail Development Programme.  

 
4.2.7 Generally, stakeholder consultations lasted approximately 1.5 to 2 

hours and took place in Cashel, Cahir, Clonmel, Tipperary town, and 
Carrick-on-Suir. Meetings with elected representatives took place in 
Clonmel. 

 
4.2.8 In addition to attending the stakeholder consultations, all parties were 

encouraged to submit any additional views, or any views of those not in 
attendance, to the project team by letter or email.  

 
4.2.9 All stakeholder consultations were discursive and informative and 

acted to clearly highlight the issues and concerns of each area, as well 
as identifying possible actions that may be undertaken. 
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4.2.10 Prior to each workshop stakeholders were circulated with an agenda 
which was intended to focus the workshop on key issues. A copy of 
this agenda is attached at Appendix 2. Each workshop was focussed 
with each group asked to carry out a Strength Weakness Opportunity 
Threat (SWOT) analysis for their town.  Stakeholders were also asked 
to discuss what actions and initiatives they would like to see put in 
place to improve the retail offer, function and role of their town/village.  

 
4.2.11 The comments of the stakeholders form an integral part of the study 

and inform the actions, initiatives and strategies set out in the 
programme of actions and recommendations of the report.  

 
4.3 COMMON ISSUES ARISING FROM STAKEHOLDER 

CONSULTATION 
 
4.3.1 Minutes of each stakeholder consultation meeting are enclosed at 

Appendix 3. 
 
4.3.2 Common themes arising from stakeholder consultation include the 

following: 
 

 Vacant and derelict properties / shop units: Vacant and 
derelict properties can lead to poor public perception of a town 
and may hamper investment in a town. This is addressed in the 
Action Programme at Action 2.  

 
 Use of social media / web sites: Many retailers are not aware of 

or do not fully utilise the power of social media/web sites in 
promoting their town and business. This is addressed in the 
Action Programme at Action 3. 

 
 Development of key town centre sites: The continued threat of 

out of town retailing is a frequent concern. There is a consensus 
that more needs to be done to promote key town centres sites for 
retail development to key retailers. It is noted however, that this is 
an issue that is being addressed under the Retail Action Plan 
prepared by the Council. 

 
 Improving communication / liaison with Town, Borough and 

County Council: In some instances, concerns were expressed 
by stakeholders regarding a lack of responsiveness from the 
Council‟s regarding town centre management issues.  There is a 
need to develop and foster existing relationships between the 
stakeholders and the County Council/ Borough Council and Town 
Councils. This is addressed in the Action Programme at Action 1. 
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 Parking: Parking was raised as an issue in all towns.  Opinions 
vary regarding parking charges, enforcement etc. It is noted 
however, that this is an issue that is being addressed under the 
Retail Action Plan prepared by the Council. 

 
 Farmer‟s Markets: The farmers markets in the County appear to 

operate with varying degrees of success. Some are poorly located 
and do not have the critical mass of attraction. Farmer‟s Markets 
are recognised as a potential source of visitors to a town or centre 
and as a means to improve footfall. This is addressed in the 
Action Programme at Action 7. 

 
 Signage: Several towns expressed concerns regarding poor 

advertising signage for events and for services in the town or 
centre. There may be scope to improve signage, particularly on 
approach roads. It is noted however, that this is an issue that is 
being addressed under the Retail Action Plan prepared by the 
Council. 

 
 Shop Local: There could be opportunities for increased 

awareness of the importance of shopping locally. This is 
addressed in the Action Programme at Action 4. 

 
 Opening Hours: Opening hours tend to vary across towns.  In 

some towns still shops closing at lunch time and half days on 
Wednesday. There is a sense that this sends the wrong message 
to consumers. This is addressed in the Action Programme at 
Action 4 for Clonmel. 

 
 Festivals and Events: Festivals and events are critically 

important in enhancing the attractiveness of town centres as 
places to visit.  Such events can improve footfall and improve 
vitality and viability of town centres and encourage return visits to 
the town. This is addressed in the Action Programme at Action 5. 

 
 Links with Tourism: Tourism events are being promoted such as 

Butler Trail and Walk the Tipperary 10.  There may be an 
opportunity for greater linkages between these events and town 
centre activities. This is addressed in the Action Programme at 
Action 6. 
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4.4 KEY SPECIFIC ISSUES ARISING FROM STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION 

 
4.4.1 In addition to the common issues outlined above, there were a number of 

key issues arising in relation to each of the five key towns.  These are 
summarised in the attached minutes in Appendix 3. 
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CHAPTER 5: TOWN CENTRE EVALUATION 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
5.1.1 The purpose of this chapter is to carry out a survey of the 5 key towns in the 

county namely: 
 

o Cashel 
o Cahir 
o Tipperary 
o Clonmel  
o Carrick on Suir 

 
in order to assess their character and the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats of each centre.  In particular this chapter assesses 
the quality of the existing retail offer and identifies any potential gaps in this 
offer considering the towns role and function within the retail hierarchy. 
Indicators such as diversity of uses, multiple representation, location and 
distribution of vacancies and suitability of existing floorspace are utilised to 
establish the vitality and viability of each town centre. 

 
5.1.2 In order to assess what gaps there are in the retail market of each town, a 

detailed land use survey was undertaken which details what types of retail 
uses are represented in each town.  The background survey forms used in 
undertaking these surveys are enclosed at Appendix 4. These forms indicate 
the type and number of uses present in each town and identify gaps in the 
retail provision. The evaluation informs a better understanding of the current 
state of retailing in each of the key town centres and informs the Action 
Programme set out in Chapter 7 of this report. 

 
5.1.3 To support the assessment, a quantitative assessment was also undertaken.  

The purpose of this assessment is to provide a broad assessment of the 
requirement for additional retail floorspace in the County by projecting future 
change in population and the growth in consumer spending.  The assessment 
provides a basis to understand the requirement for future retailing in each of 
the key towns and to inform the marketing led actions detailed in Chapter 7.  
The quantitative assessment is contained in Appendix 5 of this report. 

 
5.2 CASHEL 
 

Town Overview, Characteristics, Role and Function 
 
5.2.1 Cashel is located at Tier 4 of the County Retail Hierarchy and acts as a 

Secondary Service Centre. The town has a strong tourist market attracted by 
the Rock of Cashel.  

 
5.2.2 There is a good accessibility to Cashel by way of the M8 motorway. However, 

there is no accessibility by train. Cashel is served by Bus Eireann on the 
Dublin to Cork service with a bus approximately every two hours. 
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5.2.3 According to the Census 2011 preliminary results, Cashel town has a 
population of 2,276 in 2011, falling from 2,413 in 2006. 

 
5.2.4 The town effectively provides day to day retail and service functions with the 

addition of some specialist niche retailers. Its primary function is as a 
secondary service centre for the surrounding population. In its role as a 
service town, Cashel provides a number of convenience outlets which 
effectively provide for the convenience needs of the community. Cashel is 
less successful in providing for the comparison shopping needs for the 
surrounding community, although it is better provided for than other 
comparative centres due to its tourism role and the presence of particular 
niche retailers.  

 
5.2.5 The second function is as a tourist town linked with the significant attraction 

of the Rock of Cashel. Due to its role as a tourist town, Cashel has a 
distinctive traditional character and maintains a relatively good range of public 
houses, hotels, cafes and restaurants. There are some high quality 
accommodation offerings in the town centre. However, the town does not 
display the range of shops (e.g. tourist shops, gift shops, etc) which would be 
associated with comparable tourist towns.  

 
Strengths and Opportunities 

 
5.2.6 Cashel is an attractive town centre which is strongly linked with tourism due 

to the Rock of Cashel. The town is noted for its high quality restaurants.  
 
5.2.7 The town centre core itself is relatively compact, concentrated on Main 

Street, and is well maintained, particularly at the area centred around the 
tourist information office, with granite paving, hard and soft landscaping and 
directional / information signs present.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a strong independent retail trend in the town, with shopfronts generally well  
 
 

Photo 5.1: View looking west on Main Street Cashel Photo 5.2: View looking east on Main Street Cashel 

towards Tourist Information office 
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5.2.8 The presence of the Rock of Cashel offers a significant opportunity for the 
town centre to benefit from visitors to the Rock of Cashel. Other tourist 
facilities such as the Folk Village and Museum and Agar‟s Lane can assist in 
the same manner.  

 
5.2.9 There may also be an opportunity to establish a regular Farmer‟s Market, 

offering both consumable items such as Cashel Blue cheese, as well as 
having a tourist attraction.  

 
Weaknesses and Threats 

 
5.2.10 The 2011 Annual Monitoring Report of the County Retail Strategy indicates 

that vacancy rate in Cashel is 16.2% in 2011, rising from 15.1% in 2009. 
Vacancy in the town centre is apparent, particular at Dominic‟s Court and the 
eastern end of Main Street, despite its proximity to the Rock of Cashel. 
Peripheral streets such as Ladyswell Street and Friar Street provide some 
retail and retail services mixed with residential uses.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2.11 Despite the presence of the Rock of Cashel, sign-posting and pedestrian 

links to the Rock of Cashel are not very clear. The near vacant Dominic Court 
shopping mall provides a link from the east end of Main Street towards the 
Rock of Cashel but this route is poorly advertised and utilised.  

 
5.2.12 In terms of „high retail value‟ uses, defined as retail, pubs or restaurants, 

these uses account for 65% of the uses in Cashel prime retail area, rising 
from 64% in 2009. This is significantly below levels such as 84% in Clonmel 
and 78.6 % in Tipperary Town.  

 
5.2.13 The town centre area in Cashel has a limited provision of high end retail units 

and a vacancy rate similar to Tipperary Town. 

Photo 5.3: Dominic Court located to the east end of Main 

Street Cashel 
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5.2.14 Cashel Shopping Centre is located on the Cahir Road and is anchored by 
Tesco. There are a number of vacant units. The development includes 
significant car parking that has no charge for customers.  It lacks connection 
with the town centre. On-street car parking in Cashel is on a pay and display 
basis and the attraction of free parking at the Shopping Centre may impact 
upon the visitors to the town centre. Connectivity with Cashel Shopping 
Centre is not assisted by the limited and weak retail provision to the west end 
of Main Street. Residential uses predominate at ground floor and the area is 
dominated by traffic.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2.15 Cashel Town has one dedicated retail warehouse park located at the Cahir 

Road. This development is poorly occupied and illustrates limited demand for 
retail warehouse floorspace in the town at present.  

 
Assessment of Existing Retail Provision and Gaps in Provision 

 
5.2.16 In terms of convenience retail provision, Cashel is well represented for a town 

at Tier 4 of the County Retail Hierarchy due to the presence of Supervalu, 
Tesco and Lidl. Smaller convenience stores such as Spar and Daybreak are 
also present. These services are supplemented by other uses such as a 
number of butcher‟s, a bakery, a health food shop, and an off licence. 

 
5.2.17 Comparison retail is limited. With the exception of the Kilkenny shop, there 

are no national or international multiples present. There are approximately 3 
no. independent men‟s fashion outlets, 3 no. independent ladies fashion 
outlets and 1 no. independent children‟s fashion outlet. However, considering 
the role and function of the town in the retail hierarchy, it is relatively well 
provided for in terms of independent fashion outlets.  This is a strength that 
could be built on, developing the town as a niche specialist fashion boutique 
destination. There are also 2 no. discount outlets and a gift shop in the town. 
The only bookshop in the town has also recently closed down.  

 
5.2.18 In terms of retail services, there is a relatively good provision of retail services 

with uses such as post office, stationary stores, jewellers, health and beauty 

Photo 5.4: Cashel Shopping Centre Photo 5.5: Eastern end of Main Street Cashel 
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stores, barbers, and opticians all present. Other uses include a number of 
bookmakers, a florist, health and leisure centres, estate agents, dry cleaners, 
hardware shops and a charity shop. Also present were a number of electrical 
goods providers. Uses not present include a mobile phone shop and antiques 
outlet.  

 
5.2.19 In terms of food and beverage, there are a significant number of public 

houses, together with a number of restaurants and cafes. The town is noted 
for its high quality restaurants. 

 
5.2.20 There is scope to further develop the comparison offer of the town and to 

encourage the development of further niche fashion and tourism related 
operators.  Additional specialist craft and artisan food retailers should be 
encouraged. 
 
Assessment of Vitality of Town Centre 

 
5.2.21 It is considered that Cashel town centre is performing below its potential.  
 
5.2.22 There is generally a low footfall in the town centre area and there is a 

disconnect between the tourist area at the Rock of Cashel and the town 
centre. There is also a weak connection between the town centre and Cashel 
Shopping Centre. 

 
5.2.23 The limited range of comparison uses, allied to the limited representation of 

gift shops and tourist shops, means that the town would appear to act 
primarily as a convenience centre for the surrounding community, although it 
does have a particular strength in high quality fashion.  

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
5.2.23 The Retail Strategy acknowledges that in order for Cashel to benefit from 

visitor numbers to the town and to the Rock of Cashel, there must be a focus 
on the further development of high end retailing in the town centre. 

 
5.2.24 It is considered that there are a number of weaknesses in Cashel‟s retail 

function. These includes linkages between the town centre and the Rock of 
Cashel, increasing the attractiveness of the town centre to tourists by way of 
additional gift shops, tourist shops, etc, generally increasing the range of 
comparison uses, both to attract tourists and the surrounding community, and 
in the treatment of vacant units in the town centre. Further fashion, specialist 
craft and artisan retail should be promoted in the town. 

 
5.2.25 Vacant units in the town centre present an opportunity to encourage uses 

which are currently absent, such as gift shops, speciality food, craft outlets, 
tourist shops, comparison outlets (particularly boutique and specialist niche 
retailers) generally, and bookshop. There would also be an opportunity to 
increase the range of cafes and restaurants available for residents, the 
surrounding community, and particularly tourists. Additional services such as 
phone shop etc should also be encouraged in the town. 
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5.2.26 Opportunities to encourage these uses towards the core of the town with 
stronger legible links towards the Rock of Cashel and Cashel Shopping 
Centre, respectively, should be encouraged.  
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5.3 CAHIR 
 

Town Overview, Characteristics, Role and Function 
 
5.3.1 Cahir is positioned at Tier 4 of the County Retail Hierarchy and acts as a 

Secondary Service Centre. The town functions as a shopping and market 
town for the population resident within the town and its immediate 
surrounding rural hinterland. The town also has a tourism function. 

 
5.3.2 Cahir has good transport links by way of both the M8 motorway and Cahir 

train station. Cahir is also served by Bus Eireann on the Dublin to Cork 
service with a bus approximately every two hours and the Limerick to 
Waterford service, with services approximately every hour during peak hours. 
The town is centrally located on the motorway network and as such has a 
large potential catchment area.  

 
5.3.3 Cahir town had a population of 2,794 persons in 2006. No population figures 

for Cahir are available from the preliminary results of the 2011 Census.  
 
5.3.4 Cahir is a generally attractive historic market town. The main tourism 

attraction in Cahir is Cahir Castle and the Swiss Cottage. Cahir also acts as a 
base for tourists visiting the surrounding area.   

 
5.3.5 A number of retail warehouse units are located in the Cahir Abbey Industrial 

Park at Cahir Abbey. This part contains a mix of retail warehousing, light 
industrial and warehousing uses.  

 
Strengths and Opportunities 

 
5.3.6 Cahir has a number of notable tourism attractions, including the Swiss 

Cottages and Cahir Castle. There may be an opportunity to further market 
these attractions in order to increase footfall in Cahir. A tourist office is 
present adjacent to the surface car park on Castle Street. The town is 
renowned for its local mountain biking club.  Cahir is also identified as a hub 
of excellence for brown trout fishing in the South East by Failte Ireland. 

 
5.3.7 There are vacant retail units (vacancy is at approximately 19.5%) and 

opportunity sites in the town centre. Notable opportunity sites include Cahir 
Mills at the opposite side of the river to Cahir Castle, the former Fleury 
Antiques outlet on Market Square and lands adjoining the train station.  
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5.3.8 With regard to the latter site, planning permission was granted in May 2011 

(Reg. Ref: 11/124) for a new retail complex on the former Dairygold co-op 
site (Old Church Street and adjoining train station) including the development 
of a 3,742 sq. m anchor store, 3 no. retail units of 651 sq. m gross floor area 
and 248 no. car parking spaces. This permission has not been implemented. 
Implementation would assist with the improvement of the retail provision in 
Cahir. 

 
5.3.9 A Farmers Market is present every Saturday in the Castle Street car park. 

There is an opportunity to utilise, and potentially expand this market, to attract 
visitors to the town centre.  

 
Weaknesses and Threats 

 
5.3.10 The 2011 Annual Monitoring Report of the County Retail Strategy indicates 

that vacancy rate in Cahir is 19.5% in 2011, falling from 25.6% in 2009. Cahir 
town has a relatively high vacancy rate at 19.5%, second only to Carrick-on-
Suir at 23%. Despite falling vacancies, the retail offer in the town remains 
limited, both in terms of comparison and convenience outlets.  

 
5.3.11 „High retail value‟ uses, defined as retail, pubs or restaurants, these uses 

account for 76% of the uses in Cahir prime retail area, rising from 72% in 
2009. This is below levels such as 84% in Clonmel and 78.6 % in Tipperary 
Town, but above levels such as 61% in Carrick-on-Suir and 65% in Cashel.  

 
5.3.12 The town centre is dominated by parking and traffic and Market Square in 

particular suffers from congestion and traffic movements. There is no pay and 
display parking system in Cahir. It is noted however, that the issue of parking 
management is being addressed by the appointment of a traffic warden.  
Pedestrians are poorly catered for with a notable absence of pedestrian 
crossings.  

 

Photo 5.6: Cahir Mills with Cahir Castle in Background Photo 5.7: Fleurys Antiques on Market Square 
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5.3.13 A renewed focus on vacant town centre units must occur to prevent 

expenditure leakage from the catchment of Cahir. 
 

Assessment of Existing Retail Provision and Gaps in Provision 
 
5.3.14 Whilst located at Tier 4 of the County Retail Hierarchy with Cashel, Cahir 

offers a poor choice of convenience shopping with only Aldi and Supervalu 
present in the town. The town has a number of butchers and approximately 3 
no. newsagents, including Spar in addition to a Supervalu and an Aldi.  It is 
understood however, that there are plans for a further convenience multiple 
which would augment the offer and attraction of the town. There is also scope 
to provide more specialist convenience offer including a health food shop and 
specialist delicatessen/food stores. 

 
5.3.15 Comparison provision is .more limited. There are a number of independent 

ladies fashion outlets but no men‟s fashion outlets or children‟s fashion 
outlets. Whilst there are footwear shops present, also absent are the likes of 
accessories shops. There is a notable absence of national and international 
multiples. However, given the size, role and function of the town, it is unlikely 
that it would attract multiples of this nature.  There is however, scope to 
improve the independent comparison offer particularly for menswear shops, 
children‟s clothing and footwear. The Craft Granary is an important retail 
attraction particularly for tourists. The development of further artisan and craft 
speciality shops in the town could be promoted. 

 
5.3.16 The retail mix does include retail services, such as pharmacies, jewellers, a 

hardware outlet, art shop, small independent department store, gift shops, a 
number of craft shops, a post office, video rental shop, health and beauty 
outlets, barbers, optician, solicitors and estate agents. 

 

Photos 5.8 and 5.9: Cahir Market Square 
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5.3.17 Additionally, there is a relatively good range of public houses and restaurants. 
There is a relatively short supply of cafes / delis in the town centre, with 3 no. 
such outlets noted.  

 
5.3.18 In summary, notable absences from the retail provision include a sports shop, 

health food shop, bakery, speciality foods, men‟s fashion, and children‟s 
fashion. It is noted that there was previously an antiques outlet located at 
Market Square which may be re-established.  

 
5.3.19 There may also be potential for linkages with the mountain bike club in terms 

of a bicycle shop, and furthermore there may be good demand a health food 
store or similar with linkages to local businesses such as the Apple Farm.  

 
Assessment Vitality of Town Centre 

 
5.3.20 Cahir has a relatively active town centre that primarily functions as a service 

centre for the local population. 
 
5.3.21 The town centre has a relatively weak retail offer, especially in comparison 

terms. The level of provision of convenience and comparison retail is not 
likely to attract visitors outside the immediate catchment area of Cahir, 
particularly considering the proximity of other centres such as Clonmel and 
Cashel. Vacancy rates at 19.5% remain an issue.  

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
5.3.22 Despite its excellent location and large catchment area, Cahir is considered 

to be performing poorly in retail terms. There is a limited provision of both 
convenience and comparison outlets.  

 
5.3.23 The car dominated nature of the town, and particularly Market Square, are a 

disadvantage. The private car is generally dominant over pedestrians, 
discouraging visitors. This issue needs to be addressed in order to make the 
town centre more attractive.  

 
5.3.24 There is a general need for investment in both the convenience and 

comparison sectors in the town. A vacancy rate of 19.5% mean that there is 
opportunities for new retailers to locate in the town centre. Opportunity sites 
have been identified at Fleury Antiques and Cahir Mills, in particular. Planning 
permission has been granted for a mixed use development adjacent to the 
train station, the implementation of which would assist with improving the 
retail offer in the town.  
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5.4 TIPPERARY TOWN 
 

Town Overview, Characteristics, Role and Function 
 
5.4.1 Tipperary Town is a market town, situated in the heart of the Golden Vale and 

in close proximity to the Glen of Aherlow. Tipperary town is designated as a 
Tier 3 Level 2 town on the County Retail Hierarchy and acts as a Secondary 
Service Centre. 

 
5.4.2 As with other large towns in South Tipperary, Tipperary town is relatively 

easy to access from the M8 motorway, although it is less accessible than the 
likes of Cashel and Cahir. The town benefits from a railway station located on 
the Limerick Junction – Waterford rail line. 

 
5.4.3 According to the preliminary results from the Census 2011, Tipperary town 

has a population of 4,320 in 2011, decreasing from 4,415 in 2006.  
 
5.4.4 The town acts as a service centre for its own population and the surrounding 

rural hinterland. Compared to other towns in the County such as Cashel and 
Cahir, Tipperary town does not have a notable tourist attraction, save for 
hinterland attractions such as the Glen of Aherlow and the Galtee Mountains.  

 
5.4.5 A large area of the town centre is designated as an Architectural 

Conservation Area with numerous protected structures. 
 

Strengths and Opportunities 
 
5.4.6 The 2011 Annual Monitoring Report of the County Retail Strategy indicates 

that vacancy rate in Tipperary town is 10.5% in 2011, falling from 14% in 
2009. This vacancy rate is significantly better than other large towns in the 
County. 

 
5.4.7 In terms of „high retail value‟ uses, defined as retail, pubs or restaurants, 

these uses account for 78.6% of the uses in Tipperary town prime retail area, 
falling marginally from 78.9% in 2009. This is level is second only to 84% in 
Clonmel. 
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5.4.8 Whilst Tipperary town appears to be performing well in accordance with its 

function as a secondary service town, there would be an opportunity to 
increase the attractiveness of the town by increasing the comparison retail 
offer, which with the exception of a number of independent outlets, is 
generally poor. Ladies fashion offer in particular needs to be enhanced. 

 
5.4.9 A significant attraction of the town is the Excel Arts and Culture Centre, which 

provides a theatre, cinema, dance school, cultural centre, art gallery, tourist 
information centre, café and craft and gift shop. Further marketing for the 
centre could increase footfall in the town centre. Similarly, the fresh food and 
veg market operating at Market Place opposite the Excel Centre could 
provide further linkages with the town centre through expansion or increased 
marketing. Two other markets operate at Arch Lane and at Dunne‟s Stores 
on a Saturday. In this regard, the offer is fragmented and lacks critical mass. 

 
5.4.10 There are opportunities within the town centre core for providing additional 

comparison outlets. The 10.5% vacancy means that there are a number of 
units in the town core which could be occupied.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photos 5.10: Main Street Tipperary 
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5.4.11 Using these indicators, it can be concluded that the town performs well in 

its role as a secondary service centre. This role however, has the potential 
to be enhanced and augmented. 

 
Weaknesses and Threats 

 
5.4.12 Whilst Tipperary Town Shopping Centre offers a good range of 

independent retail units, it has poor connectivity with the town centre.  
 
5.4.13 The town centre itself is largely traffic dominated, with Main Street 

accommodating relatively significant volumes of traffic passing through the 
town.  Whilst pay and display parking is in operation in the town centre, 
there are a number of car parks, such as at Lidl and Supervalu where there 
are no parking charges to customers, which encourages visitors to park in 
the town centre for extended periods. The visual appearance of the town 
requires enhancement with an absence of quality street furniture and 
landscaping a feature.  

 
5.4.14 Notwithstanding the low vacancy rates in the town centre compared to 

other large towns in South Tipperary, vacant units on Main Street detract 
from the appearance of the town centre. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photos 5.11: Excel Centre and adjacent opportunity site 
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Assessment of Existing Retail Provision and Gaps in Provision 
 
5.4.15 Tipperary Town offers a good range of convenience outlets such as Tesco, 

Dunne‟s Store at Tipperary Town Shopping Centre, Supervalu, Tesco on 
Limerick Road, and Lidl all operating in the town. There are also a number of 
additional convenience outlets such as butchers, bakery‟s, newsagents, and 
a health food shop.  

 
5.4.16 In terms of comparison outlets, whilst there are no national or international 

outlets, there is a good range of independent outlets provided in the town. 
There are approximately 7 no. ladies fashion outlets, 3 no. men‟s fashion 
outlets and a number of children‟s fashion outlets, a footwear outlet and an 
accessories outlet. Ancillary services such as pharmacies, jewellers, 
hardware stores, discount shops, department stores, and a gift shop are also 
present. A good range of retail services, such as estate agents, video rental, 
health and beauty outlets, barbers, bookmakers, mobile phone shops, 
optician, a casino / card club and dry cleaners are also present. The town has 
a very high rate of independent retailers.  This is a distinctive attraction in a 
retail market that is becoming more and more homogenised in terms of retail 
offer. 

 
5.4.17 Despite the above, there are a number of retail outlets which were noted as 

absent, including a bookshop, specialist deli/gourmet 
shops/stationary/general sports shop/ craft shop.  For more detail see the 
land use survey detailed in Appendix 4. 

 
5.4.18 Furthermore, whilst there is a significant number of public houses and a 

number of restaurants, there is notable absence of supporting cafes and 
family orientated restaurants which would assist with retaining footfall in the 
town centre and reducing leakage to other centres.  
 
 

Photos 5.12 and 5.13: Vacancies on Main Street Tipperary 
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Assessment Vitality of Town Centre 
 
5.4.19 Tipperary town is a relatively vibrant town centre with a wide range and 

diversity of services reflecting its role and attraction as a market town. 
Tipperary town has a lower vacancy rate in the town centre than either 
Carrick-on- Suir or Cashel, which is an indicator of its success.  

 
5.4.20 However, expansion of the town‟s comparison retail sector in particular could 

assist with increasing the attractiveness of the town and retaining 
expenditure.  

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
5.4.21 Tipperary town performs relatively well in its role as a service centre for its 

own population and the surrounding rural hinterland, providing a generally 
good range of services, particularly in the lower end of the market. Vacancy 
rates are low compared to other large towns in the County and the retail 
provision is supported by a range of other services and activities, notably the 
Excel centre and a number of markets.  

 
5.4.22 Notwithstanding the above, vacant units in the town centre detract from the 

appearance of the town centre. Opportunities to occupy these vacant units, 
either for permanent or temporary uses, should be encouraged. Retail uses 
such as high end comparison uses and a bookshop are notable absent from 
the town. 

 
5.4.23 Cafes, delis, tea-rooms, family orientated restaurants or other specialist food 

outlets should also be encouraged in order to seek to retain visitors in the 
town centre.  
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5.5 CARRICK-ON-SUIR 
 

Town Overview, Characteristics, Role and Function 
 
5.5.1 Carrick on Suir is a market and commuter town, situated 24 km east of 

Clonmel and 26 km west of Waterford City. As set out in the Carrick-on-Suir 
Development Plan 2008, Carrick on Suir functions as a service centre serving 
east Tipperary and parts of County Waterford and Kilkenny. 

 
5.5.2 Carrick-on-Suir is located within South Tipperary but close to both Waterford 

and Kilkenny, as well as Clonmel. Located on the N24 national route, Carrick-
on-Suir has good access to all of these centres. It is located closer to the M9 
to the east than the M8 to the west, meaning that there is a strong draw 
towards Waterford and Kilkenny. 

 
5.5.3 Carrick-on-Suir also benefits from a train station on the Limerick to Waterford 

service, with limited services. The town is also served by the Bus Eireann 
route between Limerick and Waterford. 

 
5.5.4 The town itself had a population of 5,856 in 2006, rising to 5,915 in 2011 

according to the preliminary Census 2011 results. . The town is located at 
Level 3, Tier 2 of the County Retail Hierarchy, along with Tipperary town. 
Notwithstanding this designation, it would not have the same retail offer and 
attraction as Tipperary town. 

 
5.5.5 The main area of the town is located on the northern banks of the river, while 

Carrickbeg is located on the southern banks. 
 

Strengths and Opportunities 
 
5.5.6 Carrick-on-Suir has significant attractions in terms of a heritage town, notably 

Ormond Castle, a national monument. Ormond Castle is widely considered to 
be the best example of an Elizabethan manor house in Ireland. It is a unique  
and highly important building in architectural, cultural and historic terms. 
Investment in supporting infrastructure at Ormond Castle, such as 
appropriate car parking and improving its accessibility, may assist with 
attracting further visitors to the town and drawing visitors to the town centre.  

 
5.5.7 Carrick-on-Suir Heritage Centre on Main Street, located in a former Church, 

is an important resource for visitors. The Butler Trail, a heritage route 
connecting Carrick-on-Suir to Cahir via Clonmel, is another significant 
attraction in the town. The town is the home and birthplace of Sean Kelly, the 
Irish cyclist. The Sean Kelly Sports Centre is located at Tinvane.  

 
5.5.8 The River Suir is navigable and links to the country‟s inland waterways. The 

town centre benefits from the presence of the public marina, re-opened in 
2010. There is an opportunity to further utilise the attraction of the marina and 
the river to draw additional trade to the town centre retail activities, and also 
to link the marina with the other heritage facilities in the town. 
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5.5.8 In addition to the tourist and heritage attractions outlined above, cultural 
events, such as the annual Clancy Brothers festival held in June, and leisure 
attractions such as Carrick-on-Suir Golf Club, are also attractions which can 
benefit the retail sector.  

 
5.5.9 There is an opportunity to capture further the aforementioned cultural, tourist 

and heritage attractions in the town by providing a greater range of 
complementary facilities and services, such as cafes, gift shops, etc. 

 
5.5.10 As will be discussed further below, the high vacancy rate in the town centre 

means that there are significant opportunities for new retail operators to 
locate in Carrick-on-Suir.  

 
5.5.11 Tinvane Retail Warehouse Park located on Pill Road is a mixed use 

development comprising industrial units and four retail warehouse units 
(approx 3,000 sq. m). This warehouse park is vacant.  There is also an Aldi 
store at this location. 

 
5.5.12 The town has a strong and active traders group who can drive forward 

change and promote the development of their town in an effective manner. 
There is a good range of independent retailers, and some retail sectors, such 
as shoe sales, are strongly represented.  

 
Weaknesses and Threats 

 
5.5.13 The 2011 Annual Monitoring Report of the County Retail Strategy indicates 

that vacancy rate in Carrick-on-Suir is 23% in 2011, rising from 20% in 2009. 
This is the highest vacancy rate in the five key towns. 

 
5.5.14 In terms of „high retail value‟ uses, defined as retail, pubs or restaurants, 

these uses account for 61% of the uses in Carrick-on-Suir prime retail area, 
falling from 68% in 2009. This is the lowest level in the County, significantly 
below levels such as 84% in Clonmel and 78.6 % in Tipperary Town.  

 
5.5.15 Despite its good accessibility, Carrick-on-Suir is relatively weak in retailing 

terms. According to the County Retail Strategy, the geographical proximity of 
Carrick-on-Suir to both Clonmel and Waterford City may attract retail trade 
away from the town. 

 
5.5.16 Carrick-on-Suir is under-represented by national and multinational 

convenience stores, particularly when compared with Tipperary Town which 
occupies the same level on the retail hierarchy. 

 
5.5.17 In terms of convenience outlets, Supervalu, Lidl and Aldi are present. 

Considering the role of the town in the retail hierarchy, its population and 
catchment, there may be scope for additional convenience provision in the 
town to complement the existing offer.   

 
5.5.18 Carrick-on-Suir has a high level of vacancy in the prime retail area, and a low 

percentage of high value retail uses.  
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5.5.19 Comparison provision is limited. New development in the town centre has 

historically been inhibited by physical constraints, primarily the absence of 
larger floorplates. 

 
5.5.20 The Dovehill Shopping Centre is likely to attract shoppers to the general 

catchment of Carrick-on-Suir. It is located in an out-of-centre location, 
approximately 2 kilometres outside Carrick-on-Suir on the N24. There is little 
linkage with the town centre for dedicated visitors to Dovehill. There is scope 
for improved linkages with Dovehill.  

 
Assessment of Existing Retail Provision and Gaps in Provision 

 
5.5.21 The Carrick-on-Suir Retail Network Project (2010) prepared by RIKON on 

behalf of Carrick-on-Suir Business Association indicated that respondents to 
a survey in Carrick-on-Suir identified Dunne‟s stores (82%), Heaton‟s (77%), 
Penney‟s (76%) and Tesco (71%) as the most desirable additions to the retail 
provision in the town. This suggests a consumer demand for both additional 
convenience and comparison retail.  It is evident from the survey results that 
there is a clear desire for further comparison offer in the town in particular. 

 
5.5.22 The availability of such retail provision in Carrick-on-Suir may be associated 

with a number of factors, most notably the proximity and attractiveness of 
competing centres such as Clonmel and Waterford, and also the lack of 
appropriate town centre sites to accommodate and attract these uses. In 
order to address this, suitable sites should be identified in town centre or 
edge of centre locations.  

 
5.5.23 In terms of the current provision, convenience retail is catered for primarily by 

Super Valu, Aldi and Lidl. These outlets are supplemented by an independent 
convenience outlet, a number of butchers, a bakery, a number of 
newsagents, grocers, off licences, a health food shop and ethnic shops. 

Photo 5.15: Super Valu in Carrick-on-Suir Photo 5.14: Main Street Carrick-on-Suir 
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Considering the population of the town and its role in the retail hierarchy there 
may be scope for additional convenience provision in the town in order to 
improve competition and offer. 

 
5.5.24 Other uses present include pharmacies, jewellers, a hardware store, a 

discount store, an award winning bridal shop, and a number of charity shops. 
There are also a number of electrical goods providers. 

. 
5.5.25 There is an absence of national and international comparison multiples. Also 

absent is a dedicated bookshop and a dedicated gift shop.. There are 
approximately 4 no. ladies fashion outlets and only one men‟s fashion outlet. 
Whilst there are a number of footwear stores, there are no children‟s fashion 
outlets or dedicated mobile phone stores, for example.  

 
5.5.26 In terms of retail services, the town provides essential services such as 

estate agents, solicitors, health and beauty outlets, barbers, post office, 
accountants, bookmakers, optician, and dry cleaners.  

 
5.5.27 It is also notable that whilst there are a significant number of public houses, 

there is generally a lack of restaurants, coffee shops and café / delis. The 
Carraig Hotel performs an important function in this regard but additional 
facilities are required to increase the attractiveness of the town centre and to 
link with the cultural, leisure, heritage and tourist attractions of the town.  

 
Assessment Vitality of Town Centre 

 
5.5.28 Whilst there is a relatively good provision of convenience retail in Carrick-on-

Suir, comparison retail is poor. The range and type of retail services available 
is generally reflects the service function of the town. Additional retail uses and 
services would be welcomed however.  

 
5.5.29 The town does have a range of independent retailers which add vitality to the 

town, and the vitality of the town is assisted by the presence of uses such as 
the Carraig Hotel.  

 
5.5.30 In retail terms, the town centre lacks notable services and facilities that would 

attract visitors from outside the immediate hinterland, with the possible 
exceptions of convenience shopping and a good range of shoe shops. The 
town does however have a strong heritage and cultural attraction which could 
be harnessed to the benefit of the retail sector.  

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
5.5.29 Whilst Carrick-on-Suir is located at Level 3, Tier 2 of the County Retail 

Hierarchy, along with Tipperary town, the town does not perform to the same 
level as Tipperary town. The retail offer in the town has a number of 
weaknesses and the town is suffering from vacancy of approximately 25%.   

 
5.5.30 There is an opportunity for the retail function of the town to benefit to a 

greater extent from its heritage and tourist attractions, most notably Ormond 
Castle and the marina. This requires increased marketing and the provision 
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of complementary services such as gift shops, tourist shops, craft shops, 
cafes, restaurants, etc.  

 
5.5.31 Various actions are recommended in Section 7 of this report in respect of 

Carrick-on-Suir aimed at improving the retail function of the town. Such 
measures include improved linkages between retail and heritage, enhancing 
linkages with Dovehill, further development of the farmers market, the 
promotion of key opportunity sites, the creation of a town centre forum, the 
implementation of a social media strategy, greater synergy with local arts 
groups, further developing the Golden Days promotion, and establishing a 
loyalty card scheme to encourage visits to the town centre.  
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5.6 CLONMEL 
 

Town Overview, Characteristics, Role and Function 
 
5.6.1 Clonmel is identified as being a Primary Service Centre and a Tier One 

County Town Centre in South Tipperary. It serves a catchment that extends 
across the entire county.  

 
5.6.2 Located on the N24 a short distance to the east of the M9, Clonmel has good 

accessibility. It is also accessible by rail and by bus services between 
Limerick and Waterford, with limited services. 

 
5.6.3 According to the preliminary results of the Census 2011, the Clonmel 

Borough area has a population of 15,840 in 2011, increasing marginally from 
15,482 in 2006.  

 
5.6.4 The Clonmel Town Development Plan 2008 categorises Clonmel as a 

regionally important centre. Clonmel is on a comparable level to key regional 
centres and county towns, such as Ennis, Kilkenny and Wexford. 

 
5.6.5 As indicated above, Clonmel‟s function is as a primary service centre for the 

County. Despite having some heritage attractions, including the town walls, 
Clonmel is not identifiable as a heritage town or destination. 

 
Strengths and Opportunities 

 
5.6.6 The 2011 Annual Monitoring Report of the County Retail Strategy indicates 

that vacancy rate in Clonmel is 14% in 2011, rising from 10.3% in 2009. This 
is the second lowest vacancy rate in the five key towns behind Tipperary 
town. It is noted that in recent months a number of new retail outlets in the 
town have opened including Holland Barrat.  In this regard, the vacancy rate 
is likely to have reduced significantly. 

 
5.6.7 In terms of „high retail value‟ uses, defined as retail, pubs or restaurants, 

these uses account for 84% of the uses in Clonmel prime retail area, rising 
from 81.6% in 2009. This is the highest level of the five key towns, as would 
be expected for a town of its role and function. 
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5.6.8 Clonmel has a good representation of national and multinational large format 

convenience stores, with Marks and Spencer‟s, Tesco, Dunne‟s Stores, 
Superquinn, Supervalu, Aldi and Lidl all present. Clonmel has one dedicated 
retail warehouse park, located at the Poppyfields. The Poppyfield Retail Park 
includes bulky goods outlet such as Woodies, Cost Plus Sofa and Harry 
Corry. 

 
5.6.9 Clonmel has a good range of independent retail outlets, particularly in ladies 

and men‟s fashion. There is also a significant range of complementary retail 

Photo 5.18: Gladstone Street, Clonmel 

Photo 5.16: O‘Connell Street, Clonmel Photo 5.17: Mitchell Street, Clonmel 
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services, such as pharmacies, jewellers, etc. Mitchell Street is a particular 
attractive street and represents a point of difference from other retail streets 
in the County due to its narrowness and pedestrianisation.  

 
5.6.10 Opportunities for the provision of additional parking, the rationalisation of 

existing parking and the provision of additional comparison retail should be 
investigated. It is noted that planning permission was granted by An Bord 
Pleanala in June 2009 for mixed use development including a multi storey car 
park on the site of the Clonmel Arms Hotel.  This permission however, has 
not been implemented. In this regard, there is a need to investigate other 
opportunities for increased parking provision in the town and to further 
consolidate the comparison offer of the town. The development of a multi 
storey car park and retail development at the existing Mary Street car park 
site or at the site of the Clonmel Arms Hotel in particular should be 
investigated.  It is noted from the stakeholder consultation that retail 
operators see the development of a multi storey car park as the priority 
development in the town and that this has the potential to act as a catalyst for 
regeneration of the main street of Clonmel historic town centre which is 
urgently required. 

 
5.6.11 There may also be an opportunity to develop the architectural and heritage 

attraction of the town. There are a number of notable architectural and 
heritage attractions, including the town walls, the 17th century Town Hall, Old 
St. Mary‟s Church, Friends Burial Ground, the Main Guard and the Court 
House. Linkages with adjacent heritage towns such as Carrick-on-Suir, Cahir 
and Cashel could also be investigated.  

 
5.6.12 Furthermore, there may be an opportunity to investigate the re-location of the 

Farmers Market to a more central location, such as at the Main Guard and / 
or Mitchell Street, and its expansion to form an attraction to visitors. It is 
noted however, that there will be costs (regulatory, financial and otherwise) 
associated with such a move. 

 
Weaknesses and Threats 

 
5.6.13 In recent years there has been a noticeable trend towards the development of 

retailing on locations removed from the town centre. Primary amongst these 
developments is the Showgrounds Shopping Centre, which is located at an 
edge of centre location within walking distance of the primary retail area.  The 
potential for increased connectively with the town centre should be examined 
to ensure that this high profile retail development confers an overall benefit to 
the town and develops a mutually beneficial synergy with the town centre. 
Measures such as a town bus linking the Showgrounds and other edge of 
centre retailers with the town centre could be investigated.  It is also 
understood that the Council are investigating certain physical and 
environmental works to improve connectivity and synergy between the 
Showgrounds and the town centre. 

 
5.6.14 The comparison offer of the town centre is below average for a centre of this 

scale and role. National and multinational brand names are 
underrepresented, despite the presence of fashion multiples such as New 
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Look, River Island and United Colours of Benetton and department stores 
such as Marks and Spencer‟s in the Showgrounds Shopping Centre, 
Heaton‟s, Dunne‟s Stores and Penney‟s.  Other national and international 
multiples that could be targeted include: TK Max, Awear, Dorothy Perkins, 
Oasis, Warehouse, Next, Burtons, Tommy Hilfiger, Clarkes etc. 

 
5.6.15 Despite vacancy levels being relatively low, vacancy is apparent in prime 

locations in the town centre. There are number of vacant units, notably on 
Gladstone Street and Parnell Street.  

 
5.6.16 Whilst the Showground Shopping Centre accommodates outlets such as 

Argos, Golden Discs, Jack Jones and Pamela Scott, there are also some 
vacant units. 

 
5.6.17 Furthermore, whilst the town centre is concentrated primarily around Mitchell 

Street, O‟Connell Street and Gladstone Street, there is no identifiable centre 
or focal point to the town centre. It was identified in the stakeholder 
consultation that there is an opportunity to create a focal point for the historic 
town centre at O‟ Connell Street that would take account of its unique 
architectural heritage with the Main Guard and historic West Gate structures. 

 
Assessment of Existing Retail Provision and Gaps in Provision 

 
5.6.18 Comparison retail is primarily in the form of independent retailers focused on 

both town centre locations and in the recently opened Showground Shopping 
Centre, located in an edge of centre location on Davis Road to the east of the 
town.  

 
5.6.19 There are also a number of large comparison retailers, such as Penney‟s, 

Dunnes Stores, Heaton‟s, Toymaster and Eason‟s. Allied to the multiples are 
local traders retailing goods including ladies and gents, household goods and 
sport equipment. Retail use dominates the town centre land use. The majority 
of this is used for comparison retailing. 

 
5.6.20 In addition to conventional retailing, the town centre provides a mix of other 

uses such as public houses, cafes and restaurants. Furthermore, there is a 
wide range of services in Clonmel including hairdressers, banks, estate 
agents, bookmakers and other office uses. Thus the town centre is an active 
and busy location both during the day and evenings. 

 
5.6.21 There is no identifiable absence of any particular type of retailing in the town 

centre. However, it is considered that additional national and international 
competitors would widen the choice of retail offer in the town and increase its 
attractiveness. Such additional investment is required in order to counter 
leakage to other centres such as Dublin, Cork and Kildare Village.  

 
5.6.22 There may also be a market for additional specialised or unique cafes / delis, 

which offer an additional attraction to the town centre and provide synergy 
with the retail offer.  
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Assessment of Vitality of Town Centre 
 
5.6.23 Clonmel centre is vibrant with a range of independent and national operators, 

despite vacancies in the town centre. The town has a considerable retail and 
commercial attraction in line with its role as a first tier centre and county town 
within the South Tipperary County Retail Strategy. 

 
5.6.24 The town centre appears to be relatively vibrant and healthy and is supported 

by edge of centre facilities such as the Poppyfield Retail Park and 
Showground Shopping Centre.  

 
5.6.25 Notwithstanding this, vacancy figures suggest that the town centre may be 

suffering over recent years, with vacancy rising 10.3% in 2009 to 14% in 
2011.  

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
5.6.26 Clonmel is identified as being a Primary Service Centre and a Tier One 

County Town Centre in South Tipperary and performs relatively well in this 
role, offering a good range of retail outlets. 

 
5.6.27 Convenience provision is strong in the town centre, and is supported by the 

Showgrounds and Poppyfields centres. However, the town centre is 
beginning to show increasing levels of vacancy. There is scope for a further 
medium scaled convenience unit in the town centre to replace the loss of 
Tesco from the town core.   

 
5.6.28 Whilst there is a good range of comparison retailers, it is considered that 

additional national and international competitors would widen the choice of 
retail offer in the town and increase its attractiveness.  

 
5.6.29 Clonmel could also seek to develop its attraction as a tourist / heritage town, 

and could investigate providing supporting facilities such as specialised cafes 
/ delis / restaurants, gift shops and tourist shops. 

 
5.6.30 Other measures that may be investigated to increase the attractiveness of the 

town centre include the re-location of the Farmers Market to a central location 
and the provision of additional car parking in conjunction with the 
rationalisation of existing parking.  
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CHAPTER 6: DISTRICT SERVICE CENTRE EVALUATION 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
6.1.1 The purpose of this section of the report is to assess the 5 key district 

service centres of: 
 

 Cloghneen 

 Ballyclerihan 

 Lisvernane 

 Dundrum 

 Fethard 
 
6.1.2 The report considers the role of each settlement and identifies any 

gaps in terms of the retail mix and appropriate complementary uses. 
 
6.2 CLOGHEEN 
 
6.2.1 Clogheen is a small picturesque village settlement located 

approximately 14 kilometres from Cahir.  The population of the village 
is approximately 500 people.  Development is primarily focussed along 
the Main Street which has a characteristic traditional streetscape.  
Buildings are primarily two and three stories in height with narrow plot 
widths.  The River Tar which is a tributary of the Suir runs through the 
village. 

 
6.2.2 The village is located in close proximity to the Vee Valley, a scenic 

area of tourism potential.  Also accommodated within the village is the 
Old Covent boutique hotel and gourmet restaurant.  There are a 
number of other tourism related facilities and amenities in the village 
including the Parsons Green Camp Site, Two Rivers Accommodation 
and Hermitage House Restaurant, Bar and B & B. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Photographs 6.1 and 6.2: Clogheen Main Street 
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6.2.3 Clogheen is a typical rural village providing basic services to its rural 
catchment.  Retail and service representation in the villages include: 
AIB Bank, Vee Valley Fruit and Veg Shop, Nedeens Bar, Vee Meats, 
Shah Tandoori Restaurant, Mulcahy Supermarket and Coffee Corner, 
Brendans Bar, Wyes Garage, Brownes Hair Salon and Healthy Mind 
and Body Clinic, Moroneys Grocery, Sprats Vetinary Clinic, Halleys 
Pub, the Lucky Leprechaun Bar and Restaurant, Corbetts Hardwear, 
and post office.  The village also accommodates a Catholic Church, 
Church of Ireland and a children‟s play ground. 

 

6.2.4 Dereliction is prevalent in Clogheen with approximately 10 derelict or 
vacant sites in the prime retail core of the village.  It is apparent that 
some of these premises have been derelict for a number of years.  
Some premises such as the Vee Valley Hotel, the Fire Station and 
Clogheen Tyre Centre in particular detract from the environmental 
quality of the streetscape. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Photographs 6.3 and 6.4: Dereliction in Clogheen 

 
6.2.5 The village has a good web page which includes a business directory 

as well as information regarding dining and accommodation options in 
the village as well as a discussion forum.  This is an effective 
marketing tool for local businesses and retailers.  The web site has 
branded the village as “Clogheen – Hidden Heart of Ireland”. 

 
6.2.6 Considering the size of Clogheen village, its rural catchment and its 

role within the retail hierarchy, the village has a good representation of 
retail and service facilities that would be typically be found in a village 
of this size. It will be important that this role is retained and reinforced.  
However, perhaps more could be done to capitalise on nearby tourism 
attractions and to build on the gourmet tradition established by the Old 
Convent Hotel.  Dereliction is particularly evident, and detracts 
significantly from the charm and ambience of the village. 
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6.3 BALLYCLERIHAN 
 
6.3.1 Ballyclerihan is a small village located approximately 8km from 

Clonmel.  The village acts as a dormitory settlement to Clonmel and 
significant residential expansion has occurred in the village in recent 
years.   

 
6.3.2 Retail and service provision in the village is very limited considering the 

extent of residential development in the vicinity.  There is one small 
convenience store (Jims Convenience Store) and Ryans Bar and 
Lounge.  A modern village centre called Clerihan Village Centre is also 
present in the village.  This accommodates the Village Grill Takeaway 
and a large vacant unit which it is understood was formerly occupied 
by a convenience outlet.  Also represented in the village is a Catholic 
Church and primary school and a plant hire centre. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.33 Ballyclerihan is clearly under represented in terms of retail and service 

facilities.  For a village with such a large surrounding residential 
community there is a clear need to reinforce its local retail and service 
function and role.  There is a need for a medium sized convenience 
facility and for other local services such as butcher, pharmacy, 
hairdresser etc. 

 
6.4 DUNDRUM 
 
6.4.1 Dundrum is an attractive traditional village located 14 kilometres from 

Cashel.  It comprises a compact village core with an attractive 
streetscape of traditional buildings.  The village has an excellent 
representation of retail and service facilities for a centre of its size and 
within the core area there is a pharmacy, grocery shop, post office, 

Photograph 6.5: Ballyclerihan Village Photograph 6.6: Vacant Unit 
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butchers, hair studio, boutique, credit union, betting office, beauty 
salon and a bar.   

 
6.4.2 Dundrum House Hotel and Golf Course, also located in the village is a 

significant tourism attraction. 
 
6.4.3 The village effectively has two distinct parts.  Away from the core area 

(the old Main Street), there is a further road with additional retail and 
service provision as well as a number of local businesses and 
community services including a vetinary supplies shop, timber and 
tiling showroom, a Centra, Quirkes Garage, O‟ Dwyers Hardware, 
Dundrum Sawmill, O‟ Dwyers Steel, South Eastern Health Board 
Centre and Quirkes Panel Beating Centre.  The main focal point of this 
second retail street is the Golden Vale Pub/Chinese takeaway and a 
large vacant premises adjacent to it which was formerly a night club.  
This building detracts from the village and is need of regeneration.  It is 
understood that is used on a sporadic basis for the sale of fuel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.4.4 The village also has a Church of Ireland. 
 
6.4.5 Dundrum has an unusual streetscape and attractive village core.  With 

the exception of the night club property, the village has no other 
obvious signs of vacancy or dereliction.  It has a good level of retail 
and service representation for a centre of its size and function in the 
retail hierarchy. 

 
6.4.6 The village does not have its own web site and this is an area that 

could be developed further in order to promote the village, its history, 
attractions and local businesses. Local services and retailers could 

Photograph 6.7: Dundrum Village Photograph 6.8: Vacant Unit 
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also be promoted through the Dundrum House Hotel with perhaps a 
simple village map and directory of services. 

 
6.5 LISVERNANE 
 
6.5.1 Lisvernane is a tiny village settlement located 12 kilometres from 

Tipperary Town.  The village has very limited retail and service 
representation with just a pub, shop and petrol pump.  There is also a 
church, national school, community crèche and community hall in the 
village.  There are no evident signs of vacancy or dereliction in the 
village. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Photo 6.9: Lisvernane Village Centre 

 
6.5.2 Lisvernane is a local service centre for its rural catchment and is also 

located in close proximity to the Glen of Atherlow Scenic Area which 
has a host of tourism related activities, accommodation and outdoor 
attractions. 

 
6.5.3 Scope for additional retail and service development in the village is 

likely to be limited, however, there may be potential for some additional 
local services or tourism related retail/service such as tearooms etc. 

 
6.6 FETHARD 
 
6.6.1 Fethard is a very attractive village with a strong historic tradition.  The 

village is unusual for having been heavily fortified and completely 
surrounded by a village wall, much of which is still intact.  Fethard is 
the most complete medieval circuit in Ireland. 

 
6.6.2 The village is also internationally known in the thoroughbred horse 

racing industry as the home of the Coolmore Stud.  There are also a 
number of horse training stables in the vicinity of the village. 
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6.6.3 Fethard has a very attractive traditional village centre.  It is the largest 
of the village settlements reviewed and has a good mix of retail and 
service provision. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.6.4 Retail development is primarily focussed on Main Street and Burke 

Street.  Represented in the village includes: Top Petrol Station and 
Daybreak Shop, Spar, Morrissey Sales and Service, Burkes Pub and 
Lounge, Mc Carthys Bar, Centre of Attention Hair Salon, The Clothes 
Pack, Carrolls Picture framing, Morrisey Auctioneers, J. Ahearne Pub, 
Clonmel Credit Union, Stephanie‟s Hair Salon, Newports Newsagents, 
Butlers Sports Bar, Post Office, XL Convenience Shop, AIB Bank, O‟ 
Sullivan‟s Pharmacy, Town and Country Gift Shop, Manton Solicitors, 
The Lantern Takeaway, Antique/Curio Shop, Abigails Hair Salon, Meat 
at the Square Butchers, The Castle Pub, Betting office, Ua Fioon 
Tailors, Gents Hairdressing Salon, Mandy‟s Hair Salon, Janis Indian 
Spice Restaurant, Emily‟s Delicatessen, Mc Manus Newsagent, The 
Well Pub, Photographer, Gaules Pub, Allens Meats, Country Life 
Hardware and Garden Centre, Fethard Electrical Wholesaler, the 
Castle Inn, Lonegans Pub, Ladbrokes Betting Office, Chinese 
Restaurant, Roisin Hair Salon, Sports Therapy Clinic and Centra. 

 
6.6.5 Also in the village is the Abymill Theatre, Presentation Convent, Town 

Hall, Church of Ireland, Fethard Youth Centre, Church of Ireland, Tirry 
Community Centre and Fethard Health Centre. 

 
6.6.6 Vacancy and dereliction is not extensive in the village.  However, there 

are a number of obvious vacancies in the prime retail area including 
Jarusos Boutique, This n‟ That Discount Store and P. Mc Donnell 
Outfitter. Some of these vacant units could be used on a temporary 
basis to promote local craft and artisan producers etc. 

 

Photograph 6.10: Fethard Village Photograph 6.11: Fethard Town Walls 
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6.6.7 The village has a number of historic attractions including the walls and 
a number of buildings such as the Town Hall.  These are well 
signposted in the village and there are a number of tourism information 
signs and a historic walking trail around the village. 

 
6.6.8 The village has a well developed web site with a host of local 

information and news.  This is utilised to advertise promotional events 
in the village such as the Fethard Festive Day.  The web site could be 
developed to promote and advertise local businesses more effectively. 

 
6.6.9 Fethard is a very attractive village centre with a unique history.  Its 

tourism role and function has the potential to be developed significantly 
given its significant historic and heritage attractions.  In this regard 
there may be potential for further tourism related retailing and for 
amenities such as cafes and tea rooms.  The potential to exploit the 
equine connections with the village should also be further explored. 

 
6.7 CONCLUSION 
 
6.7.1 The villages reviewed, with the exception of Ballyclerihan have a good 

range of retail and service facilities appropriate to the retail role and 
function of the settlement.  Ballyclerihan is underprovided for in terms 
of local services and in particular a medium sized convenience outlet. 

 
6.7.2 Both Clogheen and Fethard have active community based web sites.  

Clogheen‟s web page is well developed and promotes local retail 
facilities, businesses and attractions.  The Fethard web page focuses 
more on historic, community and sporting issues though is used 
effectively to promote specific events.  There is scope to improve the 
web page to more effectively promote local retail and businesses on 
the town. There is scope to develop some promotional literature for 
Dundrum including a town map and directory of services. 

 
6.7.3 Dereliction and vacancy is prevalent in all centres but particularly in 

Clogheen where is particularly evident. There is a need to redress this 
issue to improve the visual appearance of the village. 

 
6.7.4 There is scope to promote Fethard‟s history and heritage attractions 

further and also to promote its rich equine traditions.  This may lead to 
related spin off retail attractions and facilities in the village.  There is 
also scope for improved signage in the village and for a directory of 
retail facilities and services to be sign posted in the village centre. 

 
6.7.5 Specific actions in relation to the villages are detailed in Chapter 7 of 

the report. 
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CHAPTER 7 – ACTION PROGRAMME 
 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
7.1.1 In this section of the report, we will explore some marketing 

interventions and other actions which can be explored within the 
County and for each constituent town. 

 
7.1.2 From our stakeholder engagements and additional research, there are 

a number of areas which we believe require activation across the 
County. These actions are applicable to all towns and villages in the 
County.  These are explored below before we look at the individual 
purpose and actions for each town.  

 
7.1.3 In particular this section of the report assesses the functionality of each 

town within the retail hierarchy and identifies a coherent marketing 
focus for each town. 

 
7.1.4 The key objective is to draw up a list of practical actions from a 

marketing and business perspective that can be implemented in a 
meaningful way in the short term. 

 
7.1.5 This section also identifies who will be responsible for implementing 

each action and where appropriate potential funding sources for such 
action and initiatives are also identified. 

 
7.1.6 The objective is to provide guidance on realistic, practical and 

achievable actions which can be implemented by key stakeholders that 
will result in the growth of appropriate retail output, retail mix and retail 
vibrancy in each of the towns/villages. 
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7.2 COMMON THEMES  
 
7.2.1 In this section, we review common actions that can be pursued at a 

County level and that are relevant to all key towns and villages 
reviewed as part of this study.  These include the following actions: 

 
1. Establishment of a town centre forum. 
2. Revitalisation of vacant and derelict properties/shop units. 
3. Use of social media/web sites/town shopping apps. 
4. Promoting the concept of “Shop Local” and developing a brand 

identity. 
5. Promoting festivals and events. 
6. Enhancing links with tourism. 
7. Developing farmers markets. 
8. Collective marketing initiatives. 
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1. Establishment of a Town Centre Forum  
 
Issue: 
 
Concerns were expressed by stakeholders regarding a lack of responsiveness 
from the Council regarding town centre management issues.  There is a need to 
develop and foster existing relationships between the stakeholders and the 
County Council/Town Councils and to co-ordinate and focus the actions of key 
stakeholders in the interests of the retail function of the town as a whole. 
 
Action to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Appoint a Town Centre Forum 
 
Appoint a town centre forum made up of appropriate representatives and town 
council representatives. The role of this forum is to agree a strategic plan for the 
future management and enhancement of the core retail area. 
 
Each town should adopt a development and management charter for the core 
town centre area. This document should focus on issues such as: 
 
 Operational issues such as street cleaning, delivery times etc. 
 Marketing strategies, 
 Actions to deal with vacant properties, including identification of landlords 

who vacant units and marketing these to identified retail needs of the 
town, 

 Street festivals and entertainment 
 Mentoring support for start up retailers 

 
The key objective of this document is to establish a well managed and marketed 
town centre.  Attached in Appendix 6 is a typical marketing infrastructure plan 
that would be in place in a shopping centre development.  This details the basic 
levels of actions which a shopping centre would establish to ensure they are 
communicating with existing or new shoppers.  It is this type of infrastructure that 
each town centre forum should be striving to have in place. 
 
The forum should establish clear procedures for communication with Town 
Council / County Council including one overall co-ordintating point of contact in 
Town Council / County Council who will be charged with responding to any 
queries, concerns, issues raised, etc as well as being a direct point of contact on 
specific issues e.g. pavement maintenance, lighting, litter management etc. 
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Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
County Council/Town Council/Borough Council and key stakeholders in the retail 
sector to establish the Town Centre Forum. 
 
Expected Outcome of Action: 
 
Clear management charter for town core areas.  Greater synergy and 
communication between key retail stakeholders and Council. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
Not applicable. 
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2. Revitilisation of Vacant and Derelict Properties/Shop Units 
 
Issue: 
 
Vacant and derelict retail units are a problem that all town and village centres 
face.  Such units create a negative visual impact in the prime retail core. 
 
Actions to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Cover Up of Derelict/Vacant Properties 
 
The use of window graphics, shutter covers and hoardings can be an effective 
means to smarten appearance and act as a „signpost‟ for a towns specific 
purpose or brand. Examples of cover up initiatives that have been successful 
elsewhere are detailed in Appendix 6. Many of these measures are sponsored by 
a local business etc. 
 
If sponsorship of hoardings is not an option, a simpler measure would be the 
painting and general environmental improvement of a derelict/vacant property. 
This is most likely to be successful as part of an overall plan for a town/village 
centre which identifies a number of vacant and derelict properties targeted for 
improvement and for a cohesive strategy to be put forward for their regeneration.   
 
Action 2 
 
Pop Up Shop 
 
Under this action, an empty unit can be used to promote cultural and community 
events – visual, musical and theatrical applications. Examples include: 
 

 Engage local community groups/ artist groups/ art colleges/ local schools 
to transform empty spaces/ empty windows so they become an attraction 
rather than an eyesore. 

 Encourage artists etc to trial the use of empty units for a short period of 
time.  These are effectively short term „events‟, a reason for people to visit 
for the first time or return and have the potential for strong PR stories. 

 Many successful national and international initiatives can be referenced 
Examples of such initiatives are detailed in Appendix 6. 

 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
To progress action 1, consent will be required from the property owners 
concerned and this will require proactive engagement by the Chambers of 
Commerce and the Traders Associations in the town to identify such owners and 
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to liaise with them to progress the initiative.  Its success will also require 
proactive engagement with potential sponsors. 
 
In relation to Action 2, again the success of this initiative will require the positive 
engagement between the Chambers of Commerce and Traders Association to 
promote units for short term and pop up events.  The arts, heritage and cultural 
staff of the council may also be able to facilitate these initiatives as well as local 
community arts and recreational groups. 
 
Expected Outcome of Action: 
 
Improved appearance of vacant derelict properties in key towns and villages.  
 
The re-use of vacant properties even for temporary periods, to increase footfall, 
media interest and positive PR. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
If there are no funds available to erect hoardings or graphics in the short-term 
from either council or chamber/traders funds, then external sponsors could be 
sought to cover the cost of erecting quality hoarding in return for either utilising 
portions of the hoarding space for advertising or identifying other advertising sites 
that would be attractive. This is the model used to fund the Dublin Bikes scheme, 
where JC Decaux covered the cost of setting up and running the initiative in 
return for advertising platforms in the city. 
 
Funding initiatives such as shop front painting, hoarding murals etc may be 
available through the Rural Development Programme. 
 
Action 3 
 
Regulatory Guidance 
 
At times there can be legal or planning implications to undertaking certain 
activities with regard the use and alteration of vacant units.  This extends to the 
issue of when planning permission is required and who is liable to pay business 
rates etc. 
 
In this regard the Council should produce a simple straightforward information 
leaflet on any consents that may be required to undertake any of the above 
actions and initiatives.  There should be clear guidance as to what types of works 
are considered exempted from the necessity to acquire planning permission or 
pay rates.  Such an information leaflet should be disseminated through the 
Chambers of Commerce and Town Councils as well as on the Council‟s web 
page. 
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Clarification should also be given on matters such as development contributions 
on change of use applications and planning fees. 
 
The Council should be proactive and positive in encouraging innovative 
campaigns and techniques as detailed above to address the issue of dereliction 
and vacancy in town centres in the County. 
 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
South Tipperary County Council. 
 
Expected Outcome of Action: 
 
Clarification on planning/legal and financial implication of utilising a vacant shop 
unit. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
South Tipperary County Council. 
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3. Use of Social Media/Web Sites/Town Shopping Apps etc 
 
Issue: 
 
Many retailers are not aware of the power of social media/web sites etc. in 
promoting their town and business. Social networks such as Facebook, Twitter 
and Linkedin have changed the way shoppers research and make buying 
decisions and when leveraged in a retailers favour, it gives them the opportunity 
to build more trust, respect, and credibility than ever before.  Facebook 
penetration in Ireland is currently at 44.58% and this usage is growing month on 
month. The importance of communicating with potential shoppers via social 
networks is going to become even more important for retailers in the future.  
 
There is scope in many of the towns to set up a specific collective trader‟s web 
site or facebook page where joint promotions and marketing initiatives can be 
promoted.  The promotion of the collective retail offer that is available in each 
town is the most compelling message that each town can deliver. However, such 
initiatives need training and ongoing management to keep content fresh and 
current. 
 
Actions to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Training 
 
Tailored training to be given to retailers and chambers/traders associations in the 
specific areas of social media, web site development and management etc.  
 
Training sessions on how to utilise social media as a marketing tool could be held 
as part of a broader seminar in each town where all businesses are invited to 
attend. This seminar could become the platform for communicating the 
recommendations of this study and a forum to mobilise people within each town, 
encouraging them to take responsibility for implementing the recommendations.  
 
There are three levels to the training recommended: 
 
1. Beginner: Sessions for Individual retailers who have not previously used 

social media and do not know how to set up a business page to promote 
their business. The learning outcomes of these sessions would be that 
participants can confidently set-up their own business Facebook /Twitter 
page and understand how they use that page as a platform to 
communicating with existing and potential shoppers. 

 
2. Advanced: Sessions for retailers who already have an existing Social 

Media or Website for their business and require training on how to ensure 
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they are using their online presence to generate sales for their business. 
The learning outcomes for these sessions would be for participants to be 
able to set-up their own online advertising campaigns, run promotions that 
will encourage more people to their pages, effectively integrate their social 
media strategy as part of the broader advertising and promotion of their 
store and be able to critically review the content they are uploading to their 
pages.  

 
3. Collective Traders Content Manager Sessions: These sessions will be 

specifically designed for those individuals that have volunteered to 
manage the content for a Website and/or Facebook page that represents 
a group of traders in an area. It is assumed that the persons appointed to 
manage these sites have experience in managing online environments 
already so the training will be focused on how to generate and manage 
quality content for the sites and how to successfully integrate the 
website/social media activity into the towns overall marketing strategy. 

 
Action 2 
 
Mentoring Programme 
 
The training sessions outlined in Action 1 above are by no means conclusive. 
Social media and the way that consumers use it to influence their purchasing 
decisions will continue to develop over time and the most effective retail 
marketing strategies will be those that adapt to new technologies as they become 
available.  
 
A mentoring programme should be established so that traders can share social 
media strategies and learn from each other on what tactics delivered best results. 
This could be encouraged by holding joint sessions with all of the Chambers of 
Commerce and Traders Groups for the key towns and villages in the County to 
share common experiences and best practice techniques.  It is envisaged that 
such a session could be organised and chaired by South Tipperary County 
Council in conjunction with organisations such as the County Enterprise Board. 
 
Additional support may also be available from the Volunteer Centre and through 
the graduate/intern programme. 
 
Action 3 
 
‗How to ‗Guides 
 
It is understood that not all traders who wish to develop their online marketing 
strategies will be able to attend the training sessions outlined in Action 1 so it‟s 
recommended that a simple training guide is developed which gives basic 
information on setting up social media channels appropriate to their business.   
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The training guides will be in a „How do I‟ format and cover the key learning‟s 
from both the beginner and intermediate training sessions. 
 
Action 4 
 
Town Centre Social Media Strategy 
 
Each Chamber of Commerce/Traders Association in each town needs to agree 
on a specific „town centre‟ social media strategy that will promote retailing in the 
town and town centre events etc. under a common and agreed brand identity for 
the town. The town-wide social media strategy will be the „online shop window‟ 
for the town as a whole and should represent all the traders in the area. 
 
The use of social media can be a very effective and cheap way of giving any 
particular town a platform on which to push marketing messages to potential 
shoppers.  Whilst there need not be any cash investment, it is critical that 
someone takes ownership and remains committed to ensuring that there is 
relevant, timely and engaging content which encourages your connections to 
stick with you and to respond. 
 
The basic elements of a social media strategy should include: 
 
Ownership – this should be an individual, or groups of individuals who have 
access to the login for twitter or facebook and who will moderate, respond and 
post information which will be of use to the reader.  
 
Content – the social media channels should not simply be about pushing the 
reader to come and buy in any particular shop or town.  Certainly, this is 
something which is of interest to your connections and is a critical part of the 
information you should provide, but it needs to be mixed up a little with other 
useful content, pictures, video and links which the reader will find interesting and 
perhaps willing to share – the average facebook user has 170 „friends‟ so 
encouraging them to share will increase the reach of your messaging.  
 
Getting Fans –  In addition to providing content that will be interesting to 
Facebook users, a strategy needs to be put in place to encourage target 
shoppers to sign up to the town‟s Facebook. The main reasons that people will 
„like‟ a business page on Facebook are: 1). to enter a competition, 2). To get 
information, 3). To link with and share content with „friends‟ who have already 
„liked‟ the page. Competitions are particularly effective in encouraging sign-ups 
when a page is relatively new and the prize values do not need to be high – a 
€25 shopping voucher would be enough of an incentive for many people.  
 
Timing – most people will check these sites at various times during the day so 
posting at various times is encouraged.   
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Responding – good and bad comments are to be welcomed.  This can help 
improve future social media use, events or offers.  Bad comments should be 
responded to and not simply deleted or removed unless they contact defamatory 
or foul language. 
 
Language – it should where possible remain personal and conversational, 
particularly if you want to stress the importance your business or town places on 
good relationships with customers.   
 
The success of this strategy will be dependant on: 
 
1. Getting „volunteers‟ that have some experience in social media to take 

ownership to manage the content for the traders social media pages. 
2. The commitment of the volunteers to update the pages regularly and in 

line with the agreed strategy. 
3. The input of all traders into the strategy.  All traders have a responsibility 

to provide content about their store and products in order for the overall 
strategy to be successful.  

 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
Organisation by County Council, Borough Council and Town Council in 
conjunction with Chambers of Commerce and Traders Association to organise 
training events and mentoring initiatives.   
 
Expected Outcome of Action: 
 
Common facebook and web pages for each town promoting all retail and 
business interests in the town in a collective manner under a common theme and 
brand.   
 
Increase awareness amongst retailers regarding the power and potential of social 
media and the internet in promoting their business and retail offer. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
County Enterprise Board 
Chamber of Commerce – Skill Net Funding 
South Tipperary County Council/Clonmel Borough Council/ Town Councils. 
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4. Promoting the Concept of ―Shop Local‖ and Developing Brand 
Identity 

 
Issue: 
 
The message of the importance of shopping locally is one that needs to be 
promoted more amongst the local community so that they are aware of the 
economic power and spin off benefits of shopping locally. Most of the towns in 
South Tipperary cannot compete with the choice of retail available in larger urban 
areas so their Unique Selling Point is the „Shop Local‟ message. 
 
Actions to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Brand Identity  
 
Developing a brand image for the town that consumers buy into is critical to stop 
leakage out of the town centre and to encourage people to shop locally in that 
town. This brand identity and message can be used in all collective marketing 
techniques and initiatives, social media strategies etc.  
 
Branding has become an integral part of our daily lives, shaping our opinions and 
decisions in a heartbeat with a lot of the goods we purchase and eat. Branding 
also projects certain traits of towns and locations.  These days, branding is 
largely about involvement and association; the outward and visible demonstration 
of private and personal affiliation. It has moved so far beyond its commercial 
origins that its impact is virtually immeasurable in social and cultural terms. 
  
The „old view‟ of branding, as  a costly spin on creating a logo and stationery is 
no longer a viable or successful means of execution. Though this misperception 
still exists. What we‟re talking about is developing a brand world, full of viable and 
relevant content and the tools to use the content correctly. Not just a logo. 
  
So, in the context of this study, branding should be about: 
  
What you say about your specific town and how you live and demonstrate this 
through every interaction with your customers.  It‟s about projecting the 
personality of your town or your businesses in your communications whether that 
be how you greet customers walking through your door, to the language you use 
in your advertising or online to the interactions and the conversations you have 
with people through social media.  It‟s about how you want them to perceive you 
and how you want them to respond to this. 
  

We would recommend following this short branding process for each town 
(excluding Clonmel who have completed this work): 
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The business groups should host an event/meeting inviting all town retail 
stakeholders to attend.  At this meeting, 3 areas should be explored: 
1. What you believe the strategic advantages are for your town. 
2. What your customers would say about your town. 
3. Explore what your competitors would say about their location. 

  
Recording, sharing and then ensuring that all businesses work to ensure the best 
possible delivery on areas of strength (point 1) which match your customers 
demands (point 2) is a simple branding exercise. 
  
When this is mapped out – circle the areas which are common in point 1 and 2 
and which do not exist in point 3.  This will give you a basis for a competitive 
positioning in the market.  Some facilitated support may be required to help draw 
this out in a short and memorable form. 
 
Action 2 
 
Shop Local Campaign 
 
The Chambers of Commerce for each town could come together to collectively 
promote the importance of shopping locally.  This could for example include a 
media campaign on a county level in local press and media promoting for 
example 10 key reasons why you should “Shop Local”. For example: 
 
PROTECT LOCAL JOBS   
STRENGTHEN LOCAL ECONOMY 
CREATE NEW JOBS    
DEVELOP BRAYS FUTURE 
ENJOY PERSONAL SERVICE  
ENCOURAGE LOCAL INVESTMENT 
CHOICE OF TOP BRANDS   
REDUCE CARBON FOOTPRINT 
BUILD COMMUNITY SPIRIT   
PROTECT YOUR TOWN 

 
Some examples of successful shop local campaigns that are operating 
elsewhere are detailed in Appendix 6.  
 
Action 3 
 
Customer Relationship Management 
 
Throughout the County, there is limited Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) activity or indeed knowledge of its importance.  Basic CRM systems 
should be deployed  - by Chambers and individual retailers – to capture data, 
input data and push messages to these people as well as „asking‟ shoppers for 
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their view, mood etc. to help direct marketing spend.  Training on customer 
relationship management is important and needs to be promoted. 
 
 
All businesses/towns should be collecting „data‟ on their customers. This is a very 
valuable resource for any business or town.  There are a variety of paper and 
electronic based tools in which customers can be encouraged to volunteer their 
contact details.   
 
As part of a one day conference, the importance of CRM should be explored and 
a series of simple actions suggested which demonstrate when, how often and 
with what messages should be pushed out to this list to encourage loyalty to any 
particular location or retailer and ways in which to encourage these people to 
spend. 
 
As a basic entry into CRM, all shops should begin: 
 

 Recording customer contact information - name, address, email, and 
mobile number.  These should be recorded electronically, even if only on a 
MS Excel Spreadsheet. 

 To achieve this, offer incentives for customers offering this information – 
exclusive offers such as join our VIP club, be the first to hear about of 
sales; additional benefits for members such as gift wrapping, delivery 
service, special orders, etc.  

 This information is valuable, so think about how you will use it to your best 
advantage.  It‟s not all about pushing sales messages to them, but 
providing interesting content, asking for their opinion or responding to 
customer enquiries. 

 There are a number of free or low cost methods in which you can use this 
customer data to help you sell.  www.mailchimp.com (and others) provide 
a free email service up to a limited amount of database entries.  It will also 
help you manage the data (particularly those who want to unsubscribe), 
provides templates and will check your email to maximise it chance of 
getting through spamfilters.  For SMS messages, Skype and others 
provide low cost texting service. 

 www.myyuhu.com is a new automated CRM system for independent 
retailers and includes touch panels for shoppers to enter their own details, 
database management and SMS functionality. 

 Look at the introduction of social media as a means of continuing 
customer relationships.   

 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
Chambers of Commerce and Traders Association to work together individually 
and collectively to promote concept of the importance of shopping locally and 
developing a brand identity. 

http://www.mailchimp.com/
http://www.myyuhu.com/
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Expected Outcome: 
 
Greater awareness both at a town level and a county level of the importance of 
shopping locally in order to support the local economy, foster jobs and promote 
job creation.   
 
Greater knowledge of customer relationship management techniques in order to 
capture customer data and to utlise it effectively to promote special offers, local 
events, marketing initiatives and shopping promotions. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
Chamber of Commerce 
County Enterprise Board (for training) 
Corporate Sponsor for branding initiatives (as per the Limerick example see 
Appendix 6) 
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5. Promoting Festivals and Events 
 
Issue:  
 
Festivals and events are critically important in enhancing the attractiveness of 
town and village centres as places to visit.  Such events can improve footfall and 
improve vitality and viability of town/village centres and encourage return visits to 
the town/village. 
 
Actions to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Festival Calendar 
 
Each town to identify an annual schedule of festivals and events to run, with the 
objective of having one event for each month.  A clear schedule of events will 
optimise opportunities to harness potential sources of funding well in advance 
and seek sponsorship from local businesses. 
 
It‟s critical that the events planned have clear retail marketing objectives set 
against them. For example that the theme and timing of events tie-into retail 
promotion/ opportunities to optimise opportunities for data collection for ongoing 
consumer marketing.  It is critical that retailers are engaged with the planning of 
the events so they can develop in-store promotions that will help convert the 
additional footfall into sales. 

 
Recording the success of events is also important – attendances, sales, etc.  
This measurement will allow for improved planning and the reporting allows 
potential funders or sponsors to see that there is a return on investment and the 
potential for extending or increasing investment  
 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
Co-ordinated effort between the Chambers of Commerce and Traders 
Associations. 

 
Expected Outcome: 

 
Clear schedule of events and festival in order to improve and promote increased 
footfall in town centres that is intrinsically linked with retailer promotions and 
events. 
 
Improved customer information data sources to be used to promote future 
events. 
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Improved data regarding the success of event can be used to harness additional 
funding in the future for existing sponsors and other potential sponsors. 

 
Potential Funding Source: 

 
South Tipperary Development Company may be fund festival events. 
 
Corporate Sponsor may fund events of common interest (see town specific 
strategies below for examples). 
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6. Enhancing Links with Tourism 
 
Issue: 
 
There is a general consensus amongst stakeholders that the County‟s retail offer 
is not being promoted effectively enough. Tourism has potential to increase 
footfall in a town and assist in the development of the retail sector. 
 
Actions to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Bundling Local Tourism Attractions and Offers 
 
It has been identified that there is opportunity to attract more of the 250,000 
annual visitors to the Rock of Cashel to other visitor attractions in the area and to 
convert that tourism footfall into sales for retailers.   
 
To enhance the attractiveness of the other sites in the region, a bundled package 
should be considered which offers discounted rates to visit a number of sites. A 
model which can be referenced in developing this package is the „London Pass‟.  
 
The London Pass is undoubtedly a more comprehensive package than what is 
required for the South Tipperary region but the main elements of the London offer 
should be considered as it delivers value to tourists, directs them to a number of 
attractions in the area and links with services and retail in developing exclusive 
offers. 
 
 Entry to a choice of attractions in the area. 
 A useful guidebook about the attractions plus helpful tips about the 

towns/locality. 
 Fast track entry/individualised tours. 
 Exclusive special offers. 
 
Other similar tourism bundling cards exist such as „the prague card‟. 
 
The Chambers of Commerce/Traders Association need to work with local and 
regional tourism organisations to develop the concept further and agree the level 
of discounts that can be given as part of a bundled package. Each town needs to 
identify retailers/service providers who will provide exclusive discounts for 
products and services available with the package. It is important that the 
discounts offered are going to be attractive to tourists as this will be the 
mechanism to get them from the visitor sites into the towns shopping. 
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Action 2 
 
Greater Integration Between Retail Sector and Tourism Sector 
 
The commercial sector needs to look at how it can add value to tourism in their 
towns as part of developing ongoing relationships with the OPW Heritage Service 
and local tourism offices.  
 
Tourist maps exist for the majority of the settlements in the County.  These maps 
need to be promoted effectively and the message communicated to tourists that 
the town is also worth a visit as part of their tourist experience.  In this regard, 
Chambers of Commerce and Traders Association need to work proactively with 
local tourism providers, accommodation services and attractions outlining to them 
the importance of promoting the town centre as part of a tourist‟s itinerary and 
experience and to ensure the town maps are available ay key attractions and 
accommodation providers in the County. 
 
Other initiatives/measures that could be explored include: 
 
 Show your entry ticket to Rock of Cashel/Ormond Castle/Cahir Castle 

Castle and get 10% or VAT free from local retailers secured through the 
Chambers of Commerce and promoted on their websites 

 
 A welcome sign for tourists and new visitors 

 
 Eye-catching displays which appeal to tourists 

 
 Clear and simple labelling 

 
 Offering gift wrapping or shipping services 
 
It is also recommended that a specific meeting is held between key stakeholders 
in the tourism sector in the County and the Chambers of Commerce and Traders 
Associations to discuss measures and techniques as to how the County‟s overall 
tourism offer can be better promoted and marketed and how individual towns can 
be promoted as part of the overall tourism experience.  This would also allow for 
dissemination of information regarding new tourism products that are being 
promoted at a County level such as the Butler Trail and Walk the Tipperary Ten 
to the retail sector and support and guidance as to how these tourism initiatives 
could benefit the wider retail and business community. 
 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
Integration and co-ordination between all key stakeholders in retail and tourism 
sectors. 
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Expected Outcome: 
 
Greater integration of the retail and tourism sectors and town centres actively 
promoted as part of a tourist experience and itinerary. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
South Tipperary County Council 
Chambers of Commerce 
South Tipperary Rural Development Company 
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7. Developing Farmers Markets 
 
Issue: 
 
The farmers markets in the County seem to run with varying degrees of success.  
Some are successful and others are poorly located and do not have the critical 
mass of attraction. There does not seem to be any co-ordinated action amongst 
farmers markets operating in the County.  There is a need for a more consistent 
offer and for better promotion of the markets at a County level.  Markets can play 
an important role in attracting footfall to a town centre and creating vibrancy and 
vitality.   
 
Actions to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Market Strategy 
 
A coherent Farmers Market strategy needs to be developed.  The locations of 
farmers markets need to be reviewed to ensure that they are located in the 
optimal location and operate on the optimal day.  Farmers markets should be a 
key attraction and should be integrated with the town centre in a prominent 
location where possible.   
 
Mahon Point Farmers Market is an excellent example of how a successful 
farmers market can increase both footfall and sales for the surrounding retailers 
on the days of operation and should be used as the benchmark that other town 
centre market operators need to match. The Mahon success can be attributed to: 
 
o Quality and variety of produce offered; 
o Consistency in the line-up of traders each week; 
o Making the market an „event‟ by incorporating live music and other ambient 

entertainment throughout the year. 
 
In this regard it is recommended that the operators of the farmers markets, the 
Chambers of Commerce/traders associations and the council are brought 
together to formulate an effective market strategy for the County.  The strategy 
should focus on issues such as: 
 

 Developing a common brand or theme for the farmers markets in the 
County; 

 Ensure that the markets are operating from the optimal location in the town; 

 Ensure that the markets are operating on the optimal day in the town; 

 Explore potential to expand farmers market concept to other towns; 

 Ensure that there is quality, consistency and diversity in the offer at each 
market; 
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 Explore opportunities to works with artisan food producers in the County to 
expand offer available in the markets; 

 Explore opportunities to encourage new operators to sell from local markets 
by providing information pack about setting up a market stall etc. 

 Explore opportunities to operate markets in conjunction with other retail and 
promotional events in the town. 

 
Other initiatives could also be explored such as a “First Pitch programme” where 
a business, food producer etc can test their idea on a market stall for free for a 
limited period or for a nominal fee.  Such a venture could help attract 
entrepreneurs to markets and encourage greater innovation and diversity in 
market offer. 
 
The market strategy could also explore concepts such as themed market days 
focusing on a particular food group or product.  This could be done in conjunction 
with the Tipperary Food Network and promoted as a festival type event with other 
complementary activities also occurring in the town centre. 
 
Some case studies of successful markets operating in the UK are detailed in 
Appendix 6. 
 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
Liaison between key stakeholders in the retail sector and market operators 
 
Expected Outcome: 
 
Improved quality, consistency and diversity of offer in the Farmers Markets 
operating in the County. 
 
Enhanced opportunities to integrate farmers markets with existing retailers. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
It is understood that this initiative could be co-ordinated by the Community and 
Enterprise Section of the Local Authority. 
 
Funding sources include South Tipperary County Council and The Rural 
Development Programme. 
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8. Collective Marketing Actions 
 
Issue:   
 
Within each town it may be possible for groups of common retailers to work 
together collectively to develop collaborative marketing actions in order to 
increase footfall and business in the town.  The collective marketing of such 
campaigns can also reduce the individual marketing costs for a business as they 
become part of a wider campaign.   
 
Some campaign ideas that could be progressed are detailed in Appendix 6.  
They include detailed examples of other successful initiatives of where retailers 
have come together to market particular types of competitions and events in a 
collective way.  Also are details of collective events run at particular time of the 
year such as Christmas Events and Back to School.  
 
In promoting collective events it will be important to have greater synergy and co-
operation between town centre retailers and edge of centre operators. In this 
regard there is a need to establish and build upon an agreed set of principles for 
such collaborative initiatives. 
 
Action to be Undertaken: 
 
Action 1 
 
Develop a Collaborative Marketing Plan 
 
Chambers of Commerce/Traders Associations to meet to investigate the potential 
of developing a collective marketing campaign for the town drawing from the 
examples detailed in this report (see Appendix 6). 
 
Action 2 
 
Agreeing Principles for Collaborative Working In and Out of Town 
 
In some instances relationships between town centre retailers and edge of centre 
retailers is disjointed.  All retail operators in the town regardless of their location, 
need to work together proactively to promote the town as a whole as a retail 
destination. 
 
In this regard an invitation should be extended to stakeholders to attend a 
facilitated meeting whereby an agreed set of guiding principles can be 
established on how the different retail interests can work together proactively.  
Once these principles have been established, retailers can move forward to 
collectively promote and develop their towns. 
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Details of principles which should be committed to in order to create a space in 
which collaborative work can take place are detailed in Appendix 6. 
 
Responsible Stakeholder: 
 
Chambers of Commerce/Traders Association. 
 
Expected Outcome: 
 
At least one successful collaborative marketing campaign for each town over the 
next retail year. 
 
Establishing a cohesive grouping of all key retail stakeholders including town 
centre and out of centre operators in order to ensure that the town as a whole is 
marketed effectively. 
 
Potential Funding Source: 
 
External Sponsorship.   
Individual businesses in the town. 
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TOWN SPECIFIC ACTIONS: 
 
In this section, we will explore what we believe to be the purpose of each Town 
and some additional, specific interventions which should be explored and acted 
upon for each specific location. 
 
CLONMEL 
 
Its Purpose 
 
Clonmel‟s retail offer places it as the regional shopping hub. 
 
Actions 

 
1. Activating Brand Clonmel  

 
Brand Clonmel should be activated by the Chamber and Traders and monitored 
for its consistent use so that it becomes a real seal of retail excellence for the 
town.  The key areas identified in the brand (see Appendix 6) could form the 
basis for judging on Business Awards and other competitions. 
 
2. Apply ‗Brand Clonmel‘  
 
The „Drogheda‟ brand model (See Appendix 6) should be used as a benchmark 
against which brand that Clonmel identifies for its town should measure itself. 
The brand needs to be incorporated in signage, promotional material and within 
the hearts and minds of it‟s communities to become successful. 
 
3. Appoint a Marketing Intern  
 
The marketing intern will act on behalf of retailers in liaison with Town / County 
Council. The internship role needs to be clearly defined in order for it be 
successful with agreed tasks assigned to the position and a clear reporting line 
into both a representative at council and traders level. Attached in Appendix 6 is 
a job description for such an intern outlining the key responsibilities of such a 
person. 
 
4. Opening Hours 
 
Chamber of Commerce and A.C.T to develop an appropriate forum to discuss the 
issue of opening hours in the Town.  There is a need to identify measures to 
encourage retail operators to have consistent retail opening hours and if possible 
to keep their premises open during lunch time.  It is realised that it will not be 
possible to reach complete consensus on this issue due to the fact that there are 
a number of independent retailers in the town.  However, an effort should be 
made to ensure consistency across the sector and that if for example retailers do 
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need to close over lunch that they perhaps close at an earlier or later time e.g. 12 
– 1 or 2-3.  Similarly that a standardised approach is taken to opening and 
closing times and on half days where a store may be closed. 
 
5. Farmers Market 
 
Clonmel Borough Council to investigate the relocation of the farmers market to 
the Main Guard and the possible closure to traffic and consequent 
pedestrianisation of Sarsfield Street on market days. 
 
6. Town Bus 
 
Clonmel Borough Council, The operators of the Showgrounds and Clonmel 
Chamber of Commerce and A.C.T as well as other key stakeholders such as the 
operators of the Poppyfield Centre and Tesco to meet to discuss the feasibility of 
developing town retail bus that provides a linked service between the town centre 
and all edge of centre and out of centre retail operators.  The bus could operate 
on a trial basis at first on one or two key retail days in the week and could be 
clearly branded to promote Clonmel as a whole as a shopping destination.  It is 
envisaged that the bus could be operated by a local bus service provider and 
funded through contributions from the key stakeholders in addition to a modest 
charge for using the service. 
 
7. Sponsorship of Approach Roundabouts 
 
Clonmel Borough Council and Clonmel Chamber of Commerce and A.C.T to 
work together to develop an appropriate initiative to encourage local businesses 
to upgrade and improve roundabouts on the approach roads to the town in return 
for a sponsorship/advertising sign on the roundabout.  Clear guidance will need 
to be set down by the council regarding the nature and extent of works that can 
be undertaken as well as clear guidance as to the nature and extent of any 
advertising and promotional material permitted in lieu of such works. 
 
8. Outdoor Seating 
 
Temporary street furniture can be a beneficial addition to a town centre allowing 
customers to enjoy time outside during the summer.  It can increase trade for all 
businesses by inviting people to spend more time in the town centre and 
encourage the growth of a café culture.  However, if such seating is developed 
on an ad hoc basis it can be an obstruction and in some instances cause a 
nuisance. Temporary street furniture may also be of low quality and not fit with 
the existing character of the streetscape. 
 
In this regard, it is recommended that the Council prepare an outdoor seating 
guide.  This could be implemented on a trial basis in Clonmel and then rolled out 
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to the remaining towns.  Information on what the guide should contain is detailed 
in Appendix 6.   

 

9. Promote Key Town Centre Sites 
 
It has been identified in Chapter 5 of this report, that there is a need to attract 
further multiple brand retailers to the town. In this regard it is recommended that 
the Chamber of Commerce in conjunction with the Borough Council take a 
proactive approach in effectively promoting and marketing key sites to particular 
retailers.  To achieve, this, it is recommended that a brochure is produced 
promoting Clonmel as an attractive place to invest from a retail perspective.  This 
would include key information such as population, catchment, consumer trend, 
existing infrastructure, existing competitors and retail offer etc.  The document 
would then be promoted and marketed through local and multinational letting 
agencies. A similar initiative has been done in Limavady, Dungiven and 
Ballykelly.  Here a proactive approach was taken to attracting potential investors. 
 
A publication and accompanying DVD was produced, using the „show and tell‟ 
concept to promote the towns as attractive places to invest. The marketing 
message included a comprehensive overview of infrastructure, location, business 
confidence, people, scenery and consumer demand. The completed package is 
targeted at developers, agents and chain stores on a local, national and regional 
basis, as well as being available for overseas distribution through relevant 
embassies. It also doubles as a professional promotional tool which has installed 
a new sense of pride in the local business community. Since its production in 
early 2005, two business organisations have had direct contact with town centre 
management and plans are well advanced for £1.25 million development in 
Dungiven and a £300,000 investment in the towns of Limavady and Dungiven. 
Developers have described the project as a vital aid to delivering occupancy in 

new developments. 
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CAHIR 
 
Its Purpose 
 
Cahir should see itself as serving its locality and catchment which is then 
enhanced by a strong, well marketed and commercially in-tune events and 
festival offering. 
 
ACTIONS TO BE UNDERTAKEN 
 
Action 1:  
 
Commercialise Existing Events so they Drive Sales and Footfall for 
Retailers 
 
Steps have already been taken to run an event led marketing initiative (1 event 
per month in 2011) and this should be encouraged as a point of difference.  The 
way that current events are commercialised (from a retailing perspective) need to 
be explored – notably, style, function and timing.  
 
By this, we mean that the events should be seen as opportunities for the local 
retail community to sell, so the events should either take place during retailing 
times or retailers open later to coincide with the event time. Each event needs to 
have clear commercial objectives rather than just being a means for the wider 
community to come together and have measurable outcomes so that the town 
can begin to establish what types of events drive revenue for the town and what 
don‟t. 
 
For example, how this can be applied to the Norman Festival: 
 
1. Retailers offer special discounts around the week of the festival and these 

are promoted as part of the event advertising. 
2. Leaflets are also distributed at the day of the event outlining the special 

offers available in the town. 
3. Competition to win a giant hamper held at the event (consisting of prizes 

donated by retailers) will capture valuable contact information of 
attendees, enabling follow up communication from traders after the event. 

4. „Shop Local Stand‟ to be set up at the event to promote the goods and 
services available in this town. 

 
The above steps are simple but will be effective in generating a return to traders 
from events. In order to make this happen, Cahir needs to mobilise its business 
community in a structured way.   
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It is understood that a representative traders group has now been established in 
Cahir.  It will be the responsibility of this body to drive forward events such as 
this.   
 
Their marketing role and function of this new retailer representative group should 
be: 
 

 To capitalise on joint initiatives such as coming together for joint 
promotions around the retailing calendar (St. Patrick‟s Day, Mothers Day, 
Easter, Fathers Day, Back to School, Christmas etc.) 

 Commercialise the events and festival programme already in place. 

 Plan signposting opportunities to the retailers as part of the event planning 
process.  This would mean someone/group (similar to a City Centre 
Ambassador or Ranger service in Derry and other locations) being 
involved alongside event organisers and promoters to show how retailer 
involvement could be encouraged and bringing information back and 
sharing this with the retail community, asking where they could support or 
add value and encourage their involvement. 

 Working closely with event organisers to ensure that there are 
opportunities to trade. 

 Co-ordinate collective marketing actions such as a strong web and social 
media presence and data capture.  They should also moderate and 
manage marketing messages throughout the year, particularly running 
concurrently with the retail calendar and not simply as part of this events 
and festivals plan. 

 Apply for funding and collect business sponsorships to support the events 
and festivals and recording and sharing this return on investment. 
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Action 2 
 
Improve the Links Between Tourism and Retail 
 
Update Existing Collateral 
 
Update existing collateral so that retail becomes part of the tourism promotion.  
Example, the retail offer is hidden on the existing Visit Cahir website in 
comparison to the Kilkenny Tourism site which highlights Christmas Shopping 
and Special Offers (Steal of the Month) on their homepage–see screen grab 

On the Visit Cahir Website, 
the towns retail offer is 
represented as a secondary 
heading under services and 
not mentioned on the home 
page at all  

Kilkenny’s Tourism website 
highlights retailing and special 
offers in primary locationson 
the home page.  
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below. 
 
Action 3: 
 
Establish a Loyalty Card  - The Cahir Card. 
 
Developing a loyalty card will help to increase the attractiveness of Cahir‟s town 
centre by offering shoppers unique discounts and offers that are not available 
through any other promotion. Complying with the later point is crucial to the 
success of this programme as many loyalty programmes fail by not delivering any 
added value to members – it will not work if existing store offers are simply 
replicated as a „loyalty card‟ offer. The loyalty programme should aim to:  
 
 Increase frequency of shopper visits; 
 Increase number of stores visited per shopper; 
 Increase spend per head; 
 Increase dwell time in the town centre; 
 Act as a mechanism to collect valuable shopper information for future 

communications. 
 
In addition to offering discounts, the loyalty programme can include access to 
events and information local to Cahir.  Retailers participating in the scheme can 
be identified by having a sticker on their window stating they are part of the 
scheme and tying in with the shop local message (similar to Visa accepted here 
stickers). The branding of the loyalty programme should be linked with the brand 
strategy for the town (see Action 4 – Section 1). 
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CASHEL 
 
Its Purpose 
 
Cashel should build on its strong, very loyal local customer base by enhancing its 
linkages with tourism including looking at individually enhancing the retail offer by 
giving tourists ideas of interest to buy. 
 
Action 1: 
 
Develop a Brand Platform 
 
Cashel is synonymous with the Rock of Cashel which presents both a threat and 
opportunity for retailing in the town. The threat is that tourists think that the Rock 
of Cashel is the only thing to see when they visit and the opportunity is to change 
that perception.  
 
The town needs to market the town to visitors as being more than just the home 
of the Rock of the Cahel. A good example of how an other Irish town is working 
to change the perception of it‟s tourism offer is Kinsale who developed the brand 
positioning line „Kinsale….more than just great food‟  to combat the perception 
that it‟s great food offer was the only reason to come and visit the town.   In 
Cashel‟s case this will need to be backed up with identifying other key activities 
for tourists to engage in as part of their visit and cross promoting this on 
Cashel.ie and other promotional channels currently used. 
 

 
 
 Kinsale – Changing the perceptions of their brand 
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Action 2. 
 
Establish Loyalty Programme and Customer Relationship Management 
Strategy. 
 
Cashel retailers would benefit from strong customer relationship management 
activity (as outlined in the general actions of this report) to maintain the strong, 
loyal and shared shopping choice by shoppers in the core catchment.  Capturing 
and recording data is important, but then using this becomes more important.  
Special in-store shopping events, individually and collectively, should be 
encouraged.  These take various forms such, VIP events, launching sales or new 
seasons, but the principles are the same – if shoppers are willing to offer you 
their personal details, then they should be offered something extra and special 
from the retailer or group of retailers. 
 
A simple loyalty programme has already been outlined in the Cahir actions of this 
report and this model could be replicated in Cashel. 
 
Action 3: 
 
Link Town Centre Activity with Tourism Footfall for Rock of Cashel 
 
Through the Chambers of Commerce, a Retail Committee should be established 
to lobby the OPW to get a single promotional point at the point of entry to the 
Rock of Cashel that will promote „relevant‟ retailing in the town that will be of 
benefit to tourists.  The promotional point could include the following information: 
 
o Mounted map of town centre highlighting retail and services available. 
o Coin operated booth where tourists can get their own map of the town. 
o Promotion of retail offers available in the town to Rock of Cashel ticket 

holders. 
o Promotion of locations that souvenirs can be bought in the town. 

 
A „tourism loyalty programme‟ should be established where retailers collectively 
promote discounts available to tourists on presentation of their Rock of Cashel 
admission ticket. This could be advertised on the main promotional panel on 
Cashel.ie/ stickers on windows highlighting the offer/agreeing a promotional area 
at the entrance point to the Rock of Cashel (see point above). Note: this activity 
should be developed in association with developing a general shop local initiative 
as outlined in the general recommendations in this chapter. 

 
The potential of employing two town ambassadors in the Summer Season to 
promote the town centre, provide information to tourists and to facilitate greater 
synergy between the town and the tourist attraction could also be further 
investigated.  There is potential for these people to be employed through the TUS 
programme.  It is envisaged that this action would be undertaken by Cashel 
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Chamber of Commerce in conjunction with the South Tipperary Development 
Company.  Each ambassador would wear a highly visible uniform and would 
promote appropriate literature and information to tourists visiting the attraction.  

 
Action 4:   
 
Improve Rankings on Search Engines 
 
Tourists tend to „google‟ before traveling – the cashel.ie portal is good, but this 
digital approach should be encouraged to individual businesses – not just social 
media.  Tipperary IT should be approached to see if they would set up a project 
for students to „map Cashel businesses online‟.  This should also include a 
review on content on any existing websites to include references to the Rock, 
Cashel Blue Cheese (or sale or on menus) etc. 
 
Action 5:  
 
Harness Marketing Skills in the Community to Promote Town Centre 
Retailing 
 
PR is a very effective media, reaches far and can be virtually free.  There are 
very capable PR voices and international links already in place within the 
Chamber of Commerce.  This could be developed and supported with a 
retailing/tourism slant, through media professionals already engaged within the 
Council.  This should include assistance with story development, drafting and 
editing press releases, ideas on good quality photography and syndicating to 
press, broadcast and online media sources. This strategy will result in tourists 
researching Cashel on-line getting a much broader range of stories, rather than 
just information on the Rock of Cashel.  
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TIPPERARY 
 
Its purpose 
 
Tipperary Town has a strong local and loyal local catchment which is well served 
for a daily, weekly and special occasion shopping and services.  It should 
capitalise on this loyalty and enhance it by collective marketing actions to help 
drive spend during special occasions, community and family events and dates in 
the shopping calendar as well as converting weekly shoppers to visit more than 
once. 
 
Action 1: 
 
Capitalise on the ‗Try Tipp First ‗Campaign  
 
The Try to First campaign can be developed as a platform for ongoing customer 
relationship management and customer loyalty. 
 
Firstly all the data captured through the Christmas campaign should be used to 
form a database for future shopper communications on retail activity in the town. 
This communication can take the form of ezine (if email addresses supplied) or 
mobile formats to push out details of retailer offers, news, events and promotions. 
 
The database can also be used to do some top-level research on shopper‟s 
perceptions of the retail offer in the town, the types of events and promotions 
they would like to see in place as well as getting some general information on 
their shopping patterns. This information could influence the design of retailer 
promotions in the future. 
 
The „Try Tipp First‟ brand can be evolved into an ongoing shop local brand for the 
town to be used on, customer reward schemes (loyalty card programmes as 
outlined earlier in this chapter) and online channels (Facebook, websites etc.).  
 
Action 2 
 
Convert the Friday Shopper into a More Frequent Shopper to the Town 
 
The town benefits from additional footfall on Fridays with the mart activity and 
pensioners visiting the town.  Retailers should promote special offers or added-
value services that can be redeemed on quieter days in the week (Tues/Wed) to 
encourage shoppers back on those days. A simple mechanicism can be used by 
retailers of printing posters or flyers promoting the early week deals the following 
week for display on the Friday.   
 
Regular updating of the early week offers on social media and websites will 
support the this campaign. 
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Action 3 
 
Develop a Landmark Festival 
 
Tipperary should capitalise on the success of “It‟s a Long Way to Tipperary” song 
by developing a significant festival that will attract visitors to the town and 
increase the profile of Tipperary nationally. Recommendations on the format of 
this event is beyond the scope of this study but should at all times promote the 
retail offer in the town as a key objective. 
 
Action 4 
 
Run Promotions in Association with Local Sports Clubs 

 
 There‟s an opportunity for retailers to tap into the positive support for local GAA 

clubs and other sporting clubs by running promotions that specifically target this 
group, examples of initiatives that could be considered are: 

 
1. Offering special discounts to club members which can be promoted 

through the clubs internal communications channels e.g. 
newsletters/bulletin boards etc.  It is recommended that this is done under 
the umbrella of „Tipperary Retailers‟ rather than as individual retailer 
promotions. 

 
2. Running a spend and reward promotion where shoppers get a „vote‟ with 

every purchase in participating stores. They can allocate their vote to their 
nominated sports club and at the end of the campaign, the club with the 
most votes wins the agreed prize fund. This type of promotion would sit 
very well with the Try Tipp first branding as it encourages loyalty and gives 
shoppers another reason to shop in the town.  

 
Local well known sports personalities should be used to „front‟ these initiatives to 
help secure local press coverage and to get people to buy into the campaign.  
 
The Kellogg‟s Field of Dreams 
promotion that ran in 2010 is a 
great example of a successful 
marketing campaign that tapped 
into the network of sports club and 
our recommendations are based 
on taking this model and applying 
to a local campaign. 
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CARRICK ON SUIR 
 
Purpose 
 
Carrick-On-Suir serves its locality well with strong, well supported niche offering.  
Its role should be enhanced by promoting this niche offering and promoting 
linkages between the town centre retail offer and the heritage, tourist and leisure 
offer of the town.  Actions that can contribute to achieving this include the 
development of successful campaigns directed at specific demographics such as 
demonstrated through the „Golden Years‟ promotion, links with arts groups,, 
developing improved linkages between retail and tourism, establishing a loyalty 
card system and promoting key opportunity sites. 

 
Action 1 
 
Develop the Golden Days Promotion 
 
Every Wednesday is Golden Year Day where senior citizens receive a 10% 
discount. This programme could be exploited further by: 
 
 Add an event element to attract more senior citizens into the town on 

Wednesdays, this could be something as simple as having street music or 
if resources permit, converting an empty retail unit to become the Golden 
Year Event Space where free indoor activities that will have appeal to this 
generation are run every Wednesday. 

 Add a „refer a friend‟ incentive where two „friends‟ shopping together 
receive an additional discount. 

 Promote the discounts and event programmes to active retirement groups 
like bridge clubs and incentivise the clubs to promote them to their 
members through sponsorship initiatives. 

 Arrange further bus trips from surrounding towns and villages on Golden 
Year days.  

 
Action 2 
 
Develop Greater Synergy with Local Arts Groups  
 
There are a number of active arts and theatre groups in the town which can be 
utilised to improve the appearance of empty shop units. Encouraging and 
promoting art installations in shop fronts, as outlined in the general action section 
of this chapter, could be pursued.  
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Action 3 
 
Build on Links between Tourism and Retail 
 
Carrick-on-Suir has significant attraction as a heritage town, most notably due to 
the presence of Ormond Castle. Complementary cultural and leisure facilities 
mean that Carrick-on-Suir can act as a destination in itself. It is important that 
heritage, cultural and tourist visitors are encouraged to utilise the services and 
facilities available in the town centre.  
 
In this regard, the Carrick-on-Suir Business Association (COSBA), Traders 
Association and retailers could work further with local tourism and leisure 
providers, accommodation services and attractions outlining to them the 
importance of promoting the town centre as part of a tourist‟s itinerary and 
experience. 
 
Other initiatives/measures that could be explored include: 
 
 Show your entry ticket to Ormond Castle and get 10% off or other 

reductions / incentives from local retailers. 
 

 A welcome sign and display for tourists and new visitors at Ormond 
Castle, advertising town centre services and facilities. 

 
 Promoting linkages between Ormond Castle and other tourist attractions, 

such as the Marina and the Butler Trail.  
 
 Enhance road access and bus parking at Ormond Castle, and improve 

links to the town centre retail area. 
. 
Action 4 
 
Establish Loyalty Card Programme 
 
Developing a loyalty card will help to increase the attractiveness of Carrick-on-
Suir‟s town centre by offering shoppers unique discounts and offers that are not 
available through any other promotion. 
 
Complying with the later point is crucial to the success of this programme as 
many loyalty programmes fail by not delivering any added value to members – it 
will not work if existing store offers are simply replicated as a „loyalty card‟ offer. 
The loyalty programme should aim to:  
 
 Increase frequency of shopper visits; 
 Increase number of stores visited per shopper; 
 Increase spend per head; 
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 Increase dwell time in the town centre; 
 Act as a mechanism to collect valuable shopper information for future 

communications. 
 
In addition to offering discounts, the loyalty programme can include access to 
events and information local to Carrick-on-Suir.  Retailers participating in the 
scheme can be identified by having a sticker on their window stating they are part 
of the scheme and tying in with the shop local message (similar to Visa accepted 
here stickers).  
 
The Loyalty Card Programme can be beneficial to both regular visitors to the 
town centre, for example those who visit from surrounding catchments, and in 
attracting tourist, heritage and leisure visitors to the town centre retail area. With 
regard to the latter, the Loyalty Card Programme could assist with utilising the 
tourist, heritage and leisure attractions of Carrick-on-Suir to the benefit of the 
retail sector in the town.  
 
This is explained in further detail under the general actions presented above in 
this chapter.  
 
Action 5 
 
Further Develop Farmers Market 
 
The farmer‟s market in Carrick-on-Suir, currently operating on Friday‟s on Main 
Street, could be utilised to the benefit of town centre retailers. The consultation 
process has indicated that the farmers market is not ideally located. The market 
would benefit from a more prominent location, for example a location of Main 
Street, and appropriate advertising and marketing.  
 
The farmers market represents an opportunity to attract visitors to the town 
centre, and to retain visitors in the town centre. Appropriate advertising and 
marketing of town centre retailers, ideally by way of their presence at the market 
and / or the available of leaflets / flyers, should be considered at the farmers 
market.  
 
The Loyalty Card Programme outlined above at Action 4 could be extended to 
include the farmers market.  
 
Action 6 
 
Promote Key Town Centre Opportunity Sites 
 
There is a need to attract further retailers, particularly comparison retailers, to the 
town in order to increase the attractiveness of the town to potential visitors and to 
retain tourist, leisure and heritage visitors. In addition to comparison retailing, 
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uses such as cafes and gift shops may benefit from the tourist trade. Sites such 
as the Wicklow Garden Centre site and the site at Clonmel Road occupied by St. 
Joseph‟s College (which it is understood will be vacated in the short to medium 
term) could be pro-actively encouraged for retail development. Such an approach 
is encouraged in the recently published Retail Planning Guidelines 2012.  
 
In this regard it is recommended that COSBA in conjunction with the Town 
Council take a proactive approach in effectively promoting and marketing key 
sites.  Such a brochure would include key information such as population, 
catchment, consumer trend, existing infrastructure, existing competitors and retail 
offer etc.  The document would then be promoted and marketed through local 
and multinational letting agencies. A similar initiative has been done in Limavady, 
Dungiven and Ballykelly in Northern Ireland.  Here a proactive approach was 
taken to attracting potential investors.  
 
A publication and accompanying DVD was produced, using the „show and tell‟ 
concept to promote the towns as attractive places to invest. The marketing 
message included a comprehensive overview of infrastructure, location, business 
confidence, people, scenery and consumer demand. The completed package is 
targeted at developers, agents and chain stores on a local, national and regional 
basis, as well as being available for overseas distribution through relevant 
embassies. It also doubles as a professional promotional tool which has installed 
a new sense of pride in the local business community. Since its production in 
early 2005, two business organisations have had direct contact with town centre 
management and plans are well advanced for £1.25 million development in 
Dungiven and a £300,000 investment in the towns of Limavady and Dungiven. 
Developers have described the project as a vital aid to delivering occupancy in 

new developments. 
 
This is explained in further detail under the general actions presented above in 
this chapter.  
 
Action 7 
 
Enhanced Linkages to Dove Hill 
 
The Dove Hill centre has a regional attraction due to its prime comparison offer. 
There is an opportunity for the town centre of Carrick-on-Suir to benefit from 
visitors to Dove Hill by attracting such visitors to the town centre. Measures such 
as advertising town centre attractions, such as retail, cafes, Ormond Castle, 
Butler‟s Trail, etc at Dove Hill may assist in attracting visitors to the town centre. 
Other measures may include, for example, a 10% discount in shops in the town 
centre for visitors who have shopped in Dove Hill.  
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Action 8: 
 
Social Media Strategy 
 
This action involves the development of a specific „town centre‟ social media 
strategy that will promote retailing in the town and town centre events etc. under 
a common and agreed brand identity for the town. The stakeholder consultation 
carried out in Carrick-on-Suir indicated that social media is utilised by retailers in 
the town to varying degrees.  
 
The town-wide social media strategy will be the „online shop window‟ for the town 
as a whole and should represent all the traders in the area. 
 
The use of social media can be a very effective and cheap way of giving any 
particular town a platform on which to push marketing messages to potential 
shoppers.  Whilst there need not be any cash investment, it is critical that 
someone takes ownership and remains committed to ensuring that there is 
relevant, timely and engaging content which encourages your connections to 
stick with you and to respond. 
 
The basic elements of a social media strategy are set out under Action 4 in 
respect of the general actions, applicable to all towns, in respect of the use of 
social media / web sites / town shopping apps (see Page 56) 
 
This is explained in further detail under the general actions presented above in 
this chapter.  
 
Action 9 
 
Town Centre Forum 
 
Establish a town centre forum made up of appropriate business, retail and town 
council representatives. The role of this forum is to agree a strategic plan for the 
future management and enhancement of the core retail area. It would build on 
existing initiatives and structures in the town, focusing exclusively on developing 
the retail role and function of the town. It would seek to apply some of the 
techniques used in shopping centre management to the town centre retail area.  
 
The forum would be responsible for overseeing the implementation of the actions 
for Carrick-on-Suir set out above.  
 
As part of this, Carrick-on-Suir could adopt a development and management 
charter for the core town centre area. This document would focus on issues such 
as: 
 
 Marketing strategies, 
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 Actions to deal with vacant properties, including identification of landlords 
who vacant units and marketing these to identified retail needs of the 
town, 

 Street festivals and entertainment 
 Mentoring support for start up retailers 
 Operational issues such as street cleaning, delivery times etc. 

 
The key objective of this document is to establish a well managed and marketed 
town centre.  Attached in Appendix 6 is a typical marketing infrastructure plan 
that would be in place in a shopping centre development.  This details the basic 
levels of actions which a shopping centre would establish to ensure they are 
communicating with existing or new shoppers.  It is this type of infrastructure that 
the town centre forum should be striving to have in place. 
 
The forum should establish clear procedures for communication with Town 
Council / County Council including one overall co-ordinating point of contact in 
Town Council / County Council who will be charged with responding to any 
queries, concerns, issues raised, etc as well as being a direct point of contact on 
specific issues e.g. pavement maintenance, lighting, litter management etc. 
 
The town centre forum is explained in further detail under the general actions 
presented above in this chapter.  
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VILLAGES 
 
 Five villages were reviewed as part of this study including: 
 

 Lisvernane 
 Dundrum 
 Clogheen 
 Ballyclerihan 
 Fethard 

 
In general the villages reviewed had a level of retail and service representation 
that would be typical for centres at this level of the retail hierarchy.  The only 
exception to this is Ballyclerihan which had the notable lack of adequate 
convenience facilities due to the recent closure of the Centra Store. 

 
It is unlikely that the villages in the County will experience significant growth in 
retail terms considering their limited rural catchment. In this regard, the key 
objective will be to retain the level of existing services to ensure that the day to 
day shopping needs of their catchments are met. 
 
The measures outlined in Section 1 of this report can equally apply to all of the 
villages reviewed. Of particular importance will be improved customer 
relationship management to ensure that existing customers are targeted and 
retained. 
 
In villages such as Clogheen, high rates of vacancy and dereliction are prevalent.  
Many of these properties, however, have been vacant for some time and their 
suitability for retail use may not be viable.  In these instances alternative uses 
should be promoted on such sites and their use as start up 
enterprises/community functions etc should be encouraged. The residential role 
of the village centre could be strengthened. All of the measures for dealing with 
derelict/vacant units in Issue 2 – Section 1 are also of relevance. 
 
Finally certain centres such as Dundrum and Fethard with benefit from continued 
training in support to further develop their social media strategy and to maximise 
their existing web site resources. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 
Policy Review 
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NATIONAL AND REGIONAL POLICY 
 
The Regional Planning Guidelines for the South East (RPG‟s) indicate that the 
population of South Tipperary is anticipated to increase to 96,863 in 2016 and 104,483 
in 2022. The population of Clonmel is expected to be 23,000 in 2016 and 25,000 in 
2022.  
 
In addition to the Gateways and Hubs identified in the National Spatial Strategy, the 
RPG‟s identify a series of complementing County towns, larger towns and district towns.  
 
Clonmel has been identified as a County town, which are recognised ―as critical 
elements in the structure for realising balanced regional development, acting as a focus 
for strengthening their own areas‖. The RPG‟s indicate that the County Towns have 
significant potential for growth and development and are critical to the achievement of 
critical mass and balanced development across the region. 
 
Both Carrick-on-Suir and Tipperary Town are identified as larger towns. Larger towns 
are ―targeted for growth having regard to their strategic locations, capacity for growth 
and potential to deliver on the core objectives of critical mass and balanced regional 
development‖. 
 
Cashel and Cahir have been identified as district towns.  District towns are defined as 
―towns with populations between 1,500 and 5,000 that perform an important role in 
driving the development of a particular spatial component of the overall region‖. 
 
The RPG‟s emphasise that Cashel and Cahir are now located on the M8 and access to 
the towns has been greatly improved as well as providing new opportunities following 
the removal of through traffic. 
 
Cahir has been identified as one of two towns where more measured growth is desirable 
in a manner that allows community, social and retail development to catch up with recent 
residential development. 
 
The RPG‟s further state that ―If balanced regional development is to work, the spatial 
structure must be supported by policies aimed at enhancing the attractiveness of areas 
for people to ensure that there is a combination of social and cultural facilities for both 
people and business‖. 
 
With regard to retail development, the RPG‟s recognise that: 
 
―there is a need to ensure that the development of the retail sector serves to protect and 
enhance the vibrancy and vitality of the city and town centres. This will help address the 
leakage of retail spending to larger centres outside the region such as Cork City, 
Limerick City, Dublin City and the larger sub-urban centres in the Greater Dublin Area‖. 
 
COUNTY LEVEL POLICY 
 
South Tipperary Development Plan 2009 – 2015 
 
The Development Plan notes with reference to the urban areas of Clonmel, Carrick-on-
Suir, Cashel, Tipperary Town and Cahir, that for the 2002 – 2006 period low levels of 
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growth was recorded in Carrick, Tipperary Town and Cashel and there was a decline in 
population in the urban area of Clonmel. The greatest population increase occurred in 
the environs of all the main towns. 
 
The Development Plan expects that South Tipperary will provide 18% of the anticipated 
regional growth rate of 25.8% of the south-east region to 2020.  
 
In terms of future growth and settlement strategy, the Development Plan indicates that: 
 
―Opportunities have been created for South Tipperary as a result of the designation of 
Cork City, Waterford City and Limerick City as Gateways under the NSS . . . It is 
anticipated that greater connectivity and improved travel times between Waterford and 
Limerick, attributed to the N24 Waterford - Limerick National Primary Route and the 
Waterford – Limerick Rail Link, will have a positive influence on towns within South 
Tipperary‖. 
 
In terms of the settlement hierarchy, Clonmel is identified as the primary service centre, 
with Cahir, Cashel, Carrick-on-Suir and Tipperary Town identified as secondary service 
centres and settlements such as Fethard, Holycross, Clogheen, Dundrum and 
Ballyclerihan identified as district service centres.  
 
South Tipperary County Retail Strategy (2010) 
 
Introduction and Settlement Hierarchy 
 
The County Retail Strategy sets out the following retail hierarchy, as relevant to the 
towns and settlements under consideration:  
 
Primary Service Centre: Clonmel 
Secondary Service Centres: Cahir, Cashel, Carrick-on-Suir and Tipperary Town 
District Service Centres: Fethard, Holycross, Clogheen, Dundrum and Ballyclerihan 
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Priority Action Initiatives for Town Centre Improvement 
 
Drawing from the relevant Development Plans and Local Area Plans for South Tipperary, 
the County Retail Strategy sets out 8 no. priority action initiatives ―that will form a 
framework for the implementation of actions for town centre improvement‖.  
 
A number of the relevant initiatives are set out below: 
 
 Action Initiative 1 seeks to promote the reuse and refurbishment of disused and 

derelict sites, especially in the prime retail areas; 
 
 Action Initiative 2 seeks to facilitate town centre enhancement through various 

methods, including liaising with all stakeholders to encourage enhancement, 
pursuing enforcement action where necessary, assessing town centre quality and 
providing appropriate policies and objectives to enhance the character of town 
centres, and seeking the implementation of Enhancement Schemes.  

 
 Action Initiative 3 seeks to enhance accessibility within town centres through Public 

Realm Plans, improving accessibility between shopping centres and town centres 
where appropriate, and including accessibility audits in the review of Development 
Plans and Local Area Plans. 

 
 Action Initiative 5 seeks to actively engage with stakeholders of causal trading and 

farmers markets and with the relevant Chamber of Commerce to investigate 
opportunities to facilitate and enhance casual trading and farmers markets.  

 
 Action Initiative 6 seeks to promote the development of Dovehill as a tourism 

destination with direct linkages to Carrick-on-Suir.  
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LEVEL / LOCAL LEVEL POLICY 
 
Cahir Local Area Plan 2011 
 
The LAP sets out a number of strategic objectives aimed at securing the strategic vision. 
In summary, these are as follows: 
 
 The identification of opportunities to develop a strong and vibrant town centre; 
 
 The development of the tourism product of Cahir by building on the existing 

potential of the town.  
 
 To capitalise on the advantages possessed by Cahir, a multi-modal interchange, 

by virtue of its location on the intersection of the M8 Dublin – Cork Motorway with 
the N24 Waterford – Limerick National Route.  

 
In terms of retail, a number of specific policies are set out in the LAP. Relevant policies 
are as follows: 
 
 Policy TC1 seeks to enhance the quality of the town centre, including 

improvements to the visual quality of the town centre.  
 
 Policy TC2 seeks to encourage the enhancement and consolidation of the retail 

function of the town centre. 
 
 Policy TC4 seeks to facilitate the redevelopment of identified opportunity sites.  
 
The LAP also sets out specific town centre objectives. Notable objectives include the 
following: 
 
 TC1 seeks to develop a Traffic Management Plan for Cahir town centre in 

accordance with Urban Design Strategy.  
 
 TC3 seeks to assist in the delivery of pedestrian linkages including pedestrian river 

crossings to link The Mall with the proposed amenity area to the west of the river 
and to link the proposed amenity / recreation area at the existing Roadstone site to 
the existing walk on the east of the river.  

 
 TC6 seeks to support the development of an “Artisan Village” at the Mall Lane by 

way of facilitating the upgrade of the lane in addition to installing necessary 
signposting. 

 
 TC8 seeks to engage with local property owners and stakeholders in an attempt to 

encourage vacant premises to be used for the display of works of art or 
alternatively goods from trading stores. 
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Carrick-on-Suir Development Plan 2008 – 2014 
 
Chapter 7 of the Development Plan sets out the strategy for the town centre. With regard 
to the performance of the town centre, the Development Plan states that: 
 
―Despite the variety of commercial and retail uses in the town centre, problems of 
dereliction and more importantly vacancy are apparent in this area of the town. This is 
particularly evident on the upper floors of properties throughout the town‖. 
 
The Development Plan also cautions against development on the periphery of the town, 
stating that: 
 
―Development on the periphery of the town must not be allowed to undermine the town 
centre instead, development must concentrate on the central core where possible. In this 
regard, the development of vacant plots/infill development as referred to in Policy HSG.2 
and development of ―Opportunity sites‖, as referred to in Policies AEH.10, 11 & 12 and 
Appendix 4 must take precedence over green field site development‖. 
 
Relevant policies set out in respect of the town centre include the following: 
 
 Policy STC1 which seeks to actively seek site assembly of town centre sites to 

facilitate retail and commercial development. 
 
 Policy STC2 seeks to encourage the development of identified opportunity sites. 
 
 Policy STC5 seeks to strengthen the retail function of the town centre, including 

through the implementation of the Carrick-on-Suir Town Centre Strategy 2007. 
 
Cashel and Environs Development Plan 2009 – 2015 
 
A strategic development objective of the Development Plan is to: 
 
―Support the provision of a more balanced spatial growth pattern for Cashel and its 
Environs and to promote a renewed focus on the Town Centre. Promote and strengthen 
of the Town Centre as a vibrant base for residents and tourist alike‖. 
 
The Development Plan explains that Cashel‟s central core is attractive and contains a 
wide variety of mixed uses. It is an objective of the Development Plan to expand the 
town centre area and to direct new town centre development to this area. 
 
Relevant policies included in the Development Plan are the following: 
 
 Policy TC1 seeks to enhance the quality of the town centre, including 

strengthening the commercial, cultural and residential functions of the town centre, 
and seeking improvements to the visual quality of the town centre. 

 
 Policy TC2 seeks the enhancement of the town centre and public realm, and to 

improve access between the Rock of Cashel and Main Street, in line with the 
objectives of the Town Centre Strategy and the Public Realm Plan. 
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Clonmel and Environs Development Plan 2008 – 2014 
 
The Development Plan sets out a number of principal aims for Clonmel. Aim 2 relates to 
the „Vision for Clonmel‟ and reads as follows: 
 
―To realise the economic potential of Clonmel and its environs by promoting Clonmel as 
the primary growth centre for high-tech industries, as a primary retail centre, a third level 
education provider and a strong and attractive residential centre for a growing 
population‖. 
 
With regard to the town centre of Clonmel, the Development Plan states that: 
 
―The town centre itself is vibrant with a good mix of multiple and independent retailers 
offering a wide range of goods and services. In addition the professional services sector 
is well represented with office, educational and health functions contributing to the 
diversity and viability of the Central Area‖. 
 
There are a number of relevant policies included in the Development Plan relating to the 
town centre. These include the following: 
 
 Policy TC1 seeks to strengthen the function of Clonmel as a main county town by 

encouraging appropriate uses that support vibrant activity in the central area whilst 
complementing its distinctive character. 

 
 Policy TC2 seeks improvements to the appearance of the town including 

streetscape improvements to the central area, improvements to the Suir River 
corridor and improvements to the quays.  

 
 Policy EC3 seeks the redevelopment of under-utilised and derelict town centre and 

edge of centre sites and buildings for retail and other forms of commercial 
development.  

 
 Policy TC4 seeks to ensure that retail uses remain the predominant use at ground 

floor level throughout the central area, and particularly in the primary shopping 
areas. Non-retail commercial uses will generally be supported on upper floors.  

 
The Development Plan also includes in Chapter 6 specific policies relating to town centre 
and out of centre developments. These are as follows: 
 
 Policy ECON.12 seeks to improve and strengthen retail provision through the 

development of a wider range of town centre shopping facilities. 
 Policy ECON.13 seeks to restrict large out of centre retail development in the 

interest of protecting the retail vitality of the central area.  
 
Fethard Local Area Plan 2011 
 
The strategic vision for Fethard set out in the LAP is as follows: 
 
―To develop Fethard as a balanced settlement centred on a vibrant town centre, to 
facilitate and encourage the growth of Fethard‘s tourism potential, to preserve, manage 
and enhance the town‘s unique heritage asset and built environment and promote its 
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understanding, to promote the town as a unique settlement for working, living and 
recreation and to balance future growth with the need for a healthy and sustainable 
environment‖. 
 
The LAP explains in relation to Fethard town centre that ―despite the well preserved 
historic town centre there are levels of vacancy, dereliction and obsolescence which 
detract from the town‘s built environment and image. It is important that new 
development respects and enhances the quality of the town‘s built environment‖. 
 
A number of policies are set out in relation to the town centre. Relevant policies include 
the following: 
 
Policy TC1 seeks the enhancement of the town centre and strengthening of the 
retail/commercial, residential and recreational functions of the town centre. 
 
Policy TC2 seeks to promote the growth and provision of an appropriate level of retail 
uses in the designated town centre. 
 
Policy TC3 seeks to facilitate the restoration, re-use and / or redevelopment of 
designated opportunity sites.  
 
Policy TC4 seeks the enhancement of the character of the historic town centre in 
accordance with the Public Realm Plan for Fethard.  
 
Policy TC5 seeks to undertake measures to improve the gateways to the historic town 
centre in accordance with the Public Realm Plan for Fethard. 
 
Policy TC6 seeks to facilitate the reuse of derelict/obsolete/vacant sites for appropriate 
purposes by conversion, where a building forms part of the historic fabric of the town or 
is an important element in a streetscape, or otherwise by redevelopment. 
 
Tipperary Town and Environs Development Plan 2007 – 2013 
 
Chapter 7 of the Development Plan sets out the strategy for the town centre. The 
Development Plan describes that Tipperary Town functions as the main commercial 
centre serving west Tipperary and east Limerick. It further states that ―despite the variety 
of commercial and retail uses in the town centre, problems of dereliction and more 
importantly vacancy are apparent in this area of the town‖.  
 

The Development Plan also comments upon the potential for development on the 
periphery of the town, stating that: 
 
―Development on the periphery of the town must not be allowed to undermine the town 
centre, instead development must concentrate on the central core where possible. In this 
regard, infill development and development of ―Opportunity sites‖ must take precedence 
over green field site development. This Plan will examine a number of sites with 
development potential in the town core in order to encourage these types of 
developments‖. 
 
The Development Plan sets out a number of policies in relation to the town centre 
strategy. Amongst these policies are the following: 
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 Policy STC1 seeks to actively seek site assembly of town centre sites to facilitate 
retail and commercial development. 

 
 Policy STC2 seeks improvements to the quality of the town centre in compliance 

with the Tipperary Town Building Façade Improvement Scheme and Approach 
Road Improvement Scheme (June 2005) as part of new development. 

 
 Policy TC3 encourages the appropriate re-use / redevelopment of designated 

opportunity sites.  
 
 Policy STC5 seeks to strengthen the retail function of the town centre and to 

encourage other commercial, cultural and social uses.  
 
The Development Plan also sets out a number of specific objectives for the town centre. 
Of relevance are objectives TC1 and TC3, which provide for the following: 
 
 TC1 seeks to carry out environmental improvements to the town centre in 

conjunction with the opening of the N24 Western Corridor and in compliance with 
the objectives and design criteria set out in the Tipperary Town Building Façade 
Improvement Scheme and Approach Road Improvement Scheme 2005. 

 
 TC3 seeks to ensure that new developments comply with the objectives of the 

Tipperary Town Building Façade Improvement Scheme and Approach Road 
Improvement Scheme 2005. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
South Tipperary Retail Development Programme 
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Stakeholder Consultation Briefing Document 
 
 
 
 
 
John Spain Associates and Spirit Marketing have been appointed by South 
Tipperary County Council to research and prepare a report on the retail sector in 
South Tipperary.  The purpose of this report is to set out a proactive plan of 
business actions to address identified deficits in the retail sector. 
 
A key part of this report will be detailed consultation with key stakeholders in the 
County from the towns of Clonmel, Carrick on Suir, Tipperary, Cashel and Cahir 
and the district service centres of Fethard, Clogheen, Dundrum, Ballyclerihan and 
Lisvernane. Consultation will also take place with local elected representatives.  
 
The stakeholder consultation forms a key part of the study and will inform the 
actions and recommendations of the final document.  The final report will focus 
on the provision of realistic, practical and achievable key actions which can be 
implemented by the stakeholders and that will result in the growth of appropriate 
retail output, retail mix and retail vibrancy in each of the towns. 
 
The stakeholders are the ones with in depth knowledge of their town and the real 
issues facing retailers on a day to day basis.  Your views and opinions on 
tangible and practical actions to improve and enhance the retail sector in the 
County are essential. 
 
In order to provide a basis to the discussions we provide overleaf a suggested 
agenda of issues to discuss.  We are of course happy to discuss any other 
matters of relevance at the stakeholder meeting.  If you have any further 
suggestions or comments that you wish to convey to us in advance of the 
meeting, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
It would be appreciated if you could confirm your attendance at the meeting by 
contacting Robert Keran at rkeran@johnspainassociates.com or 01 6625803. 
 
John Spain Associates 

mailto:rkeran@johnspainassociates.com
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Agenda 
 
1. Introduction and study overview 
 
2. What are the strengths of your town as a retail centre? 
 
3. What are the weaknesses of your town as a retail centre? 
 
4. What are the opportunities for your town in relation to retail core and 

function? 
 
5. What do you think the function and role of your town is e.g. is it a market 

town, a tourism town etc. 
 
6. Do you think there are any gaps in the existing retail/service provision that 

may be affecting the retail performance of the town? 
 
7. What do you think could be done to improve your town that would 

enhance its retail role and function? 
 
8. Do you have any suggestions as to how either individually or collectively 

the retail operators in the town can increase their retail output and thus 
attract a greater share of the market? 

 
9. How do you think the relationship between the town centre and edge of 

centre operators could be improved? 
 
10. Have you participated in recently /or are currently participating in any 

marketing programmes designed to increase retail footfall and sales and if 
so what were the outcomes of this activity‟ 

 
11. Do you have any other suggestions or feel that there are any other 

opportunities for targeted marketing, collaborative marketing or other such 
initiatives? 

 
12. Do you think there is any scope to identify your town as having a distinct 

identity or brand? 
 
13. Has consideration been given to the implementation of other measures 

such as Business Improvement District Schemes? (BIDS are schemes to 
enable the ratepayers to draw up a scheme of projects, services and 
works which aim to develop and implement a series of initiatives designed 
to both further promote and improve the trading environment for an area). 

 
14. Is there scope to promote or develop other complementary town centre 

activities such as cultural events, farmers markets etc? 
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15. Are there any other issues you would like to raise or discuss? 
 
16. Next step of consultation phase.  
 
17. Conclusions. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
Stakeholder Consultation Minutes 
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ATTENDEES 
 
John Spain (John Spain Associates) 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
Robert Keran (John Spain Associates) 
Stephen Kelly (Spirit Marketing) 
Patrick Caplice (Cahir Development Association) 
Cornelius Tross (The Apple Farm) 
Kamel Birem (Galilgo Café) 
Tim Shanahan (The Bell) 
Mossie Casey 
Tom Carroll (Publican) 
Niall Morrison (Morrison‟s Pharmacy) 
Carmel Dolan (Supervalu) 
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED 
 
Strengths 
 
 Good transport links (M8 and railway station); 
 Traditionally branded as „centre of the south‟ and as „an hour from everywhere‟; 
 Strategic location on River Suir; 
 Potential catchment of 12,000 – 14,000 people; 
 Less than one hour from Cork; 
 Tourist office present in the town; 
 Strong heritage offer with tourism attractions – Swiss Cottage and Cahir Castle 

centrally located in the town; 
 Farmers Market present every Saturday in the Castle Street car park and 

operates well; 
 

STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION 

MINUTES 
CAHIR 

 

 

 

 

 

50 Upper Mount Street, Dublin 2 
Tel: (01) 6625803 Fax: (01) 6766374  

E-mail: info@johnspainassociates.com 

Web: www.johnspainassociates.com 

Re: Stakeholder Consultation for South Tipperary Retail Development Project 

Meeting No. 1 Date/Time 12 pm to 1.45 pm 

 Location 
South Tipperary County 
Council Area Offices, 

Cahir 

No. of Pages 3 
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Weaknesses 
 
 Absence of representative body for retailers – currently interaction with County 

Council is on an individual basis; 
 Relatively high vacancy rate; 
 Parking seen as a major issue.  Particular issue of staff parking taking up 

customer parking; 
 No on-street parking charges – has led to abuse of maximum two hour stay by 

both staff and customers; 
 Car dominated town centre; 
 Poor marketing and advertising generally, including on approach roads; 
 Generally lack of linkages between heritage attractions (e.g. Swiss Cottages and 

Cahir Castle) and retail; 
 
Opportunities 
 
 Cahir could be utilised as a heritage stopover due to presence of Swiss Cottages 

and Cahir Castle; 
 Largest town in South Tipperary County Council area, excluding Towns operating 

under Town Council‟s; 
 Potential linkages with Cashel as a result of the heritage available in both towns; 
 Introduction of directional / information boards highlighting attractions and 

services; 
 Good potential for bulk goods retailing due to strategic location. Also a suitable 

location for a distribution centre; 
 Utilise opportunities offered by existing tree and plant nurseries and organic food 

farm; 
 Antiques market previously active in the town proved successful and potential for 

this to be re-instated should be investigated; 
 Depicted as having similarities to Kilkenny in terms of a heritage town and 

potential for arts and crafts trade; 
 Opportunity for „Cahir Card‟, i.e. a discount card operating for participating 

retailers in the town; 
 Potential for electric car charging points and bicycle friendly schemes suggested; 
 Potential to use the equestrian centre as a greater attraction; 
 Potential for greater marketing of local golf clubs and other pursuits such as 

fishing; 
 
Threats 
 
 Rates present obstruction to occupying vacant retail units; 
 Attractions of facilities in adjacent towns, such as McDonalds in Cashel and 

Showgrounds Shopping Centre in Clonmel draw people away from the town; 
 Small floorplates seen as an obstacle to retailers occupying town centre sites; 
 
Other Issues 
 
 Financial constraints identified as obstacle to implementing new measures – 

generally felt that businesses cannot contribute to any significant degree; 
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Gaps in Retail Market 
 
 No sports shop; 
 No health food shop; 
 No bakery; 
 No men‟s clothes shop; 
 No bicycle shop (potential link with mountain bike club); 
 No office stationary shop; 
 No speciality / artisan food outlet; 
 Antiques market has recently failed; 
 Need identified for recognised brands; 
 Generally need for a greater mix and diversity of retail offer to improve the towns 

overall offer. 
 
Leakage to other Towns 
 
 Leakage occurs to Clonmel locally and also to Cork (including Mahon Point) and 

Kildare Village; 
 
Desirable Actions 
 
 Need to establish representative body for retailers, with strong structure, in order 

to allow for more effective liaison with County Council; 
 

o Information / guidance required on funding, potential staffing (e.g. internship 
programme) and practicalities of establishment; 

o Potential for keynote speaker in order to provide incentive to establish and 
operate a representative body for retailers; 

 
 Traffic warden required to police two hour stay limitation; 
 
 Encourage pedestrian and bicycle friendly town centre; 
 
 Additional town centre parking required, particularly for staff.  Potential for 

appropriate alternative locations for car parking should be investigated; 
 

o Investigate potential for Scout‟s Den site and Dairygold site for car parking; 
 

 Potential relaxation / reduction in rates for new businesses / businesses 
occupying vacant units; 

 
 Potential relaxation of payment of rates for full year where a tenant vacates a 

property before the end of the year; 
 
 Increase utilisation of social media and search engine optimisation.  Investigate 

potential for a Cahir Traders Facebook Page; 
 
 Need for a proper marketing plan for the town. 
 
 Identify method / medium for highlighting programme of events in Cahir (e.g.. 

website, newsletter, appropriate advertising on approach roads, etc); 
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o Potential utilisation of website for Cahir town / CDA website, and / or 

merging of websites; 
 

 Increase linkages between heritage attractions and retailing.  Potential for greater 
linkage with Cashel; 

 
 Increased marketing required for Farmer‟s Market and linkages with retailing in 

the town centre.  Enhanced signage regarding the farmers market is required; 
 
 Identify methods to promote equestrian centre as a means of attracting greater 

footfall to the town centre; 
 
 Potential to market and develop other events such as Triathlons etc; 
 
 Identify sites that have the potential to accommodate larger retail floor plates in 

the town centre. 
 
 Investigate opportunity for „Cahir Card‟, i.e. a discount card operating for 

participating retailers in the town or other initiatives for joint marketing initiatives 
between complementary retailers e.g. dinner, pint and a taxi for €20 etc.; 

 
 Investigate potential for development of opportunity sites, such as the goods yard 

/ store in the railway station 
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Attendees 
 
John Spain (John Spain Associates) 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
Stephen Kelly (Spirit Marketing) 
Seamus Campbell (COSBA) 
Niall Kerr (COSBA) 
Bobby Fitzgerald (County Councillor) 
Tony Clery (COSBA) 
Roseanne O‟ Sullivan (COSBA) 
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED 
 
Strengths 
 
 Good working relationship with Council; 

 
 Large rural hinterland; 

 
 Hotel located in the town; 

 
 Town is centrally located – the heart of the South East; 

 
 Independent retailers – not a homogenous high street; 

 
 Attractive and traditional streetscape. 
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Weaknesses 
 
 Lack of shopping facilities for young shoppers/teenagers; 
 
 Too many takeaways; 
 
 Only one public houses offering evening food. 
 
Opportunities 
 
 Ormond Castle in the town could be a major tourist attraction but it is 

poorly marketed.  Also other attractions of interest in the vicinity including 
megalithic tombs, town clock etc; 

 
 Opportunity for a major multiple to open in the town but it should be 

ensured that it locates in the town centre; 
 

 Shoppers are looking for quality and good value for money; 
 

 Opportunity to develop further dining facilities and restaurants; 
 

 Dovehill centre attracts a lot of people but there is little spill over to the 
town centre.  Potential to create further synergy for example through 
recent fashion show; 

 
 Golden years day every Wednesday; 

 
 Opportunity to develop farmers market further, poorly located at present; 

 
 Roof over the main street would improve retail environment. 
 
 Opportunity to develop two town centre sites – Wicklow Garden Site and 

Clonmel Road Site. 
 
Threats 
 
 Difficulty to compete with out of town free car parking; 

 
 Feel that a Tesco (particularly if located out of town) may be negative for 

the town; 
 

 Multiples employing non Irish staff; 
 

 A number of significant derelict sites – present a bad image for the town; 
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 There have been some difficulties in working with the council in trying to 
resolve/improve derelict sites; 

 
 Very high rates of unemployment, 2,200 on the live registrar; 

 
 Depopulation occurring; 
 
Other Issues 
 
 Typical shopper is more mature; 
 
 Town is a market town with local shopping facilities for local people; 
 
Gaps in the Retail Market 
 
 Lack of children clothing shops; 

 
 Lack of multiple/brand name shops such as Penneys and Heatons; 

 
 Bookshop; 

 
 Restaurants/coffee shops/family orientated dining. 
 
Leakage to Other Towns 
 
 Leakage primarily to Clonmel and Waterford. 
 
Desirable Actions 
 
 Explore opportunities to promote heritage of the town, in particular the 

Ormond Castle.  Potential to develop a historic trail and develop a map 
and web site; 

 
 Opportunity to purchase field to the rear of the castle to develop 

appropriate coach parking and associated amenities such as a craft 
shop/coffee shop; 

 
 Explore opportunities for coach parking in the town centre; 

 
 Castle could be developed further e.g. a Tudor garden etc.; 

 
 Explore potential to further exploit the Clancy festival; 

 
 Every Wednesday is Golden Years Day where senior citizens receive a 

10% discount – potential to exploit this initiative further and link in with 
active retirement groups etc.; 
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 Explore opportunities for greater commercial synergy with Dovehill Centre 

and possibilities of joint events/initiatives; 
 

 Strong arts culture in the town with the Brewary Lane Theatre and Strand 
Theatre.  Potential to develop and link with existing groups to promote 
events such as live events/theatre/moving mannequins in empty shop 
windows in the town; 

 
 Carrick vouchers in place – potential to exploit and develop further; 

 
 Existing facebook page with 2,700 friends.  Explore potential to maximize 

and develop further; 
 

 GAA – 3 clubs and also a soccer club.  Potential to exploit this connection 
more should be investigated; 

 
 Opportunity to develop and expand farmers market should be explored – 

re-location of market should be considered; 
 

 Dereliction is a major priority.  Need to improve the visual appearance of 
vacant and derelict properties – explore innovative ways to improve 
appearance including artists murals etc. 

 
 Need to promote measures to improve foot fall in the town.  Need one 

good idea to keep people in the town; 
 

 Town could be branded as a quaint place to shop with independent 
traders offering good customer service and something different – a friendly 
country town. 

 
 Explore potential to develop two key town centre sites for future retail 

development. 
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ATTENDEES 
 
John Spain (John Spain Associates) 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
Robert Keran (John Spain Associates) 
Stephen Kelly (Spirit Marketing) 
Pat Holland (South Tipperary County Council) 
Raymond Davern (Davern‟s, Cashel) 
Mike Ryan (Cashel Chamber of Commerce / Fortress Planning) 
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED 
 
Strengths 
 
 Focal point for a number of parishes – approximately 2,500 in the town and 3,000 

people in the wider hinterland; 
 Acts as a service town; 
 Good accessibility; 
 Strong heritage, history and tourism attraction; 
 Strong presence of independent shops, craft shops and speciality shops; 
 Strong tradition in craft/gourmet food production e.g. Cashel Blue, Crozier Blue, 

Crowe Sausages, craft butchers etc. 
 Café Hans on Moor Lane seen as a strong attraction; 
 
Weaknesses 
 
 Not perceived as a shopping town; 
 Population too limited for national and international retailers; 
 Poor links between town centre and Rock of Cashel.  Rock gets 250,000 visitors 

a year but only a small percentage of them actually come into the town; 
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 Lack of tourism products sold / displayed in retail units and in town centre 
generally; 

 Poor approach from south, including high vacancy in Cahir Road commercial 
park; 

 Generally poor utilisation of social media and websites (e.g. limited range of retail 
operators listed on Cashel Town website, search engine optimisation poor for 
accommodation searches); 

 Adequacy of street lights on Main Street and number of street lights bulbs not 
replaced; 

 No standardised late night shopping – individual ad-hoc approach; 
 Signage on approach roads not sufficiently prominent; 
 Difficulty in motivating retailers and getting retailers to work together in a 

proactive way, particularly the older generation. 
 
Opportunities 
 
 Opportunity to develop in a manner similar to Kinsale and Westport; 
 Opportunity for Cashel to become a stop off point on the motorway due to the 

fact that the motorway is poorly serviced; 
 Link town centre activity with tourism footfall for Rock of Cashel; 
 Circulate town maps / discount cards to visitors at Rock of Cashel – potential 

objection from OPW (they object to solicitation at their sites); 
 Further utilise opportunities presented by Cashel Blue Cheese brand; 
 Further emphasise / market availability of accommodation in town centre, e.g. 

Cashel Palace Hotel through search engine optimisation and other forms of 
marketing; 

 Large number of hits on Cashel Town website suggests this is a resource which 
could be harnessed; 

 Identification of large scale town centre sites to accommodate larger floorplates; 
 Optimise links with sporting events; 
 Advertisements of events / businesses on approach roads; 
 
Threats 
 
 Rates present obstruction to occupying vacant retail units; 
 Tesco on Cahir Road draws convenience trade away from town centre and 

impacts on independent traders – free car parking additional attraction; 
 Visual impact of vacant and derelict buildings; 
 Development contributions for change of use of vacant properties seen as a 

deterrent; 
 
Other Issues 
 
 Generally low footfall in the town centre; 
 M8 has had no perceptible impact on the town, if any impact it would be seen as 

positive; 
 Generally poor experience in liaising and consulting with Cashel Town Council / 

South Tipperary County Council; 
 Retailers see themselves as a source of rates and revenue and nothing else.  

Not clear as to how rates are used to the benefit of retailers; 
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 Financial constraints identified as obstacle to implementing new measures – 
generally felt that businesses cannot contribute to any significant degree; 

 The typical shopper in Cashel town centre was described as 30% male / 70% 
female, 30 – 50 years old, generally from a ten mile radius of the town; 

 General absence of confidence in retail sector; 
 View that the market will dictate the uses that should be promoted in vacant units 

and that the occupation of such units should not be dictated; 
 Consensus that if Council engaged with the retailers in a more meaningful way 

that it would create momentum and greater engagement with retailers. 
 
Gaps in Retail Market 
 
 No specific gaps identified – it was felt that more businesses were required 

generally; 
 Bookshop lost recently; 
 No proper farmers market. 
 
 
Leakage to other Towns 
 
 It was felt that leakage occurs to Clomnel (particularly the Showgrounds 

Shopping Centre), Dublin, Dundrum Shopping Centre, and Mahon Point in Cork; 
 
Desirable Actions 
 
 Cashel to be promoted as a niche shopping town focussing on the themes of 

speciality food, heritage and specialist independent retailers. 
 
 Requirement for appropriate liaison / method of communication between Cashel 

Chamber of Commerce and Cashel Town Council / South Tipperary County 
Council.  Need an urban council who will engage meaningfully and respond to 
problems.  Evening meetings should be facilitated. 

 
 Investigate opportunity for appointment of intern to act on behalf of Chamber of 

Commerce in liaison with Town / County Council; 
 
 Increase linkages between Rock of Cashel and town centre; 
 
 Potential for drop-off point for tour buses at Rock of Cashel, with pick-up / 

collection point in town centre; 
 
 More flexible tours with visitors afforded enough time to visit / overnight in 

Cashel; 
 
 Potential to have a booth or coin operated box where tourists can avail of a free 

map of the town with clear paths and routes from the Rock to the town centre. 
 
 Investigate potential for South Tipperary County wide tourism / heritage tour; 
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 Parking structure of the town to be evaluated - €4 charge at the Rock car park 
and then a separate ticket required for the town centre. Transferable tickets 
required.  Free parking at Tesco entices customers away. 

 
 Potential relaxation / reduction in rates for new businesses / businesses 

occupying vacant units; 
 
 Establish programme to improve the appearance of derelict and vacant premises; 
 
 Potential to review development contributions and planning application fees for 

change of use applications relating to vacant retail units. Investigate other 
incentives to occupy vacant premises (e.g. rates reduction); 

 
 Investigate the use of vacant premises to market local goods and services e.g. 

Cashel Blue – piggy back on an established brand. 
 
 Increase utilisation of social media and search engine optimisation, particularly Cl 

Town website; 
 
 Potential training for retailers in customer service, merchandising, social media 

etc (e.g. through Towns of Excellence).  
 
 Potential development of an appropriate I Phone app for the town; 
 
 Promote Cashel by means of leaflets, DVD, etc; 
 
 Utilise Queen‟s visit (e.g. highlight on website); 
 Identification of appropriate town centre sites to accommodate larger floorplates; 
 
 Establish consensus of standard late night shopping hours; 
 
 Establish / increase / optimise links with sporting events; 
 
 Identify suitable location and day (possibly Thursday or Friday) for farmers 

market; 
 
 Investigate potential for signage (re-usable for different events) on approach 

roads, including additional/enhanced motorway signage for Cashel and the Rock 
of Cashel; 

 
 Greater advertisement and promotion of events, such as Cashel Arts Festival, 

Christmas Markets, etc.  One event a month should be targeted.  Local business 
could sponsor events; 

 
 There should be a greater lead in time to access funding for events.  Last minute 

funding puts pressure on retailers/chamber of commerce to prepare appropriate 
paperwork etc; 
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ATTENDEES 
 
John Spain (John Spain Associates) 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
Robert Keran (John Spain Associates) 
Stephen Kelly (Spirit Marketing) 
John Morrissey (Association of Clonmel Traders) 
Tony Egan (Association of Clonmel Traders) 
Conor Moroney (Association of Clonmel Traders and Clonmel Chamber of Commerce) 
Brian Cleary (Clonmel Chamber of Commerce) 
Tina Mulhearne (Clonmel Chamber of Commerce) 
Gervase McAueavey (Clonmel Chamber of Commerce) 
Mark Hanratty (Bulmers Ltd).  
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED 
 
Strengths 
 
 Relatively good choice and variety of offer compared to competitors; 
 Town has a strong representation of independent retailers which makes Clonmel 

different and not a homogenous high street or town centre; 
 Has a tradition and legacy of being a good shopping town.  This is a good base 

to develop and work on; 
 Size of town centre is a benefit, it is compact and walkable; 
 The town has a “charm”; 
 Historic town centre (including town walls) and attractive setting and backdrop; 
 Uniqueness of Mitchell Street; 
 Positive impact of Tidy Towns Committee; 
 The Brand Clonmel initiative has been established. 
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Weaknesses 
 
 No identifiable „centre‟ or focal point to the town – exasperated by closure of 

Clonmel Arms Hotel circa 10 years ago; 
 Whilst the retail variety is good, it is difficult to maintain footfall / keep visitors in 

the town; 
 Car parking is seen as a major problem, in terms of lack of availability, cost and 

time restriction (i.e. pre-paid parking is inflexible). No multi-storey car park in the 
town; 

 Absence of identifiable tourist product; 
 No tour bus activity – no parking for tour buses; 
 Vacant units in the town centre, particularly Main Street, unsightly; 
 Approach roads unsightly and under-utilised in terms of advertising; 
 Brickpaved roundabouts on approach roads particularly unsightly; 
 Absence of appropriate linkages between retailing in the town centre and at edge 

of centre locations; 
 Doughnut development (i.e. development on outskirts of town in preference to 

town centre); 
 Poor streetscape on Gladstone Street and O‟Connell Street 
 Lack of collective responsibility amongst retailers.  Difficult to motivate and 

educate the older generation. 
 Lack of leadership from the Council.  Relationships at times have been 

adversarial.  Need to move towards a partnership approach. 
 
Opportunities 
 
 Buildings previously occupied by National Irish Bank (NIB), Irish Nationwide and 

Halifax vacant; 
 Farmers Market present but operates in a peripheral location; 
 
Threats 
 
 Attraction of edge of centre and out of centre shopping; 
 Free car parking in edge of centre locations (e.g. Poppyfields, Aldi, Lidl) is a 

major attraction away from the town centre; 
 Potential for appropriate displays in vacant retail units; 
 
Leakage to other Towns 
 
 Leakage to Dublin, Cork (including Mahon Point), and Kildare Village; 
 
Gaps in the retail market 
 
 The lack of affordable restaurants, cafes/delis was noted. 
 
Desirable Actions 
 
 Requirement for appropriate liaison / method of communication between various 

groups (e.g. Clonmel Chamber of Commerce and Clonmel Traders Association) 
and Clonmel Town Council / South Tipperary County Council; 
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 Investigate opportunity for appointment of intern to act on behalf of retailers in 
liaison with Town / County Council; 

 
 Identification and promotion of a „centre‟ to the town – possibly at the Clonmel 

Arms Hotel site, potentially including pedestrianisation of Sarsfield Street; 
 
 Need to develop and further promote the Brand Clonmel initiative.  This could be 

the conduit to further exploit the charm and potential for the town.  Brand values 
identified need to be implemented more effectively; 

 
 Potential for car parking barrier system and / or parking top-up by text to replace 

pre-paid parking in car parks in the town centre in order to allow flexibility as to 
the length of stay; 

 Potential for provision of multi-storey car park; 
 

o Potential opportunity to provide this at Mary Street car park; 
o Potential opportunity to provide this at Slattery site / Ormond Centre; 
 

 Incentives for staff and business operators not to park in the town centre; 
 
 Need to develop appropriate tour bus parking in the town centre; 
 
 Potential for cover on Mitchell Street in order to provide a sheltered environment; 
 
 Potential for one-way traffic system in order to reduce vehicle pedestrian conflict 

and promote pedestrianisation; 
 
 Investigate potential for displays in vacant units (e.g. by local art groups or 

window displays by adjacent businesses) in order to improve appearance; 
 
 Potential relaxation / reduction in rates for new businesses / businesses 

occupying vacant units; 
 
 Ring-fencing of rates in order to assist with town centre improvement.  Greater 

transparency regarding how rates are spent and utilised is required; 
 
 Opportunity to civic / public uses in buildings previously occupied by National 

Irish Bank (NIB), Irish Nationwide and Halifax vacant; 
 
 Potential for businesses to sponsor and maintain roundabouts in return for 

marketing opportunities; 
 
 Identification of appropriate town centre sites to accommodate larger floorplates; 
 
 Need to target specific brand that you want to bring to the town and offer 

incentives for them to locate in the town centre.  Develop a visual prototype of 
how that retailer would look in a particular unit/location in the town centre. 

 
 Identify measures to increase non-physical linkages between town centre 

retailing and edge of centre / out of centre retailing; 
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 Potential for Clonmel to link with adjacent tourist towns such as Carrick-on-Suir, 
Cashel and Cahir; 

 
 Develop and foster the towns sense of heritage – use of heritage lamp standards 

and promotion of the towns cultural and historic connections such as 
Biaconi/Cromwell/Quaker heritage. 

 
 Develop appropriate flags and bunting to market and promote the town. 
 
 Investigate potential for South Tipperary County wide tourism / heritage tour – 

link into the Buttler trail initiative; 
 
 Too many disparate tourism groups – need to take ownership and have one 

defined organisation who is promoting Clonmel; 
 
 Potential for Business Improvement District Scheme (BIDS); 
 Investigate potential for traffic wardens to improve turnover of car parking 

spaces; 
 
 Better survey information including footfall information required. Data important to 

provide to prospective retailers considering locating in the town. 
 
 Potential for re-location of Farmers Market at Main Guard and / or Mitchell Street. 

Potential to extend market onto Sarsfield Street if parking was closed off on 
Fridays; 

 
 Establish programme to improve the appearance of derelict and vacant premises.  

Vacant premises could be used to promote local brands and businesses; 
 
 Promote Clonmel as the capital town of the new Tipperary (i.e. following merger 

of North and South Tipperary); 
 
 Increase utilisation of social media and search engine optimisation, particularly 

Clonmel Town website. Potential for one traders web site; 
 
 Potential to develop a shopping app. 
 
 Engagement with national and international multiples in order to seek contribution 

to upgrade / promotion of town centre; 
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Attendees 
 
John Spain (John Spain Associates) 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
Stephen Kelly (Spirit Marketing) 
Michelle Guerin (TIRD/Chamber of Commerce) 
Denise Ryan (TIRD/Chamber of Commerce) 
Elaine Fitzpatrick (TIRD/Chamber of Commerce) 
Brian English (TIRD/Chamber of Commerce) 
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED 
 
Strengths 
 
 Victorian street lighting has improved visual appearance of the town 

centre; 
 

 Town has a nice environment; 
 

 Family orientated town, customer friendly, personalised service; 
 

 Good liaison with the town council with a structured meeting once a 
month/every six weeks between the Council and the Chamber of 
Commerce; 

 
 Active and involved Chamber of Commerce driving forward events; 

 
 Innovative Christmas campaign underway – “Try Tipp Town First”; 
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 Good ideas to promote town centre over Christmas period including face 
painting, gospel singers etc.  Also radio campaign and local newspaper 
adverts; 

 
 Strong Summer event also well developed – “Pride of Tipperary”; 

 
 Good retail offer in the town and generally everything is available in the 

town – no real need to travel to a competing centre; 
 Innovative forms of retail/services emerging such as pop up restaurant; 

 
 Lidl in the town centre has been positive in attracting trade; 

 
 Large rural catchment; 

 
 Mart day on Friday attracts people from a wide catchment; 

 
 Strong volunteer service to promote events such as Try Tipp First; 
 
Weaknesses 
 
 Generally good relationship with the town council but at times lack of 

responsiveness from Council regarding town centre management issues; 
 

 No hotel in the town centre; 
 

 Town is not a tourism destination; 
 

 Lack of facilities and retail offer for teenagers; 
 

 Lack of brand high street names such as Penneys and New Look; 
 

 Farmers market in the town is split – half in Dunnes and half in Arch Lane 
– not enough critical mass to make it attractive and successful. 

 
Opportunities 
 
 Parking signage could be improved; 

 
 Does seem to be some evidence of linked trips between the town centre 

and edge of centre retailers – opportunities to harness this more; 
 

 No free parking on the street, however, over 130 car parking spaces free 
in off street car parking.  Also free parking at Supervalu and Lidl in the 
town centre; 
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 Try Tipp First Campaign running successfully – potential to harness 
information gathered from entry forms and create a customer data base 
for future marketing initiatives; 

 
 Community magazine in place – could be used to promote future events 

and initiatives; 
 

 Well defined catchment area; 
 

 Town has a market town function – need to develop a niche role; 
 

 Need to focus and market the town as a good destination for everyday 
retail and services.  Need to promote fact that town retailers are 
competitive on price and also offer additional services such as free 
delivery, free assembly, good returns policy and aftercare service, 
Christmas club options etc; 

 
 Town has an excellent service base with a good mix and strong 

competition.  Particularly good offer in the areas of hairdressing, 
beauticians, alternative health, bakery etc – service industries could be 
promoted more; 

 
 Town is well served in terms of sports and arts facilities which attracts 

people to the town from a large catchment area.  Potential to tap into this 
audience and increase footfall and visits to the town centre.  Potential to 
exploit text message system; 

 
 Past events have closed off certain streets which created a good street 

atmosphere; 
 

 Opportunity to exploit “Its long Way to Tipperary” song (2 million U Tube 
hits) – proposals underway for a festival to celebrate the centenary of the 
song with a festival and vintage and military themed events.  Hoping to get 
sponsorship from major employers; 

 
 Opportunity to exploit historic attractions of the town including the famine 

experience, the workhouse, courthouse, Bridewell, famine graveyard.  
Also excellent family research centre in the town centre.  Large untapped 
tourism potential; 

 
 Potential to market pensioners – pensioner pint available in the town; 

 
 Potential to exploit GAA connections; 

 
 Potential to “Make Friday Famous” – as it is a strong retail day with mart 

activity and many pensioners visiting the town. 
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Threats 
 
 Out of town retailing and the lack of synergy between the town centre and 

out of town retailers; 
 

 Town is within easy reach of Limerick and Clonmel by road and train and 
consumers particularly teenagers are attracted to these other retail centres 
which may have a better retail offer; 

 
 No industry in the town – continuing increase in unemployment; 

 
 Development of Tesco pharmacy could effect town centre pharmacies; 

 
 A lot of older retailers – unwilling to change, modernise; 

 
 Empty retail units detract from the town centre; 

 
 Tipperary generally has an ageing profile with very high levels of 

unemployment and social disadvantage; 
 

 Many town retailers close at lunch time between 1 and 2 and take a half 
day on a Wednesday.  Also many don‟t open until after 10. This sends the 
wrong message to customers and may dissuade customers from coming 
to the town. 

 
Gaps in the Retail Market 
 
 Lack of retail offer for teenagers; 

 
 Lack of medium/high end ladies fashion; 

 
 Lack of family dining out experiences; 

 
 No Mc Donalds/Supermacs in the town centre. 
 
Leakage to Other Towns 
 
 Leakage is primarily to Limerick and Clonmel. 
 
Desirable Actions 
 
 Improved signposting and signage particularly in relation to car parking; 

 
 Try Tipp First Campaign – campaign moving forward could be improved.  

Need to create customer database from information gathered.  Future 
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initiatives should include a minimum spend and the price of transaction.  
Investigate opportunity to appoint intern to assist with this work. 

 
 Potential to work with local retailers to improve retail offer – particularly in 

the area of ladies fashion. 
 

 Potential to market and develop a brand identity for Tipperary as an 
excellent local retail and service destination with all you need on your 
doorstep.  Promote areas of customer services, aftercare service and 
price competitiveness. 

 
 Potential to create a town centre traders facebook page and promote 

increased utilisation of social media. 
 

 Explore opportunities to develop a stronger brand identity for Tipperary 
which focuses on the varied and competitive retail environment, customer 
service, loyalty and added value. 

 
 TCC would like to explore marketing initiatives and concepts that have 

been developed in other towns with a similar profile to Tipperary to see if 
similar events/initiatives could be promoted in the town. 

 
 Potential to exploit and develop existing festivals and to develop new ones 

such as it is a long way to Tipperary.  Marketing and support required in 
this area. 

 
 Need to improve vacant units to improve perception of the town and 

consumer confidence.  Explore opportunities for window displays and 
building enhancement. 

 
 Need to work with existing retailers regarding issues such as customer 

service and opening hours. 
 Potential to exploit Fridays as a major retail day in the town with special 

offers to old age pensioners and greater connectivity with Mart activity. 
 

 Improve and consolidate farmers market into one central town centre 
location.  Explore means to market and develop farmers market more 
effectively. 

 
 Explore ways to exploit sporting and artistic events in the town to 

encourage greater footfall and visits to the town centre. 
 

 Consider opportunities and means to develop and promote the town‟s 
historic attractions. 
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Attendees: 
 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
 
Julie White (Development Worker – Community and Voluntary Forum) 
 
Key Points 
 
 JW outlined that Community and Voluntary Forum represents a wide 

variety of community and voluntary groups over the entire county.  Have a 
number of community representatives on Boards. 

 
 Have worked with voluntary groups on initiatives such as district 

enhancement schemes.  This would involve close liaison with planning 
and housing departments of the Council. 

 
 Dereliction and vacancy and problem in a lot of towns.  Potential for 

vacant premises to be utilised by community groups for pop up events. 
 

 Initiatives to encourage people to shop locally should be promoted. 
 

 Examples of other strategies and initiatives that have been promoted and 
worked in other towns with a similar profile to the towns in Tipperary would 
be helpful. 

 
 CVF can have a positive role in the promotion and dissemination of 

information.  Have a detailed data base of contacts which is broken down 
into the various electoral areas. 
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 CVF is a voice fort the community, particularly for the rural areas. 

 
 Possibilities of developing more cafes/ tea rooms, particularly in the tourist 

orientated towns and villages could be explored. 
 

 People need to be informed as to what the benefits of shopping locally can 
do for the wider community and local economy. 

 
 More training and awareness about what is involved in setting up a retail 

business would be desirable. 
 

 Training dates could be set up with information on social media – the do‟s 
and don‟ts of setting up a retail business etc., basic account training etc. 

 
 Clonmel could be promoted more a tourist town. 

 
 Consistent opening hours in town should be promoted. 

 
 Rural bus service exists and perhaps this could be utilised more effectively 

to encourage greater linkage with existing town centres. 
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Attendees 
 
Cllr. Sylvia Sheehan – Carrick on Suir Town Council 
 
Cllr. Siobhain Ambrose – Clonmel Borough Council/South Tipperary Co. Co. 
 
Cllr. Michael Murphy – South Tipperary Co. Co. 
 
Cllr. Pat English – Clonmel Borough Council/South Tipperary Co. Co. 
 
Cllr. Darren Ryan – Mayor of Clonmel Borough Council/South Tipperary Co. Co. 
 
Cllr. Marie Murphy – South Tipperary Co. Co. 
 
Cllr. Joe Brennan – South Tipperary Co. Co. 
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED: 
 
General 
 
 Secondary retail streets in towns pay the same rates as primary retail 

streets yet have less footfall and trade. 
 

 Retailers need to have a greater understanding of what consumers want 
and provide goods and services that people need.  Link between retailer 
and consumer is broken. 

 
 Needs to be a greater realisation of the actual costs of staying in business.  

Most retailers are struggling just to stay in business. 
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Clonmel 
 
 Clonmel is hemorrhaging expenditure to other centres.  There is a lack of 

high street names and national and international multiples. 
 

 Poor relationship between the Showgrounds and the Town Centre. 
 

 Clonmel needs a multistory car park. 
 

 Clonmel lacks a hub of activity – no outdoor focal point. 
 

 Lack of pedestrianisation in the town centre. 
 

 No hotel in the town centre. 
 

 Need short terms actions that can improve vibrancy and foot fall in the 
town centre. 

 
 Need to change peoples perception about availability of car parking.  

Improved signage re parking is required. 
 

 Clonmel is a good trading town with strong representation of indigenous 
and independent retailers.  This uniqueness could be promoted. 

 
 Rents appear to be high in the town – anecdotal evidence that rents are 

cheaper in Limerick. 
 

 Events to promote shopping in the town over Christmas are being 
promoted such as free parking in the weeks leading up to Christmas. 

 
Cahir 
 
 Traders are parking in the town centre leaving a shortage of parking for 

customers. 
 

 Not enough variety in the town from a retail perspective. 
 

 Derelict and vacant units on the main shopping streets gives a bad 
impression. 

 
 The businesses that have survived are family ones where they did not 

have to pay rents. 
 

 Towns population is increasing. 
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 There has been an increase in tourists to Cahir Castle – this has been 

positive. 
 

 Bypass of Cahir has been positive and the town has benefited from less 
congestion. 

 
 Council need to work with the traders to help promote the town. 

 
 Craft granary an excellent attraction. 
 
 Aldi store has had positive spin offs for Supervalu as it has improved the 

overall retail offer of the town. 
 
Carrick on Suir 
 
 Town has a dormitory function and has a different market to other towns in 

the County. 
 

 Town has significant unemployment – retail offers an opportunity to 
develop further employment opportunities. 

 
 It is a quaint town with an attractive streetscape. 

 
 OPW manage the castle, however no associated development – craft 

shops/cafes etc.  Poor linkage with the town centre. 
 

 Castle should be marketed more effectively and people should be 
encouraged to become tourists in their own locality. 

 
 Possibility of employing a marketing interns to help promote the town 

should be considered. 
 
Possible Actions 
 
 Parking strategy required particularly for Clonmel.  There isn‟t necessarily 

a shortage of parking but people have a perception that there is.  Need to 
ensure better parking and information regarding availability of parking.  
Consideration should be given to a parking space availability message 
system. 

 
 Connectivity to the out of town retail facilities needs to be improved.  

Consider a shuttle bus service that would link Tesco, the Showgrounds 
with the town centre. 
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 Vacant premises needs to be improved.  Need façade improvement, 
themed windows etc. 

 St. Patrick day festival could be promoted and developed further and could 
be held on a Saturday to improve footfall in the town centre. 

 
 A program of events should be drawn up with greater involvement of the 

Council.  One event a month should be held in the major towns. 
 

 Town centre management should be a priority for the council. 
 

 Scope to improve the location of the farmers Market in Clonmel. 
 

 Potential to work with Tipperary Institute and develop a project where a 
marketing student and IT student work with a retailer in the town to 
develop a web page/facebook.  Initiative would be free for the retailer and 
would benefit all parties.  Need to be creative and use existing resources. 

 
 BIDS initiative could be explored further in Clonmel. 
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Attendees 
 
Cll Gabrielle Egan – Clonmel Borough Council 
Cllr Denis Dunne – Clonmel Borough Council 
Cllr Joe Leahy – Clonmell Borough Council 
Pat Holland – Tipperary County Council 
Erika Casey – John Spain Associates 
John Spain – John Spain Associates 
 
KEY ISSUES RAISED: 
 
General 
 
 Concerned that councilors were not properly consulted regarding the brief 

for the study or the appointment of consultants. 
 

 Critical of permissions granted by the Council for further extensions of the 
Showgrounds development. 

 
 Town is a market town not a tourist town. 

 
 New youth café now opened in the town centre. 

 
 Navan is a good example of a town that is well signposted and easy for a 

stranger to find their way around. 
 

 Some traders who are unloading from a car parked in a loading bay are 
being ticketed.  Consideration should be given to traders pass for loading 
purposes. 
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Strengths 
 
 Good retail representation in the town. 

 
 Town attractive to multiples.  Holland and Barrat are opening in the town.  

Also Menary‟s recently opened.  Other brand names such as River Island, 
Penneys etc are represented. 

 
 Town has a lot of big industry. 

 
 Town has a large rural catchment. 

 
 A lot of different committees operating in the town and strong volunteer 

tradition. 
 

 Nearly an event on every weekend. 
 

 Excellent Italian restaurant in the town which attracts people from a wide 
area. 

 
Weaknesses 
 
 Poor connectivity to out of town retail developments. 

 
 Parking is a significant problem – need for a multi storey car park. 

 
 Lack of a defined town centre.  Loss of Clonmel Arms Hotel has been 

significant. 
 

 No good parking adjacent to convenience operators in the town. 
 
Opportunities 
 
 Opportunity to get message out to tourists and other groups that there is a 

strong retail offer in the town.  Hotels in particular need to market the town 
centre more effectively. 

 
 Opportunity to improve connectivity from Showground‟s to the town centre.  

Boulevard being created with improved public realm and more pedestrian 
friendly crossing points etc. 

 
 Shuttle bus service could provide valuable service to the elderly in the 

town who do not have access to transport. 
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 Opportunity for roundabouts on the approach roads to be used to 
advertise what‟s available in the town centre. 

 The street level on the Narrow Street could be raised to create a more 
appropriate public realm where outdoor tables etc could be 
accommodated.  Opportunity to develop consistent street paving and 
identity throughout the town. 

 
 Opportunities to exploit tourism potential of the County further, particularly 

walking and angling. 
 

 Free parking between 4.00 and 6.00 could be an option to consider. 
 

 Free parking one day a week such as Thursday which was traditionally the 
market day in the town could be considered. 

 
Threats 
 
 Parking charges dissuade people from coming to town. 

 
 High rates pose difficulties for struggling retailers. 

 
 Showgrounds is an out of centre development – competes with the town 

centre in terms of free rent, carparking etc. 
 

 Rail transport links to the town are poor 
 

 Poor signage in the town centre particularly for car parking. 
 

 South Tipp is not effectively marketed as a tourism destination. 
 
Gaps in the retail market 
 
 Need more top class restaurants. 

 
 Need more restaurants that are family orientated and that open earlier in 

the evening. 
 
 Opportunity for further convenience development in the town centre, 

particularly a Tesco Metro type store. 
 

 Hotel in the town centre 
 

 Crèche required in the town centre. 
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Desirable Actions 
 
 Investigate potential for shuttle bus 

 
 Proactive approach by the Council to develop a multi storey car park 

 
 Working with major hotels in the town centre to promote the town centre 

more effectively to tourists. 
 

 Consider potential for sponsored roundabouts on the approach to the town 
centre. 

 
 Improved signage particularly in relation to car parking is required for the 

town centre. 
 

 New parking strategy for the town required considering options such as 
free parking between 4-6 and parking free on Thursdays. 

 
 Closer liaison with tourism groups to promote the town centre and the 

County. 
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Atendees: 
 
Martin Brophy 
Ian Wallace 
Erika Casey – John Spain Associates 
John Spain – John Spain Associates 
 
Key Points: 
 
 Owners of a vacant retail park at Tinvance on the edge of Carrick on Suir 

comprising 4 retail warehouse units. 
 

 Have interest from a national convenience retailer who wishes to locate 
there. 

 
 Will be seeking a variation of the zoning objective for the lands to facilitate 

a new convenience development for the town. 
 

 Have carried out extensive research and detailed sequential tests in 
relation to the town. 

 
 Noted difficulties of developing in the town centre due to historic street 

layout, constrained land ownership pattern and the difficulty of HGV 
access. 

 
 Strong leakage of expenditure to competing town centres.  Rikon report 

noted but of the view that levels of leakage are understated. Potential to fill 
the gap and provide additional retail facility for the town. 
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 Carrick on Suir is the second largest town in the County yet does not have 
the same convenience offer as Cashel and Cahir.  Proposed development 
would redress that imbalance. 

 Need for the Council to promote potential development sites more 
proactively. 

 
 Site at Tinvane should be identified as an appropriate location for retail 

expansion due to its edge of centre location, existing development, and 
constraints with development in the town centre. 

 
 Development would provide significant employment. 

 
 Development would attract people from the catchment who currently travel 

to other competing centres for their shopping.  Potential for linked trips to 
the town centre as expenditure is being retained within the town. 
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Key Points: 
 
 Town centre managers are essential to ensure a clean safe and secure 

environment.  They are the central person who co-ordinates and manages 
everything to do with the town centre.  They can co-ordinate action and 
ensure that the right people are talking to each other. 

 
 In the UK TCM are normally funded by the local authority or the LA in 

conjunction with retailers/businesses in the town.  They don‟t receive any 
central government funding. 

 
 BIDS well organized in the UK.  No. of useful pilot studies and case 

studies including 10 step guide on UK BIDS web site.  BIDS may work in 
Clonmel but due to size of town and its catchment population it would be 
at the limits for a viable scheme to work. 

 
 BIDS focus varies from centre to centre.  Some focused on security, 

others on marketing etc. 
 

 Vacant premises – Dragons Den – Council competition for retailer who 
wants to test a business idea – incubator unit. 

 
 ATCM – useful network and have a network of town, some with different 

themes e.g. coastal towns, major cities etc.  Case studies available of 
what people have done in other centres. 

 
 Difficult to come up with positive methods to improve town centre and out 

of centre linkages.  Park and Ride is one idea that may work. 
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 Town Centre Partnership is key to success.  This is a clear structured 
grouping of key stakeholders who meet to get things done and get things 
right. 

 Social media – is important – also need to have a listening strategy – 
listen to what consumers want and what they are saying about you on 
blogs and forums etc. 

 
 Town Centre Sites: proactive studies have been dome for example in 

Derby Cathedral Quarter (Ian Fergusson) where Council proactively 
identified sites for development.  Also can do proactive and interactive 
interviews with retailers to see what they need. 

 
 Farmers markets:  Retail market alliance.  National market traders 

federation.  Melbourne – night markets.  FARMA – network of farmers 
markets to provide support. 

 
 Each Town centre partnership needs to have a clear vision a USP and a 

brand.  Then put together a strategy to deliver that.  E.g. Town in the lake 
district – USP – didn‟t have one so created one – “festivals capital”.   

 
 ATCM have a health check programme with 13 modules. 

 
 ATCM can provided training on Town Centre Management – how to set up 

a partnership and write a business plan. 
 

 Car parking strategy: every town needs to have a car parking strategy – 
designed to meet today‟s needs and embracing new technologies.  British 
Parking Association. 
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Attendees: 
 
Erika Casey (John Spain Associates) 
Niall Morrisey (CEO South Tipperary Development Company) 
Isabel Cambie (South Tipperary Development Company) 
 
Key Issues Discussed 
 
 S. Tipperary Development Company operate with a County remit with an 

emphasis on rural development, social inclusion, employment and training.  
Also administer the rural development programme (formally known as 
LEADER). 

 
 Key areas that they can support are Business Support Measures – for new 

businesses with 10 employees of less and a turnover of less than 2m. 
 

 They can also provide training and information support. 
 

 Have difficulties in funding retail directly due to constraints in the terms of 
reference of the funding program. 

 
 Can fund town centre enhancement measures such as new street lighting.  

For example if a number of derelict shops/premises in a town were 
identified for improvement, they could potentially fund an initiative to 
upgrade the derelict properties as part of a town enhancement initiative. 

 
 Can also fund measures such as improved signage, if it is not for signage 

that should be undertaken by the Council. 
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 The programme can fund up to 50% of such initiatives.  Can fund 100% 
for training.  Training however, has to advertised publicly – can‟t 
necessarily focus on one group. 

 
 The TUS programme was also outlined.  This is a programme where 

people on the live register are selected to work on a work place initiative 
and then they receive an extra €20 in unemployment benefits.  This could 
potentially be a source of labour for initiatives being promoted under the 
strategy. 

 
 The Bulter Trail initiative was detailed.  This is a tourism marketing 

initiative to promote the towns of Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick on Suir.  
 

 There are also initiatives to promote the Knockmealdown and Galtee 
Mountains and new walking routes.  Walk the Tipperary 10 was also 
discussed.  Marketing and tourism brochure to promote walking in the 
County. 

 
 It was outlined that the Development Company is to employ 4 animators.  

These will work in areas such as economic development and their 
objective is to help identify and promote projects that may be appropriate 
for funding.  Potential for these animators to work proactively with the 
Council, Chambers and Traders to help drive forward projects and 
initiatives where appropriate. 

 
 Potential to also fund branding of the farmers markets collectively and can 

fund physical measures such as power points. 
 

 Company has provide funding for a number of festivals in the County. 
 

 It was agreed that JSA would revert when strategy was more advanced to 
determine if there are any further actions, measures and initiatives that 
could be funded by the Company. 
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Submission by Brian Rafferty Re: Tipperary Town 
 
What are the strengths of your town as a retail centre? 
 
Heritage look and old fashioned variety and family owned businesses. 
 
What are the weaknesses of your town as a retail centre? 
 
Parking is restricted and pay parking is sending patrons to free car parks on the 
edge of town. 
 
What are the opportunities for your town in relation to retail core and function? 
 
Specialisation and running events to attract footfall. 
 
What do you think the function and role of your town is e.g. is it a market town, 
a tourism town etc. 
 
Market. 
 
Do you think there are any gaps in the existing retail/service provision that 
may be affecting the retail performance of the town? 
 
Loads limited offer available, but volumes are so low they would not justify a specific 
outlet. 
 
What do you think could be done to improve your town that would enhance its 
retail role and function? 
 
Marketing. 
 
Do you have any suggestions as to how either individually or collectively the 
retail operators in the town can increase their retail output and thus attract a 
greater share of the market?  
 
Work together to market the town to the hinterland. 
 
How do you think the relationship between the town centre and edge of centre 
operators could be improved? 
 
Regular communication and joint projects. 
 
Have you participated in recently /or are currently participating in any 
marketing programmes designed to increase retail footfall and sales and if so 
what were the outcomes of this activity. 
 
Some business did but created an exclusive club for the Sept school market and 
would not let others in. Last xmas promo was very good and proved the value of 
targeted marketing for Tipperary town. 
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Do you have any other suggestions or feel that there are any other 
opportunities for targeted marketing, collaborative marketing or other such 
initiatives? 
 
Online is where they need to look at options like YellowTom.ie 
 
Do you think there is any scope to identify your town as having a distinct 
identity or brand? 
 
Yes for walking and heritage. 
 
Has consideration been given to the implementation of other measures such 
as Business Improvement District Schemes? (BIDS are schemes to enable the 
ratepayers to draw up a scheme of projects, services and works which aim to 
develop and implement a series of initiatives designed to both further promote 
and improve the trading environment for an area). 
 
Never heard of it. 
 
Is there scope to promote or develop other complementary town centre 
activities such as cultural events, farmers markets? 
 
Farmers markets operating other events needed. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
Matrix of Uses 
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Note: In all towns, uses are listed according to the primary use of the unit and each unit 

is only listed once (As such, ancillary or subsidiary uses to the primary use will not be 

reflected in the matrix of uses).  

 

USE / CATEGORY - Cashel 
NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Clothing and Footwear 

Ladies Fashion (Multiple)                               

Ladies Fashion (Independent) X X X                         

Mens Fashion (Multiple)                               

Mens Fashion (Independent) X X X                         

Children‟s Fashion (Multiple)                               

Children‟s Fashion 
(Independent) X                             

Footwear                               

Accessories                               

Bridal                               

Sports Shop  X X                           

Food/Drink 

Supermarket (multiple) X X                           

Supermarket (independent) X X X                         

Butcher X                             

Bakery X                             

Fish Monger                               

Grocer                               

Health Food X                             

Specialist (e.g. African/polish) X                             

Off License X                             

Deli/Gourmet Food X                             

Other                               

Other Retail 

Pharmacy X X X X X X                   

Jewelers X                             

haberdashery/fabric/wool                               

Newsagent X X X                         

Hardware X X                           

€ shop/discount shop X X                           

Department Store X                             

Bookshop                               

Gift Shop X                             

Music Shop                               

Tourist Shop                               

Charity Shop X                             

Sex Shop                               

Pottery  X                             

Household 

Furniture X                             

Electrical X X                           
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Antique                               

Bathroom Appliances X                             

Services 

Financial Institution X                             

Estate Agent X X                           

Post Office X                             

Solicitor X X X X                       

Accountant X X                           

Barber X X                           

Video X                             

Cash For Gold                               

Bookmakers X X X X X                     

Dry cleaner/laundry X X                           

Mobile Phone Shop                               

Optician X X X                         

Black Tie/Suit Hire                               

Shoe Repairs                               

Community/social office                               

Hair and Beauty X X X X X X X X X             

Insurance X X                           

Health / Leisure Centre X X                           

Florist X                             

Stationary / Office Supplies X X                           

Food 

Restaurant X X X X X X X X X X X X       

Café/deli X X                           

Fast Food X X                           

Other                               

Other Facilities 

Cinema                               

Library X                             

Garda Station X                             

Gallery                               

Museum X                             

Cultural Facility / Theatre                               

Entertainment Facility                               

Community Facility                               
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USE / CATEGORY - Tipperary 
NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Clothing and Footwear 

Ladies Fashion (Multiple)                               

Ladies Fashion (Independent) X X X X X X X                 

Mens Fashion (Multiple)                               

Mens Fashion (Independent) X X X                         

Children‟s Fashion (Multiple)                               

Children‟s Fashion (Independent) X X                           

Footwear X                             

Accessories X                             

Bridal                               

Sports Shop  X                             

Food/Drink 

Supermarket (multiple) X X                           

Supermarket (independent)                               

Butcher X X X X                       

Bakery X X                           

Fish Monger X                             

Grocer                               

Health Food X                             

Specialist (e.g. African/polish) X                             

Off License X                             

Deli/Gourmet Food                               

Other                               

Other Retail 

Pharmacy X X X X                       

Jewelers X X                           

haberdashery/fabric/wool X X X X                       

Newsagent X X X X X X                   

Hardware X X X X                       

€ shop/discount shop X                             

Department Store X X X                         

Bookshop                               

Gift Shop X                             

Music Shop X                             

Tourist Shop                               

Charity Shop                               

Sex Shop                               

Pottery                                

Household 

Furniture                               

Electrical X X X                         

Antique X                             

Kitchen X                             

Bathroom Appliances                               
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Services 

Financial Institution X X X                         

Estate Agent X X X                         

Post Office X                             

Solicitor X X X                         

Accountant X X X                         

Barber X X X X                       

Video X                             

Cash For Gold                               

Bookmakers X X X X                       

Dry cleaner/laundry X                             

Mobile Phone Shop X X                           

Optician X                             

Black Tie/Suit Hire                               

Shoe Repairs                               

Community/social office                               

Hair and Beauty X X X X X X X X X X           

Insurance X X X                         

Health / Leisure Centre                               

Computer / Computer 
Accessories X                             

Photography X                             

Garden Centre X                             

Motor Factors X                             

Painting and Decorating X                             

Florist X                             

Stationary / Office Supplies                               

Food 

Restaurant X X X X X X X X X X X X       

Café/deli X X X                         

Fast Food X X X X X X X                 

Other                               

Other Facilities 

Cinema X                             

Library                               

Garda Station X                             

Gallery                               

Museum                               

Cultural Facility / Theatre X                             

Entertainment Facility                               

Casino / Card Club X                             

Swimming Pool X                             

Community Facility                               
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USE / CATEGORY - Carrick 
on Suir 

NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Clothing and Footwear 

Ladies Fashion (Multiple)                               

Ladies Fashion (Independent) X X X X                       

Mens Fashion (Multiple)                               

Mens Fashion (Independent) X X                           

Children‟s Fashion (Multiple)                               

Children‟s Fashion 
(Independent)                               

Footwear X X X                         

Accessories X                             

Bridal X X                           

Sports Shop  X X X                         

Food/Drink 

Supermarket (multiple) X X X                         

Supermarket (independent) X                             

Butcher X X X                         

Bakery X                             

Fish Monger                               

Grocer X X X X                       

Health Food X                             

Specialist (e.g. African/polish) X X                           

Off License X X                           

Deli/Gourmet Food X X                           

Other                               

Other Retail 

Pharmacy X X X X                       

Jewellers X                             

Haberdashery/fabric/wool X                             

Newsagent X X                           

Hardware X X                          

€ shop/discount shop X                             

Department Store X                             

Bookshop                               

Gift Shop X                             

Music Shop                               

Tourist Shop X                             

Charity Shop X X                           

Sex Shop                               

Pottery                                

Household 

Furniture / Decorating X X X X                       

Electrical X X                           

Antique                               

Bathroom Appliances                               
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Services 

Financial Institution X X X X                       

Estate Agent X X X                         

Post Office X X                           

Solicitor X X X X X X  X                 

Accountant X X X X X                     

Barber X X X                         

Video X                             

Cash For Gold                               

Bookmakers X X X X X X                   

Dry cleaner/laundry X X                           

Mobile Phone Shop                               

Optician X                             

Suit Hire  X                             

Shoe Repairs                               

Community/social office X                             

Hair and Beauty X X X X X X X X               

Insurance X                             

Health / Leisure Centre X X                           

Chiropodist X X                           

Massage / Reflexology X                             

Print Shop X                             

Pet Food / Pet Shop X                             

Florist X X                           

Stationary / Office Supplies X                             

Art Shop X                             

Internet X                             

Food 

Restaurant X X X X X X                   

Café/deli X X X                         

Fast Food X X X X X X X                 

Other                               

Other Facilities 

Cinema                               

Cinema Club / Film Club X                             

Library X                             

Garda Station X                             

Gallery                               

Museum X                              

Cultural Facility / Theatre X X                            

Entertainment Facility                               

Community Facility X X X X                       
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USE / CATEGORY - Clonmel 
NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Clothing and Footwear 

Ladies Fashion (Multiple) X X X                         

Ladies Fashion (Independent) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   

Mens Fashion (Multiple)                               

Mens Fashion (Independent) X X X X X X X                 

Children‟s Fashion (Multiple)                               

Children‟s Fashion (Independent) X X X X                       

Footwear X X X X X X                   

Accessories X X X X X X                   

Bridal                               

Sports Shop  X X X X                       

Food/Drink 

Supermarket (multiple) X X X X X                     

Supermarket (independent) X                             

Butcher X X X                         

Bakery X X X                         

Fish Monger                               

Grocer X                             

Health Food X                             

Specialist (e.g. African/polish) X X                           

Off License X                             

Deli/Gourmet Food                               

Other                               

Other Retail 

Pharmacy X X X X X X X X               

Jewelers X X X X X X                   

haberdashery/fabric/wool X X X X X                     

Newsagent X X X X X X                   

Hardware X X X X                       

€ shop/discount shop X X X X X                     

Department Store X X X                         

Bookshop X X X X                       

Gift Shop X X X X                       

Music Shop X                             

Tourist Shop                               

Charity Shop X X X                         

Sex Shop                               

Craft Shop X                             

Pottery                                

Household 

Furniture X X X                         

Electrical X X X X X X                   

Antique X                             

Bathroom Appliances                               
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Services 

Financial Institution X X X X X                     

Estate Agent X X X X X X                   

Post Office X                             

Solicitor X X X                         

Accountant X                             

Barber X X X X X X                   

Video X X                           

Cash For Gold                               

Bookmakers X X X X X X X                 

Dry cleaner/laundry X X X                         

Mobile Phone Shop X X X X X X                   

Optician X X                           

Black Tie/Suit Hire                               

Shoe Repairs                               

Community/social office X                             

Hair and Beauty X X X X X X X X X X X X       

Insurance X X                           

Health / Leisure Centre X                             

Florist X X X                         

Bicycle Shop X                             

Party Shop X                             

Motor Factors X                             

Photography / Portrait X                             

Computer / Computer 
Accessories X                             

Card Shop X                             

Travel Shop X                             

Stationary / Office Supplies X                             

Food 

Restaurant X X X X X X X X X X X         

Café/deli X X X X X X X X X             

Fast Food X X X X X X X X X X X         

Other                               

Other Facilities 

Cinema X                             

Library X                             

Garda Station X                             

Gallery                               

Museum X                             

Cultural Facility                               

Entertainment Facility                               

Casino / Card Club X X X                         

Community Facility                               
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USE / CATEGORY - Cahir 
NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Clothing and Footwear 

Ladies Fashion (Multiple)                               

Ladies Fashion (Independent) X X X                         

Mens Fashion (Multiple)                               

Mens Fashion (Independent)                               

Children‟s Fashion (Multiple)                               

Children‟s Fashion 
(Independent)                               

Footwear X X                           

Accessories                               

Bridal                               

Sports Shop                                

Food/Drink 

Supermarket (multiple) X X                           

Supermarket (independent)                               

Butcher X X                           

Bakery                               

Fish Monger                               

Grocer X                             

Health Food                               

Specialist (e.g. African/polish) X                             

Off License X                             

Deli/Gourmet Food                               

Other                               

Other Retail 

Pharmacy X X X                         

Jewelers X X                           

haberdashery/fabric/wool X                             

Newsagent X X X                         

Hardware X                             

€ shop/discount shop                               

Department Store X                             

Bookshop                               

Gift Shop X X                           

Music Shop                               

Tourist Shop                               

Charity Shop X                             

Sex Shop                               

Craft Shop X X X                         

Pottery                                

Household 

Furniture                               

Electrical                               

Antique                               

Bathroom Appliances                               
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Services 

Financial Institution X X                           

Estate Agent X X X                         

Post Office X                             

Solicitor X                             

Accountant X                             

Barber X X X                         

Video X                             

Cash For Gold                               

Bookmakers X X X                         

Dry cleaner/laundry                               

Mobile Phone Shop                               

Optician X                             

Black Tie/Suit Hire                               

Shoe Repairs                               

Community/social office                               

Hair and Beauty X X X X                       

Insurance X                             

Health / Leisure Centre                               

Florist X                             

Stationary / Office Supplies                               

Art Shop X                             

Food 

Restaurant X X X X X X X X X X           

Café/deli X X X                         

Fast Food X                             

Other                               

Other Facilities 

Cinema                               

Library X                             

Garda Station                               

Gallery                               

Museum                               

Cultural Facility                               

Entertainment Facility                               

Community Facility                               
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APPENDIX 5 
 
Quantitative Assessment 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This section provides an assessment of the likely capacity in quantitative terms 
for additional retail floorspace in Tipperary Town, Clonmel, Carrick on Suir, Cahir 
and Cashel at a high level for the period to 2016 and 2022. In respect of looking 
beyond 2016, this enables a longer term look at retail planning and potential in 
the catchment area which is consistent with the Regional Planning Guidelines. 
The base year for the purposes of the study is 2010.  
 
It should be noted that a quantitative assessment of this nature can only act as a 
broad brush indicator of the likely quantum of floorspace that may be required in 
an area over a given period. Furthermore, it should be noted that the figures set 
out in this section are not intended to be prescriptive thresholds. Rather they are 
the minimum floorspace targets that need to be achieved in order to ensure that 
the retail functions of each of the identified towns continues to be reinforced and 
strengthened.  
 
All figures within this assessment are rounded off to the nearest point of decimal. 
The base year is 2011 and price year throughout is 2010. In the absence of 
household and shopper survey data it is not possible to fully factor in inflows and 
outflows.  This is noted where relevant. 
 
The Approach  
 
The approach taken is a step by step capacity assessment including the following 

steps:  
 

 Estimate the population at base and design year.  

 Estimate of expenditure per capita on convenience, comparison and bulky 
household goods at the base year and the design year.  

 Estimate of total available expenditure in the design year for residents 
within each identified catchment area.  

 Estimate the likely increase in expenditure available for provision of 
additional floorspace,  

 Estimate the likely average turnover of new floorspace in convenience, 
comparison and bulky goods. 

 Estimate the capacity for additional floorspace in each town.  
 
DEFINITION OF STUDY AREA  
 
The study area for the purposes of this assessment is the administrative 
boundary of South Tipperary County Council. The county is split between into 5 
separate catchment areas as illustrated in Figure 1 attached.  
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POPULATION OF STUDY AREA  
 
The Preliminary 2011 Census identifies a population of 88,443 for South 
Tipperary. The breakdown of population between each of the identified 
catchment areas with the county boundary of each town is illustrated in Table 1 
below. Population projections for the county are based on those set out within the 
Regional Planning Guidelines for the South East Region.  It is envisaged that by 
2016, the population of the South Tipperary will increase to 96,863 (a growth rate 
of approx 1.9% per annum between 2011 and 206) and 104,483 by 2022 
(representing a growth rate of 1.3% per annum between 2016 and 2022). These 
population targets have been incorporated for the purposes of this assessment.  
 

Table 1: Population Projections of 
Catchment Within South Tipperary County 

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary Town  18,979 20,852 22,532 

Carrick on Suir  9,105 10,003 10,810 

Clonmel 35,151 38,620 41,732 

Cashel  12,014 13,200 14,263 

Cahir  13,184 14,485 15,652 

 
 
EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES  
 
Based on the 2006 Annual Service Inquiry we have estimated that the total 
expenditure per capita in 2006 on convenience goods was €3,759 and €3,402 on 
comparison goods. These expenditure figures are adjusted to a 2010 price year 
in line with the Consumer Price Index to give a figure of €3,804 for convenience 
goods and €3,443 for comparison goods in 2010.  
 
It was also considered necessary to make a further adjustment to the comparison 
expenditure figure having regard to the trends observed from the Retail Sales 
Index. An adjustment is made to provide for a small reduction in comparison 
goods expenditure per capita from 2006 to 2010. While the Retail Sales Index 
shows that “high street” comparison goods, such as clothing and footwear remain 
close to 2006 levels there has been a slight reduction on the overall comparison 
figure between 2006 and 2010. Having reviewed the figures for comparison 
goods expenditure as set out in 2006 and 2010 Retail Sales Index it is 
considered that a reduction of 6.5% in expenditure per capita from 2006-2010is 
appropriate. This results in a figure of €3,219 for 2010.  
 
For convenience goods we have assumed no growth per annum between 2010 
and 2016 and 1% growth rate between 2016 and 2022. This is based on the 
assessment of growth rates set out in the Retail Sales Index (CSO) and adjusted 
to allow for population increases. We have assumed a growth rate of 2% per 
annum between 2010 and 2016 and 3% per annum between 2016 and 2022. 
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This is illustrated in Table 2 below.  
 

Table 2: Expenditure per Capita  

 2010 2011 2016 2022 

Convenience  €3,804 €3,804 €3,804 €4,038 

Comparison €3,219 €3,283 €3,625 €4,329 

Assumption: Convenience Goods Expenditure 0% growth rate per annum from 
2010-2016 and 1% per annum from 2016 to 2022, Comparison Goods 
Expenditure 2% per annum from 2010 to 2016 and 3% from 2016 to 2022. 
 
TOTAL AVAILABLE EXPENDITURE  
 
The total available expenditure is set out in Table 3a, 3b and 3c below.  This is 
calculated by multiplying the population by the expenditure per capita for each 
category for each year. In considering the expenditure available to existing towns 
within the catchment it was considered appropriate to factor in inflows of 
expenditure to the county particular convenience expenditure inflows. It was 
considered appropriate to allow an inflow of 10% for convenience goods into both 
Carrick on Suir and Clonmel for 2016 and 2020, having regard to their location on 
the periphery of the County area. 
 

Table 3a Total Available Convenience Expenditure 

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary 
Town  €72,196,116 €79,320,374 €90,984,462 

Carrick on 
Suir  €38,098,962 €41,858,539 €48,013,851 

Clonmel €147,085,844 €161,600,164 €185,363,524 

Cashel  €45,701,256 €50,211,021 €57,594,569 

Cahir  €50,151,936 €55,100,891 €63,203,496 

Assumption: 10% inflows to Carrick on Suir and Clonmel  
Source: Tables 1& 2  
 
In considering the above expenditure levels, it is important to note that 
significantly different levels of turnover will apply to town centre comparison 
goods such as clothing and footwear and smaller household durables than would 
apply to bulky household goods sold in retail warehouses. Retail warehouses 
have a distinct function and are generally located outside of the town centres. It is 
necessary to establish the expenditure potentially available to town centre 
comparison floorspace. In this regard, it is considered important to split between 
expenditure available for bulky household goods and comparison goods within 
the catchment area.  Having regard to the Household Budget Survey and 
experience elsewhere in this respect, it is estimated that approximately 20% of 
comparison expenditure will be accounted for by bulky household goods in retail 
warehouse type premises. 
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Table 3b Total Available Comparison Expenditure 

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary 
Town  €49,852,215 €60,470,317 €78,033,034 

Carrick on 
Suir  €23,916,140 €29,010,076 €37,435,627 

Clonmel €92,331,272 €111,997,055 €144,524,957 

Cashel  €31,557,222 €38,278,644 €49,396,115 

Cahir  €34,630,466 €42,006,463 €54,206,624 

Assumption: 80% of comparison expenditure  
Source: Tables 1 & 2 
 

Table 3c Total Available Bulky Goods Expenditure 

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary 
Town  €12,463,054 €15,117,579 €19,508,258 

Carrick on 
Suir  €5,979,035 €7,252,519 €9,358,907 

Clonmel €23,082,818 €27,999,264 €36,131,239 

Cashel  €7,889,305 €9,569,661 €12,349,029 

Cahir  €8,657,616 €10,501,616 €13,551,656 

Assumption: 20% of comparison expenditure  
Source: Tables 1 & 2 
 
EXISTING RETAIL FLOORSPACE IN CATCHMENT AREA 
 
The existing retail floorspace within the catchment area is estimated having 
regard to the gross floorspace figures set out within Table 2.5 of the 2010 South 
Tipperary Retail Strategy. Net floorspace is assumed as 80% of the gross figures 
set out within the retail strategy. These floorspace figures have been updated in 
table 4 below to include permitted floorspace which has been constructed since 
the adoption of the retail strategy. The only significant floorspace constructed 
since the publication of the retail strategy is 1,000 sq.m. net of convenience 
floorspace in Cahir (permitted under Reg Ref 08/1139). The figure set out within 
Table 2.5 of the South Tipperary Retail Strategy are gross figures and these have 
been  
 
It is further noted that the 5,700 sq.m. of comparison floorspace in Dovehill as 
identified within Table 2.5 of the South Tipperary Retail Study has not been 
included within the retail floorspace figures in Table 4 below. It is considered that 
this floorspace operate a different role and function to traditional high street town 
centre comparison retailing. Dovehill primarily functions as a destination 
shopping centre and is a tourist attraction to his area of the county.  The inclusion 
of the existing floorspace at Dovehill within the Carrick on Suir catchment area 
would impact disproportionably on the level of comparison floorspace identified 
for Carrick on Suir town centre.  
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Table 4: Existing Retail Floorspace in each Catchment 
Area  

 Convenience  Comparison  Bulky  

Tipperary Town  6,002 5,738 4,850 

Carrick on Suir  2,699 3,669 2,813 

Clonmel 14,498 23,722 11,921 

Cashel  4,696 5,066 2,096 

Cahir  1,922 2,918 3,200 

Source: Table 2.5 of South Tipperary County Retail Strategy, net assumed as 
80% of gross floor areas  
 
TURNOVER OF EXISTING FLOORSPACE  
 
It is possible to derive the turnover of existing floorspace within the catchment 
area by multiplying the floorspace in each category by average turnover. A 
turnover of €9,000 per sq. m. is assumed for existing convenience floorspace 
within the catchment area in 2010 and €4,000 per sq. m. for comparison 
floorspace. An average turnover of €2,000 per sq. m. is assumed for bulky goods 
in 2010 prices. These figures show the average turnover per sq metre of existing 
floor space within the County. They disguise significant differences in turnover for 
different shops. In general, multiple branches of national and international 
multiple shops are located within purpose built shopping centres or other prime 
locations.  
 
Based on the application of the above turnover ratios the turnover of existing 
floorspace within each of the identified catchment areas is set out within Table 5 
below.  
 

Table 5: Turnover of existing Retail Floorspace in each 
Catchment Area  

 Convenience  Comparison  Bulky  

Tipperary Town  €54,021,600 €22,953,600 €9,699,200 

Carrick on Suir  €24,292,800 €14,675,200 €5,625,600 

Clonmel €130,478,400 €94,889,600 €23,841,600 

Cashel  €42,264,000 €20,262,400 €4,192,000 

Cahir  €17,294,400 €11,670,400 €6,400,000 

Source: Table 4 above 
 
The residual surplus for additional retail floorspace within each catchment area, 
as illustrated in Tables 6a, 6b and 6c below, is obtained by subtracting the 
turnover of existing convenience, comparison and bulky goods expenditure as 
identified in Table 5 above by the total available convenience, comparison and 
bulky expenditure within each catchment area identified in Tables 3a, b and c of 
this assessment.  
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Table 6a: Expenditure available for future Convenience 
floorspace  

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary 
Town  €18,174,516 €25,298,774 €36,962,862 

Carrick on 
Suir  €13,806,162 €17,565,739 €23,721,051 

Clonmel €16,607,444 €31,121,764 €54,885,124 

Cashel  €3,437,256 €7,947,021 €15,330,569 

Cahir  €32,857,536 €37,806,491 €45,909,096 

Source: Tables 3a and Table 5 
 

Table 6b: Expenditure available for future Comparison 
floorspace  

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary 
Town  €26,898,615 €37,516,717 €55,079,434 

Carrick on 
Suir  €9,240,940 €14,334,876 €22,760,427 

Clonmel -€2,558,328 €17,107,455 €49,635,357 

Cashel  €11,294,822 €18,016,244 €29,133,715 

Cahir  €22,960,066 €30,336,063 €42,536,224 

Source: Tables 3b and 5  
 

Table 6c: Expenditure available for future Bulky Goods 
floorspace  

 2011 2016 2022 

Tipperary 
Town  €2,763,854 €5,418,379 €9,809,058 

Carrick on 
Suir  €353,435 €1,626,919 €3,733,307 

Clonmel -€758,782 €4,157,664 €12,289,639 

Cashel  €3,697,305 €5,377,661 €8,157,029 

Cahir  €2,257,616 €4,101,616 €7,151,656 

Source: Tables 3c and 5  
 
INDICATIVE FLOORSPACE REQUIREMENTS  
 
In order to calculate the requirements for additional retail floorspace within the 
catchment area the turnover per sq. m. of future retail floorspace should be 
divided by the available expenditure figures set out in Table 7. For the purposes 
of this assessment an average turnover per sq. m. of €9,000 is assumed for 
future convenience floorspace, €4,000 for comparison retail floorspace and 
€2,000 for bulky goods floorspace in 2010 prices.  No growth in turnover 
efficiency is assumed between 2010 and 2022. The future floorspace 
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requirements for additional convenience, comparison and bulky goods floorspace 
within each catchment area is illustrated in Table 7a, b and c below.  
 

Table 7a: Indicative Convenience floorspace 
Requirement 

 2011 
sq.m. 

2016 
sq.m. 

2022 sq.m. 

Tipperary 
Town  2,019 2,811 4,107 

Carrick on 
Suir  1,534 1,952 2,636 

Clonmel 1,845 3,458 6,098 

Cashel  382 883 1,703 

Cahir  3,651 4,201 5,101 

Source: Table 6a & average sales density of €9,000 
 

 

Source: Table 6b and average sales density of €4,000 
 

Table 7c: Indicative Bulky Goods Floorspace 
Requirement 

 2011 sq.m. 2016 
sq.m. 

2022 sq.m. 

Tipperary 
Town  1,382 2,709 4,905 

Carrick on 
Suir  177 813 1,867 

Clonmel -379 2,079 6,145 

Cashel  1,849 2,689 4,079 

Cahir  1,129 2,051 3,576 

Source: Table 6c and average sales density of €2,000 
 
It should be noted that the floorspace capacity figures outlined in Tables 7a, b 
and c above should not be considered as upper limits, merely as indicative of the 
scale of new floorspace required to meet the needs of existing and future 

Table 7b: Indicative Comparison floorspace 
Requirement 

 2011 sq.m. 2016 
sq.m. 

2022 
sq.m. 

Tipperary 
Town  6,725 9,379 13,770 

Carrick on 
Suir  2,310 3,584 5,690 

Clonmel -640 4,277 12,409 

Cashel  2,824 4,504 7,283 

Cahir  5,740 7,584 10,634 
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population of each catchment area.  Additional new floorspace may be proposed 
and this could replace some existing outdated or poorly located retail floorspace. 
These figures should be seen as minimum rather than maximums.  The key 
consideration is the location of new floorspace. The quantum only becomes a 
critical consideration where new convenience and comparison floorspace is 
proposed outside of the defined town centre and the issue of likely impact on a 
town centre as a whole arise.  
 
It should also be noted that the above floorspace figures do not take into 
consideration existing levels of inflows and outflows of expenditure within each 
catchment area. This is particularly relevant when reviewing the allocation for 
comparison floorspace within the smaller towns of the county including Carrick on 
Suir and Cahir. Residents within these catchment areas would most likely travel 
to larger urban centres both within and outside of the county for their comparison 
goods needs. Furthermore they do not allow for the proportion of comparison and 
bulky goods expenditure that is attributed to the Dove Hill Centre.  A 
consideration of future comparison floorspace capacity should have regard top 
these factors. 
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APPENDIX 6 
 
 

Typical Marketing Infrastructure in Shopping Centres 
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APPENDIX 6 
 

TYPICAL MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE IN SHOPPING CENTRES 
 
Any town should look at the infrastructure established in a well managed and 
marketed shopping centre as their guide to the types of actions and tools they 
deploy to attract, acquire or retain shoppers.  As a guide, the following is a 
basic level of actions which a shopping centre would establish to ensure they 
are communicating with existing or new shoppers: 
 
1. Budget – this is usually established through the service charge budget 

or in many cases is an additional, voluntary contribution from retailers 
which is enhanced by the owner of the Centre.  In the town cases, 
consideration should be made in terms of ways in which budget could 
be raised – voluntary contributions, sponsorships, partnerships etc. 

 
2. People Resource – this is usually an employee dedicated to marketing 

(in full or part) or an agency tasked with strategy and delivery.  For the 
towns, this could be the acceptance of an individual or body who will 
take responsibility or a group brought together to look after individual 
elements (such as web) or campaigns. 

 
3. Digital tool 
 

a. Web – listing retailers, offers, events and contact details 
b. CRM 
 
A database for email marketing – pushing out information on events, 
activities or offers on a collective or individual retailer basis 
 
A database of SMS numbers for mobile marketing – short, specific 
messages on a particular event or offer 
 

4. Events – specifically tied to encouraging spend.  Events are usually 
tied to a specific buying season (launching fashion or Christmas) as 
well as what‟s going on in people lives such as entertainment for 
children over a school holiday period which will attract families to your 
location and hold them there allowing time to shop. 

 
5. Advertising – used not simply to build the brand, but to be useful to the 

shopper.  A specific „call to action‟ telling shoppers what to expect, 
when and inviting them to participate or respond in some way.  
Advertising is usually spent in an integrated way (outdoor, print, radio 
etc as part of a campaign) to ensure shoppers are „interrupted‟ by the 
messaging at various times of the normal daily routine.  The method of 
delivery is usually decided upon who the target market is and how best 
to reach them.  For instance, Facebook advertising could be more 
beneficial to the 19-45 year olds, student etc. where advertising in the 
local press would tend to hit a more local and mature audience. 
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6. Services – these can range from a personal shopper to shop mobility 
services to gift wrapping services at Christmas 
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CASE STUDIES OF COVER UP INITIATIVES OF DERELICT/VACANT 
PROPERTIES 
 

Examples of Cover Up Initiatives: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photos 1, 2 and 3: Examples of window graphics and window displays to improve the visual 
appearance of a vacant unit 
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Photo 4: Space Invaders ‗Pop-Up Gallery‘ 
Galway 

CASE STUDIES OF POP UP SHOPS 
 

Examples of Pop Up Shops: 
 

o Ireland: Space Invaders – Pop Up Gallery 
 

This is an artist run non commercial gallery space set up in conjunction 
with Galway City Council and the artist in residence programme.  It was 
launched on Culture Night.  It is a reaction to all of the empty space 
currently in Galway City. The unit remains for rent so space invaders 
will change location at any time.  Currently there are 13 space invaders 
as well as plans for visiting artists.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

o UK: Shop Art Norwich 
 

This was a project funded by Norwich City Council and supported by 
Norwich City Centre Partnership to place art into disused shop 
windows in Norwich City Centre.  The project was designed to  
 

 Encourage the uptake of empty shops in the city; 

 Use empty shops creatively to create a positive perception 
among businesses, local people and visitors; 

 Raise the profile of local artists and cultural activity; 

 Provide opportunities for both emerging and established artists 
to take part and sell and market their work; 

 Cultivate collaboration and networking between people in the 
local cultural community; 

 Develop the city‟s profile as a city of culture; 

 Establish a framework for the future use of empty premises. 
 
The exhibition of artwork utilised empty shop windows across Norwich 
for 6 months from October 2010 until March 2011.  The project had 
various spaces all showcasing Norwich and Norfolk artists from a 
variety of art forms.  Most of the windows were filled from an open 
submission process, other spaces were an art educators window which 
showcased artwork by young people and a Poetry Window. 
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o US: Art in Storefront 
 

Now in its second year, Art in Storefronts returned to Central Market in 
2011 with 6 storefront installations and five murals.  This initiative is 
part of the ARTery Projects efforts to revitalise a once vibrant 
commercial corridor, the program temporarily places original art 
installations by San Francisco artists in vacant and under used 
storefront windows and exterior walls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photos 7 and 8: Art in Storefront San Francisco 
 

o Brixton Village 
 

The Space makers Network became the managing agent for three 
months for 20 properties at the Granville Arcade, which is now known 
as Brixton Village.  The arcade was in poor condition with dated units 
and tired public spaces.  Spacemekers brought in a range of arts, 
creative industries, retail and catering users rent free, with occupiers 
taking responsibility for any necessary refurbishment and paying their 
own rates and utilities.  The project relieved the landlord of the 
burden of business rates on empty properties and brought additional 
footfall which has helped establish new businesses alongside the 
existing traders. 
 
A similar initiative to one of the above could be explored by the 
County Council, Borough Council, Town Councils/Chambers and 

Photos 5 and 6: Shop Art in Norwich 
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Commerce /Traders Association in conjunction with local artist 
groups. 

 
o Charity Pop Ups 
 

Charity pop-up shops can work very well in this format, helping to 
generate positive PR as well as creating innovative retail spaces. 
Gumtree‟s pop-up shop at Stephens Green in 2010 is a good model 
for how this can work well. Under this initiative, Gumtree in 
association with Debra Ireland opened a pop up shop for 5 days and 
sold products that were donated with all funds going to Debra Ireland.  
It was a particularly successful venture as a number of celebrities 
came on board and donated products which generated huge amounts 
of PR and interest in the shop from the public.  Another similar 
initiative is the Cork Lions Club Christmas Appeal Pop Up Shop.  This 
is currently running in Cork and is a shop set up and managed by the 
local Lions Club selling clothes, bicycles, musical equipment etc to 
help support the city‟s disadvantaged communities.  This type of 
format can work because it utilises manpower of charity to transform 
an empty unit into a space that become a real footfall driver for the 
period of time that it is open and it creates positive PR for the 
initiative and the positive contribution to the community. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 9: Pop up Shop St. Stephens Green Centre 

 
o Dragons Den 
 

Dragons Den Type Competition.  Under this concept, the Chamber of 
Commerce/Traders Association/ Council take out a short term lease 
on a vacant property.  A competition is then held to encourage 
potential retailers and entrepreneurs who may wish to test a product 
or retail concept to apply to utilise the property.  Such a concept could 
be used to generate media interest and may lead to the long term 
lease of the property if the initiative is successful. 
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CASE STUDIES OF ‘SHOP LOCAL’ CAMPAIGNS  
 
Case Study 1: Bray , Co. Wicklow 
 
Retailers have joined forces with Bray Chamber to run a very successful 
SHOP LOCAL campaign in Bray. The first project was the design and 
distribution of their Shop Local Poster which now sits in nearly every window 
in the town.  
 
The poster outlines the 10 reasons why people should shop in Bray. The ten 
reasons include: 
  
PROTECT LOCAL JOBS  STRENGTHEN LOCAL ECONOMY 
CREATE NEW JOBS   DEVELOP BRAYS FUTURE 
ENJOY PERSONAL SERVICE ENCOURAGE LOCAL INVESTMENT 
CHOICE OF TOP BRANDS  REDUCE CARBON FOOTPRINT 
BUILD COMMUNITY SPIRIT  PROTECT YOUR TOWN 

 
Running in conjunction with this, Bray Town Council erected Flags on the 
Main Street with the message "BRAY MEANS BUSINESS“. 
 

The committee then launched their voucher booklet called 
"Brays Book of Business Bargains". The booklet 
contained 100 special offers and discounts from retailers 
and businesses around Bray. The reasoning was to 
showcase what Bray has to offer and entice people to 
come into the town to shop. The booklet was distributed to 
13,000 homes around the town. The initial response has 
been fantastic with participating retailers and businesses 
already noticing a big take up. Retailers and businesses 
who didn't take part this time have asked to be included in 
the Christmas edition. 
 
What's next on the agenda??  The Shop Local committee 
(made up on local retailers and business people, 
members of the Bray Chamber of Commerce, 
Cathoirleach of Bray Town Council and a number of 
Councillors) meet every Tuesday to discuss and develop 
new initiatives to make the campaign even more 
successful. The latest exciting new concept in retail loyalty 
on the agenda for Bray retailers is the use of leading edge 

contactless technology. This development will place Bray at the forefront of 
retailing in the county. Examples of such contactless technology is the Zapa 
Tag  which is a contactless sticker with a smart chip and antenna inside that 
enables a mobile phone to communicate with other devices such as retail 
point of sale terminals.  To activate the ZAPATAG, the user simply taps their 
mobile phone or physical tag on a ZAPA reader so there is no need for any 
intervention from the retailer at the point sale to enable the shopper to redeem 
their discount or special offer. 
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Case Study 2: NIIRTA  Independence Day Initiative 
 
The Northern Ireland Independent Retail Trade Association (NIIRTA) has 
hailed the success of its Independence Day Initiative. As part of the initiative 
NIIRTA encouraged shoppers to make a special effort to shop in local 
independent stores. 
 
NIIRTA also welcomed the new Retail Skills Shop, Mary Portas Masterclass. 
The region‟s first retail skills academy was recently launched with the aim of 
improving the retail experience through better customer service, staff 
commitment and enhanced quality. The South Eastern Regional College 
(SERC) in partnership with the National Skills Academy for Retail (NSA) 
offered a number of training opportunities for high street retailers and 
independents. Amongst the choices, is the Mary Portas Guide to Retailing 
Programme, where retailers learned „the tricks of the trade‟ from Mary Portas, 
from television programme, Mary Queen of Shops.  
 
Case Study 3: Dublin Shop Local Campaign  
 
Launched in June 2011, Guide2Dublin is running a „Shop Local‟ campaign in 
the capital focusing on local businesses in each area and promoting them 
directly to residents and visitors to the city. 
 
Guide2Dublin is a comprehensive online guide to the city of Dublin and part of 
a greater network of online guides under the Guide2TheWorld banner which 
covers over 50 sites worldwide. 
 
―As a website that helps to promote local traders and independent shops 
throughout Dublin, one thing that we hear time and time again is that it's 
getting harder and harder for these great Dublin businesses to get customers 
through their doors — especially when people often don't know what they've 
got on their own doorstep,‖ said owner Leuan Green. 
 
As part of the campaign there will be interactive maps posted on 
Guide2Dublin to show people exactly where to go to get the best in the city. 
 
It is inviting local traders to send a note using the enquiry box on the site, 
telling it about their business in 30-50 words. This will then be included in 
upcoming features about shopping locally. Guide2Dublin will also be showing 
interested local traders the best ways and tips to market themselves online. 
For businesses to take part, the package costs from €10 a week and includes 
directory listings, coverage in Google Maps, editorials and news features 
concentrating on the business and the Shop Local scheme, smartphone apps, 
Guide2Dublin card, Discount Voucher Options.   
 
Case Study 4: Rebranding Drogheda 
 
The key to Drogheda‟s Shop Local campaign was: 
„Small changes can have a big impact.  Individuals 
and businesses can become Local Heroes by making 
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one of our pledges. It all starts with a change in thinking: Buy Local - Benefit 
Local.‘  
 
Drogheda was selected by RTE as town in crisis. RTE created a new 
programme called „Local Heroes, A Town Fights Back‟ and chose Drogheda 
as the town to help.  
 
One of the key projects to Drogheda‟s rejuvenating project was the creation of 
a brand. Internationally renowned branding consultant Noel Toolan and a 
team of local designers and creative consultants developed a brand strategy, 
which is typified in a new logo. The rebranding is aimed at placing Drogheda 
back on the Irish tourism map, quite rightly as Drogheda is rich in heritage, 
history and culture. 
 
Case Study 5: Limerick‘s Buy Local — Supporting Small Business 
 
A Limerick based accountancy and taxation service for 
small businesses has unveiled an exciting new initiative 
aimed at promoting a vibrant local economy. TaxAssist 
Accountants, Ireland and the UK‟s leading accountancy 
and taxation service for small businesses, are 
championing a Buy Local Campaign to encourage 
consumers and local businesses in Limerick to come 
together and support each other during the economic 
downturn.  TaxAssist Accountants supplied local 
independent businesses with window stickers to spread the message to the 
general public. The stickers encourage shoppers to ‟shop local‟ in Limerick 
city and support their city centre. 
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CASE STUDIES OF IMPROVED CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
MANAGEMENT 
 
Case Study 1: Longford‘s National Customer Service Awards 
 
It is worth referencing the recently launched Longford‟s “National Customer 
Service Awards” (launched in March 2011.) as this model could be replicated 
in South Tipperary to promote excellence in customer service in the area and 
also encourage retailers to deploy CRM practices that will help them improve 
their ongoing relationship with their customers. 
 
The main aim of the Longford initiative is to promote and reward Customer 
Service in towns throughout the county. The initiative which will be akin to 
Tidy Towns, with on-going checks on customer service levels and in turn 
awards for towns with the best level of customer service. 
 
Seamus Butler president of the Longford Chamber of commerce 
commented ‗I believe this a golden opportunity for Longford to mark itself out 
in the region as a first mover in retail excellence. Provided we get sufficient 
buy-in from as many Longford businesses as possible, this could lead to a 
focused marketing of Longford as a preferred destination for shopping and 
doing business. I urge all Longford businesses that have direct customer 
interaction to get involved‖. 
 
The nationwide Customer Service Awards are determined by a consumer 
assessment undertaken by an independent Customer Service Audit 
Company, which focuses on five key areas of customer service best practice, 
including interaction with customers, professionalism, selling skills, overall 
knowledge and comprehension of customers' needs.  
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CASE STUDIES OF MARKETS 
 

Case Study 1: Hitchin Market 
 
Hitchin market is one of the oldest in England but after several years of 
decline, local people decided it was time for it to get more investment.  The 
local town centre partnership stepped in and formed Hitchin Markets Ltd 
operating on a not for profit basis.  Since the takeover the markets footfall and 
trader base have increased and a weekly car boot sale a monthly farmers 
market and a craft market have been added to the timetable. 
 
Case Study 2: Tavistock Real Cheese Fair 
 
The Tavistock Real Chesse Fair now in its sixth year, draws a mix of locals 
and tourists into the high street.  This year about 40 local cheese makers were 
invited to set out a stall and created a real buzz in the town with queues 
pushing people into not only the local cheese shop but also every other shop 
in their path.  This is event retailing at its best, whereby a few local people 
have taken it upon themselves to make a real difference by identifying a gap 
in the market and establishing a clear, interesting and quirky brand.  It helps 
locals to reconnect with the spirit of their community and boosts Tavistocks 
reputation as a market town that can pull in people from miles around. 
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CASE STUDIES OF COLLECTIVE MARETING CAMPAIGNS 
 

Case Study 1: Shoe Shrine  
 
Aims: 
 
• Drive additional footfall and sales  

• Promote awareness of a wider fashion 

offering  

• Create local PR stories and photo 

opportunities  

• Drive shopper registrations to the CRM 

databases 

 
This promotion is specifically designed to appeal 
to a primary target market of females  - however 
it does work and attract both male and females 
and often couples. 
 
Shoe Shrine is represented by a highly visual 
element (a giant shoe) which will take its rightful 
place in a prominent location throughout the 4 week campaign. It is 
recommended the campaign is launched with a photo call with local press. 
 
The promotion is essentially competition based, whereby all shoppers over a 
four week period receive an entry form to win the Shoe Shrine – a collection of 
over 20 pairs of shoes in their size (any girls dream!). The Shoe Shrine is 
displayed for the duration alongside the giant shoe – that becomes a visual 
focus for the campaign attracting huge interest from the local press and 
shoppers.  
 
The campaign should be supported, budget permitting, with: 
 

 Posters in all participating retailers 

 PR 

 Advertising 

 Point of Sale materials 
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Case Study 2: Community ―Next Top Model Search‖  
 
Aims: 
 
•  Identify and select a member of the 

shopping public to front the Christmas 
marketing campaign.  

• Stage a showpiece summer event providing 
public engagement and a point of difference 
against competing retail destinations over a 
sustained period of 8 weeks.  

• Establish a strong partnership with the local 
media maximising free PR for the duration of 
the event, providing multiple PR 
opportunities following the “winner‟s” journey 
to being the face of Christmas or future 
promotions.  

• Increase online database and social media 

following. 

Following pre-promotion across 
advertising, online and in-store 
scouting days are held in to sign up 
potential applications. The scouting 
days should run from Friday to 
Sunday capturing a range of shopper 
demographics. The entries were 
placed into 4 age categories.  
 
Successful applicants were invited 
back to heats at a central location 

where contestants would strut their stuff up and down the catwalk in front of 
shoppers (if possible) and judges.  
 
At a final event (a paid for fashion show) a winner is chosen and taken into the 
studio to shoot the Christmas campaign and to turn on the Christmas Lights.    
 
Case Study 3: Late Night Spend and Reward: “Grab a Grand”  
 
Concept:   
 
Partnering a local radio station, shoppers win €100 everyday (Mon – Fri) when 
they spend €10 in stores 
 
Operation: 
 
• Proof of Purchase promotion – data capture element included 
• Simply spend €10 or more to enter the competition 
• Multiple entries allowed 
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• Retailers Incentivised with €50 voucher for delivering the most entries 
each week 

 
A large entry box – branded with the Campaign creative will be 
situated in a prime position within the town and accompanied by 
information to further promote the campaign. 
 
Each day (Mon – Fri) at 6pm, a winner will be chosen from the 
competition entry box, and a winning entry will be selected and 
called through to the radio station when it will be announced at 
7pm every evening Mon – Fri.  This will encourage listeners to 
go to the town centre on the late nights when they are opened, 
spend and enter to win the following day and keep the 
momentum of the competition. 
 
There winners over the 4 week period will be invited  into the 
town centre on the final Saturday, the day after radio promotion 
ends, to take part in a final competition to „Grab a Grand‟. The person who 
grabs the most cash, wins the amount they „grabbed‟. 
 
Case Study 4: Check-In and Win (Facebook Campaign)  
 
Aims:   
 

   Harness the capability of shoppers to broadcast their presence in the 
Town centre 

   Grow Facebook „Likes‟ / Followers 

   Cost effective way promoting retailer offers around Valentine‟s Day 

   Engage with the new Smartphone users who purchased at Christmas 
 
Mechanics:   
 
Oversized branded Facebook Places logo installed in the town centre for 10 
days.  When people check-in by posting a message on the facebook wall, 
they have the chance to win one of the daily retailer give-aways.  It is 
important that there is ongoing monitoring and management of the facebook 
page during this period for commenting, responding and promoting.  Retailers 
should be displaying instore posters encouraging people to participate. 
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Case Study 5: Back To School: Spend and Reward 
 
Concept:  
 
Connecting retailers „School/Education/Clothing‟ 
offers with key buying cycle in a broader and 
positive promotion where spend is rewarded 
back to local schools or parents. 
 
Detail: 
Entry cards are obtained at POS at participating 
retailers providing Back to School goods and 
offers (additional promotion via 
Facebook/Website links etc).   
 
Prizes fund has been set to cover a number of reward routes: 
 
1. Parents getting their spend back (this approach focuses the data 

collection on the parent/adult shopper to „combine forces‟ with other 
parents to generate as many entries as possible);  

2. Winning schools each receiving a bursary.  This route helps schools 
encourage parents to send in an individual registrations in the hope of 
getting much needed funds. 

3. Random winners who each receive a reward. 
 
The resulting PR coverage and penetration into the schools/parent network 
will provide an excellent ROI. 
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Case Study 6: Picture This - Personalised Christmas Card 
 
Concept 
 
A themed backdrop with “Merry Christmas from [YOUR CENTRE]” printed on 
it – creating digital, personalised Christmas cards in line with the Christmas 
creative advertising campaign.   
 
Mechanics 
 
Launch to be combined with your Christmas lights switch on where staging 
and themed acts including walkabout are usually present. 
 
A themed backdrop with “Merry Christmas from [YOUR TOWN]” printed on it 
– creating digital, personalised Christmas cards in line with the Christmas 
creative advertising campaign.   
 
Picture is taken and then posted onto Facebook.  Shoppers tag themselves. 
(Prize discretionary).  
 
Alternatively create a „look through‟ picture opportunity.  Mum & Dad are the 
elves with Santa and the kids sit either side of him.  (Brighton Pier‟esque)  
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RETAIL MARKETING MANAGER 
 
Job Description of Marketing Intern 
 
o Responsibility for the implementation of an agreed commercial marketing 

strategy throughout a number of retail stores. 
o Responsibility for the design and management of promotions, events, 

advertising campaigns, communications and PR activities to drive footfall 
and sales for the Centre‟s retailers. 

o Management of the digital and social media presence with a view to 
driving footfall. 

o Completion of ongoing competitor analysis and comparison to assess the 
position in the market place and help shape the commercial marketing 
strategy.  

o Effective budget planning and control. 
 
Position Requirements 
 
o Experience in digital media  
o Excellent written, communication and interpersonal skills  
o Ability to negotiate and achieve consensus 
o Proven experience in project management working to tight deadlines  
o Strong organisational and planning capability  
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AGREEING PRINCIPLES FOR COLLABORATIVE WORKING IN AND OUT 
OF TOWN 
 
Getting Started 
 

 Clear, shared objectives, with a realistic plan and timetable for 
reaching those objectives. 

 A clear vision and a focus on a few key outcomes.  

 Targets to support they outcomes. 

 Identified clear shared common ground to identify each partners' 
reasons for participation. 

 A clear framework of responsibilities and accountability / simple terms 
of reference 

 Agreed structures of how every stakeholder can be communicated with 
and with each other. 

 Manage expectations internally and externally.  Not everything can be 
achieved or every issue repaired, but a partnership can help provided 
there is a commitment to be reliable in getting things done. 

 
Shared Purpose 
 
The partnership needs to develop a sense of shared purpose and build 
relationships between members of the partnership.  It needs to have: 
 

 A high level of trust between partners based on agreed and shared 
principles of co-operation and confidentiality. 

 A willingness to work together and consult with the widest possible 
network. 

 Understand motivations. The work should be on a generic basis, 
providing comfort that no one interest outweighs that of another.  It‟s 
about actions and interventions which will help raise the performance of 
all those fully engaged in the collaborative work.  A commitment to 
share information to avoid suspicion and individual agendas 

 "Equality around the table" to avoid people pulling rank except where 
it is in the interests of decision-making. 

 A flexible approach and an openness to new ways of thinking. 

 Commit to quickly resolving any conflict. 
 
Representation and Structures 
 
It was important to create the right structure to encourage involvement.  
Diversity is important – predominantly but dominated by retailers and equal 
balance between in and out of town interests.  
 

Meetings Need to be Effective and Productive so Partners Need To: 
 

 Ensure the views of all interests are represented 

 Allow time for discussion 

 Concentrate on relevant issues 
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 Ensure the partnership continues to meet the needs of its stakeholders 
through regular reviews, maintaining engagement in order to maximise 
the benefits  

 
A performance panel can help scrutinise actions against any plan and how the 
town is performing compared to other places in the region and nationally.  
Comfort can be gained from this continual benchmarking process.  
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BRAND CLONMEL 

 
SERVICE 
The orientation is always aimed at delighting customers by providing 
great service; nothing is a problem. 
 
ATTRACTIVE PREMISES 
Premises (both inside and out) and surrounding footpaths are 
always clean, well maintained and overall presenting an engaging 
image to customers. 
 
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF 
Staff help customers make their selections and make sure that they 
will be satisfied with their purchases. Staff thoroughly know the 
products on display, e.g. in a clothes shop staff know about the 
material, cut, pedigree of manufacturer, stylist, etc and can advise 
customers; in the case of restaurants staff are able to describe the 
preparation, presentation and constituents of dishes, and so on. 
 
UNIQUE 
Experiencing Brand Clonmel is unique because shops offer a 
diverse range of merchandise.  This is achieved through 
deliberately different buying policies. 
 
WELCOMING 
Customers are always made feel welcome by cheerful helpful (but 
not intrusive) staff. 
 
PROFESSIONAL 
All staff members are well trained and are dedicated to their jobs.  
They are well groomed, well spoken, polite and fully realise that 
they represent their business to the customer. This applies to every 
aspect of how the businesses operate, from management to 
innovation to service. 
 
INNOVATIVE 
This involves coming up with different ideas and putting them into 
practice – never being satisfied with the status quo. 
 
CUSTOMER FOCUSSED 
This comes from a realisation that the customer is king (or queen). 
Quality and value are very important to customers and therefore 
very important to staff. Customers delight in coming into these 
shops and love doing business there because they are so well 
looked after. 
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EXAMPLES OF BRANDING 
 
  
 
  

1. The Brand Mark 2.  Promotional Material 3.  Signage 

4.  Postcards 

5.  Merchandising 
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INFORMATION TO BE CONTAINED IN GUIDE ON OUTDOOR FURNITURE 
 

The guide would include such information as: 
 
 The necessity for a license for outdoor seating and the cost of an 

annual license. 
 Details of how to apply for such a license. 
 The restriction and times when outdoor tables and seating should be 

used. 
 The requirement for plan to be agreed with the Council indicating 

where tables and chairs will be located and that adequate safety 
consideration have been considered. 

 The requirement of the licensee to provide appropriate details of the 
structures to be erected including tables, seating, umbrellas, heating, 
barriers etc. 

 Whether or not ant permanent fixtures or excavations can be made to 
existing paths roadways to facilitate the seating. 

 Any insurance requirements. 
 Actions to deal with litter caused as a result of customers utilising the 

furniture (e.g. there may be a stipulation that the business will be 
responsible for cleaning up and that refuse should not be placed in 
public bins. 

 Whether the use of standard glass is permitted from any drinks served. 
 Whether outdoor food preparation/cooking is permitted or prohibited. 
 Whether regard has been had to those with a disability, particularly 

those with a visual impairment. 
 Whether the use of sponsored or commercially branded furniture is 

permitted. 
 Any other terms and conditions of relevance. 
 Penalties for failure to comply with terms and conditions. 
 
There may also be merit in suggesting a coordinated approach to outdoor 
seating to ensure consistency across the sector.  This approach can also lead 
to greater economies of scale for both businesses and the council in terms of 
the administration and purchase of street furniture.  It also provides the 
foundation for the town to benefit from unique branding because of the more 
unified aesthetics of the streetscape. 
 


